
Chapter V 

Soviet Systems 

A. Introduction 

From the Soviet perspective, "The development of antiaircraft defense after the Second World War may 

be divided into two periods: the first, from 1946-53, and the second, from 1954 to the present."' The break 

between the two periods is delimited by the formation of PVO (Strany) as a co-equal with other services of 

the Soviet armed forces in May of 1954. Coincidently, the 1953 date conforms to more general Soviet mili- 

tary histories, which acknowledge 1953 as the year of Stalin's death and the year in which the Soviet Union 

demonstrated its first thermonuclear weapon. A third stage seems also to be doctrinally accepted which 

acknowledges "the revolution in military affairs." This last phase is marked by the formation of the Rocket 

Forces as another service in 1960 and the adjustment of military doctrine to nuclear and missile weapons. 

Within these divisions, Soviet writers usually characterize the first period as one in which Soviet air forces 

were equipped with modern jet aircraft. The second period is generally characterized by the deployment 

of missiles for both ground and aviation air defense components. The third period might be characterized 

by attempts at ABM defense. In keeping with the Soviet view of the earliest period, this history will focus 

on the decisions involved in the process of aircraft modernization and the development of jet technology. 

Subsequent volunies will focus on surface-to-air missiles and Soviet ABM programs in turn. 

Not only docs the focus on jet aircraft accord with the Soviet view of early post war history, it also takes 

ad\.antage of unique insights into the Soviet process of decision making. Aircraft designers and test-pilots 

occupy a special status among Soviet heroes. They write and they talk more freely about their activities 

than other segments of the society and they appear somewhat open about their activities with members of 

the a\.iation press-that is if a decent period (about 20 years) has passed to preclude possible disclosure 

of military secrets. In addition to the remembrances of key figures in the Soviet development community, 

there nl-c also a number ofdefectors who round out the picture of Soviet aviation, particularly in the areas of 

applied research and aircraft production. Thus. in retrospect, a fair picture emerges as to how decisions were 

made \vitli regard to aviation in the late Stalinist period; it is a picture which is substantially corroborated 

by intelligence of the period and by more recent Soviet official documents. 

Frc>ln the standpoint of historiography, the focus 011 aircraft developers and development decisions 

lnay he dangerous. I t  may distort coticlusions drawn with the benefit of a wider focus. This potential bias is 

nckno\vledged. but discounted. for several reasons: 

( I ) The personal role of Stalin in military decisions. particularly aviation matters 

( 2 )  .l'lie PLII-ge and politicization of air force leadership in 1946 
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(3) The subordination of the air forces to ground forces requirements and leadership 

(4) The continuing pattern of political donlitlation of the nlilitary establishnlent and military force 
structure decisions \vhicli persisted after tlie death of Stalin 

( 5 )  The eaclusion of members of the military and political leadership from weapons decisions made 
among Stalin and his principal advisors. 

These factors lend credence to the picture of Soviet decision niakers portrayed in the following materi- 

als. A further. and compelling. reason is that few data exist to develop alternate foci. Therefore, the fbllow- 

ing materials approach aviation decisions through the designers and include additional data which broaden 

the perspective. 

Rather than detail \\.hat strategic defense forces de\ eloped, or how. the intent is to ask "why?" It is the 

contention here that design acti\.ities provided a nienu of weapons fro111 which a number were chosen for 

production and deployment. It is in this contest. that one gains a grasp of "why?" 

By extension. understandings gained from a study of a\.iation decisions can be applied to developments 

in the realrii of antiaircraft artilleq.. surface-to-air missiles. and radar systems. In two niajor respects, how- 

el-er. decisions related to complenzentan defensi\.e s\.stems diffttr. First, it seems they did riot involve Stalin 

as frequently. Second. they took place in a frame\\-ork ~vliere domestic institutions were less well developed 

and \\here reliance on foreign technology Ivas higher. This chapter thus disci~sses the obser\,able develop- 

ments ivithin these other categories of systems. I t  closes ~vitli a discussion of civil d e t n s e  developments to 

coniplete an 01-erall appreciation of the strategic defense efyort. 

B. History of Fighter Aircraft of PVO 

1. Pre-War Experience 

Patterns of organization. institutional beha\-ior. and decision making in Soviet aviation deri\.e ti-om tlie 

prs-\iX.II formation of tlie Peoples Commissariat for A\ iation Industn and ti-om the emergence during 

the late 1930's of a group of >.oung and competent designers who since have been sustained in their inde- 

pendent deb-elopment acti\-ities. The indust?. was /71gi7/1. c.ot?~/~etifi\x~ in the process ol'designing alternati\,e 

protot! pe aircraft. politicul in the allocation of resources and c.c>iirr-trli-rtl in tlie exchange ol'inli)rmation.' It 

became an establishment in ivhich the designers played a key role protected by a niinistcrial-lekel institu- 

tion along \iith key producer industries. b'ithin this establishment. the user organization, the air fhrces, did 

not necessarily ha\-e the predominant t oice. 

The character ot'the So! iet a\.iation industry was much influenced by the purges of scientists and engi- 

neers during 19771019.  In et'fect. these purges. which culminated in the Industrial I'arty (I'romparty) Trial 

of 1930. \-~rtuall!. wiped out the entire technician class of that generation.' 7'he principal designers ol'tlie 

thirties Xikolai Polikarpo~. in fighters. and Andrei Tupolev. in bonibcrs fkll into dislavor in 1020 iund 

Polikarpo\- tias ~mprisoned for industrial sabotage or "wrecking."' Iluring this period. the C'cnrl-al Design 

Bureau \\as organl~ed under the State I'olitical Administration ((;PU or Secret I'olicc). Among its I~lcilitics 

\ \a \  the -'Sc\enth Ilangar" organized undcr the -'internal prison" (Vnutrennaya 'J-urma). whcrc I'olikar-pov 

k c  ln,t~tutc tor Kcicarch In \ocral \c-rcncc. and !\lcuaridcr K&I) lo r  tlctailctl t lc\cr~pt~on. 
\rll/hcn~t>:n. p p  3'- 3 0 0  Ot appro~rnlatcI> 3 0  40.000 cngrnccr\ rn the 1;.S.S.l<.. Sol/lleriilhy~l c\tillliltc.\ Illal 5 .000  \\ere 

irrrc\tcd rp ;k', 

'I 'rol~lic 1'1onci.r.' I I z I ~ : !  K c i ~ c ~  Intcri~;~trcrnal. July 1Oh11. p 411% 
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and other aviation notables lived and worked under heavy guard.' During that period, Alexander Yakovlev, 

Sergie Iluyshin, and probably Artem Mikoyan received their training in this same Central Design Bureau 

Complex. In 1933, after the successful flight of his 1-5 prototype, Polikarpov was released. By 1934, it was 

Tupolev's turn. He received a ten-year sentence for sale of military secrets to Germany, but worked his way 

out after two years with the design of the gargantuan eight-engine "Maxim Gorky" propaganda and pas- 

senger craft.6 He was returned to prison on two later occasions in 1937 and in 1940.' In 1937, another name 

in Soviet aviation gained prominence-that of Semyon Lavochkin. The design of the LAGG-I and the team 

of Lavochkin, Gorbunov, and Gudkov emerged, again from p r i s ~ n . ~  

a. Structure of the Aviation Industry 

Four basic functions were organized under the Commissariat and the Ministry of Aviation which suc- 

ceeded it. They were and (in 1975) still remain: 

( 1 ) Basic Research 

(2)  Prototype Design 

(3) Testing and 

(4 )  Production. 

Basic research is conducted within the Central Aerohydrodynamics Institute (TsAGI) for airframe 

problenis and within the Central Institute of Aviation Motor Building (TslAM), the All Union Institute of 

Aviation Materials (VIAM), and the Scientific Institute for Aviation Equipment for related subjects. Design 

actik ities are the province of the Central Design Bureau (TsKB) and of semi-autonomous Experimental 

Design Bureaus (OKBs) which operate under it in the fields of airframes, engines, and armament. Testing 

is conducted by ccntralizcd testing establishments, most notably the Flight Test Institute (LII) and the 

Scientific Testing Institute of the air forces (NIIVVS). Production is organized among individual factories 

responsible to the Minist~y." 

b. Elites 

Wltliin So\ iet air forces, there are two parallel series of ranks; one for the operational side and another 

ti)r the technical. The operational ranks range up to Chief Marshal, but the engineering ranks stop at the 

ne\t-louer Colonel-General rank. Notably. only Aniiy officers are eligible for the highest rank, Marshal of 

the So\ let Unlon. This. however. does not indicate that ot'ficers of the Aviation Engineering Services cany 

less  eight: cluite to the contrary: 

I t  is more diflici~lt to ubtaiti an engineering rank than an executive one. as the prefix "engineer" is only 
gi\.eli to those \\-lio h3ve received the liigliest technical air education. and is usually reserved for those who 
li;~\-c p:isscd 1111-oirgli the %hi~liovski Militaty Engineering Academy. Esceptions are occasionally made for 
distinguishcci imcntors. In the schools and esperimental stations of the Soviet Air Forces. the technical side 
outrruiks the n01i-tcclitiic;11. For example. an Engineer-Mior may even hold a post which would nonnally be 
lillcd by a non-technical hla-lor-General."' 

' Ihitl. and \ ~ ~ ~ C I V I C \ .  Tin:yc*/. p. $4. 
'' ..('llic.~' ( I . S . S . ~ ~ .  :\ircl-;lli [)c.signcr." :lir Irr/i~lligc~r~c~c~ Digc~sf. Jan. 1950. Q. 16 CONF. 
..So\ IC[ 13;s ];I\ c :\i~-cr;~li 1)t.slgrlcl.s." .-I;/. I r r rc~l l i~c~r~i~ i~  Di:,.crr, Frb. 1954. p. -32 CONF. 
' .'[.;I\ oc.lll\in" .I;,- / / I / ~ , / ~ ; ~ ~ ~ I I ~ ~ ~ ~  I)rp1..xr. hlar. 1950. p. 36. 
" Ills[lt~~lc lilr. KLy~;1rcI~ i l l  SOCI~I  SCICIICC. itlld ; l I ~ x a ~ i d ~ r .  KC< LI). 
0 4 ,  l i l h ; ~ ~ ~ .  .Vo~.re,/ I I ~ / / ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ / I . Y ~ / ~ .  17. 42. 
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The Zhuko\.ski Acadeniy is a centralized post-graduate institution devoted to aviation studies (and 

Marxist-Leninism of course). Its students and graduates are distinguished by special pay, privileges, social 

access. unifoniis. and bearing. Its senior staff members frequently enjoy direct access to the Politbureau and 

some relief frorii political imperati\,es which are iniposed on the remainder o f  the Soviet population. Alunini 

of the academy share a "scientific" ethic and ge~ierally recognize each other on the basis of  individual com- 

petence. ". . . ilie are tfierefore school-mates. A strong coriiradely friendship binds us. We frequently consult 

tvith each other and help each other solve complicated problenis."" Among names frequently mentioned 

in this study. Yako\.le\-. Miko\.an. Iluyshin. Lavochkin, and Tokaev were Zhukovski graduates. Tupolev, 

Polikarpo\.. Klinio\.. and Ehkovle\- \\-ere at one time statt'members. Those who do not fare as well, Sukhoi, 

for example. appear to he graduates of other technical institutes. 

The ethic \vhich binds the technical elite extends. in part. to their subordinates. The open literature 

contains se\-era1 examples of direct appeals as high as Stalin'? for review of sentences on behalf of techni- 

cal staff and of confrontations 1vith political otticers to allo\v individuals to continue with competent work 

1~1 th  less interference." This "backing LIP'' of personnel explain the strength and loyalty ot' design 

tea111s. 'l 

c. Design Competition 

The tradition of desizn competition evol\-ed during the 1930's as a number of designers began working 

independently of the major institutes. In 1936. a requirement \vas issued for a light multipurpose figliter. 

Four desisners responded \+ ith de\.elopment programs. Later that same year. the specification was revised 

to favor the light bomber role and a Sukhoi prototype (the Su-2). de\.eloped independently of his mentor 

Tupole\. \+-as accepted.:' 

The epitome of design competition \vas that held in late 1939. O\-er 20 designers were given assign- 

ments to pro\ ide protot\.pes against t\vo or three basic rcquirenients. A fairly detailed account ofthat compc- 

tition is resorted to because i t  is prologue to the decision patterns and criteria that PI-et.ailcd until Stalin's 

death in 1953. 

The competition deri\-ed from a conference in the O\.al Hall of the Kremlin. Among thosc present u,ere 

"all \\ ho had pro\-ed themsel\es to be a\.iation designers or in\.entors and \vho had in recent years madc 

some contribution to at iation."'" The meeting !\.as presided o1.er bj* Stalin. V. M. Moloto\. (Prcmicr). and 

K.  1'. ~'oroshilo\ II\.linister of Defense). \+.ith \4;loloto\- moderating. What cnsued \vas a general I-cvietv o l '~hc  

status of So1 ict a1 iatinn and a debate o\er  the utility of four-engined bombers. Subsequently 20 25 engine 

and airframe designers t\ ere again called to the Kremlin fhr personal inter\. ic~.s beti~re a panel ol'Stalin, M. 

.\I. Kaganok ich ICommissar for A\.iation). %loloto\, Voroshilov, F. A. Agal'Tsov (Assistant I)ircc~or ol'tlic 

Xir Force). and another member of the Politburo.'- 

Among Yak()\ let's recollection of'his inter\ i c ~  is the fi)llowing dialogue: 
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[Stalin] ". . . Are you aware that we have ordered this kind of fighter from several other designers, and the 
winner will be the one who not only gives the best fighter in terms of flight and combat qualities but also 
delivers first, so that we can get it into series production sooner:'" 

[Yakovlev] "I understand, Comrade Stalin." 

[Stalin] "It's not important if you understand. You've got to produce it sooner." 

[Yakovlev] "What time limit?"the key question!] 

[Stalin] "The sooner the better. By New Year's'!" 

[Stalin] "We ourselves are very much aware that we don't need that many planes. But, the good Lord willing, 
out of all these we'll get five or six that can bc put into series production. And that many new aircraft won't 
confuse us."'X 

Yakovlev states that he left the meeting "inspired with the spirit of creative competition and with unwaver- 

ing intentions of beating our  rival^."'^ Eleven other designers were competing against the same requirement, 

but Yakovlev produced before his counterpart-by the New Year's deadline. The first three available proto- 

types (YAK- 1, MiG-3, LAGG-3) were committed to production before testing was completed. On January 9, 

1940. Yakovlev was appointed by Stalin to be Assistant Commissar for Aviation Industry at age 35." 

Several points are illustrated by this vignette which characterize subsequent aviation decisions during the 

Stalinist era. The points are underscored because they represent a pattern repeated in post war decisions: 

( 1 ) The dominant role and personal involvement of Stalin 

( 2 )  The weight ofpolitical and technical representation in the process as opposed to the one representa- 
tive of the air forces general staff 

(3)  The i~iiportance of thc design community in the process 
(4 )  The official encouragement of the competition concept 
( 5 )  Compressed lead times and the importance of arbitrary and seldomly explicit dates 

( 6 )  The rewards, both in terms of production commitment and of other honors, which attend the design 
of the first prototypes fielded (reinforced by the negative rewards of Hanger Seven) 

(7)  The continuity ofthe key figures in the decision pattern. Yakovlev remained Assistant Commissioner 
i111til 1948. and the competing bureaus are. for the most part, still active. 

d. Information Flows 

Among Yakovle\"s innovations in 1940 were the design handbooks and reorientation of the TsAGT. The 

design handbooks amounted to a standardization program for the aviation development community. The niul- 

tiplication of independent design activities necessitated a common code of procedures. An initial version was 

produced in 1030. The second edition which appeared after the Soviets entered WWII consisted of 1 1  parts: 

( I ) Aeroclynn~nics 
( 2 )  t1!,dromcchnnics 
(3 )  Srrcngth of materials 

(4 )  Flight tests ofa~rcraft and ecluipment 
"I lies ( 5 )  I.n, 

(0 )  A ~ r c r ~ t i  cquipmcnt 
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(7) Aircraft amlament 

( 8 )  Landing gear and mechanis~ns 

(9) Standard systems 

(10) Materials 

(1 1) Semiproducts2' 

.4mong contributors to the hatidbooks were the foremost Soviet authorities on aviation science and 

design \vith a leavening of test pilots. The second edition was intended to incorporate construction and com- 

bat experience gained fro111 the inlnlediate pre-ivar generation of fighters. The design handbooks became 

a virtual enc>-clopedia of Soviet a\.iation and the principal means of communicating research results to the 

practical engineering level. They also pro\-ided a mediuni for reconciling conflicting perspectives of the 

niilitar?; scientists. engineers. production specialists. and maintenance people. The handbooks are 3 feature 

of So\ iet a\-iation today and are thought to be a principal source of continuity and conservation in Soviet 
. . 

a\ iation technology.-- 

e. Use of Foreign Technology 

In its earl!. years. the So\.iet a\ iation establishment relied heavily on foreign technology, b i~ t  with the 

express aim of freeing itself from dependence on such assistance as soon as possible. Before 1935, Italy. 

France. England. and the Netherlands had supplied the So\.iet Union ivith lnost of her planes and as late 

as that year a Gern~an-directed Junkers Company produced 500 aircraft in Russia." Independent Soviet 

airframe designs began to elnerge during the mid- 1930's with independent engine designs emergin: some- 

\\ hat later. Purchases of foreign aircraft \\-ere not completely stopped and a concentrated ett'ort to obtain 

C.S. technolo?>. fbllo\\-ed the resumption of C.S.S.R. U.S. relations in 14-33. As late as 19-36. U . S .  aircrriti 

n ere purchased under license." 

During the pre-war period. a di\ ersified program to exploit foreign technology accompanied thc rcor- 

ganization of design acti\ ities. Emphasis \\-as placed on legitinlate procurement of ecluipment and informa- 

tion. along with official isits and student exchanges. Generally. material \\-as open 1i)r sale one yciu- alter 

it began production." 

Durinz the war. the Cnited States and Britain sent about 18,000 aircrati to Ki~ssia. These are comparcd 

b>- the So\ iets to approximately 136.000 Sot iet-produced crati to demonstrate that "the So\,ict Union li)ught 

nith its oirn strength."" It is the opinion of' Robert Kilmarx that of' these thousands of'thesc lend-lease cl-i~li 

u-ere held back to consen-e them for use during the later period ol'transition to jet aircraft.'- According to 

General John R. Dean. head of a C.S. military mission to the U.S.S.K., "we neb-es lost an opportunity to give 

the Russians equipment. ~t-eapons. or information lvhich we thought might help our combined war e1ti)rt."-' 

The o i e n  Soviet effort \vas supplemented b>- colcrt and grey acti\.ities. .l'oward the cnd ol'the war. the 

So\ iet Purchasing Commission in Washington numbered ot.cr 1,000 people and high priority was given to 

\I.alrc~r Icr. i0 ji,ur\. p 4 0 .  
.-licxandcr. KK.1). pp. I5 Ih.  I)ecllnlng ~ r ~ t l u c n c c  0 1  ~ h c .  Iianclhook\ I \  d~\cu\sccl 111 !llcsar~tlc.r. 1073 I rlp Kcport. 1,. 0 
lnitltutr. tor Kc,r.arch in S o c ~ a l  Scicncc. pp 54 i0 
I h ~ d  
K11mar.k. pp. 165 I hh.  

' \'aL.(~r l e ~ .  i i ~ i r s .  p 0' 
K ~ l m a r x .  p 304 

' l h ~ d  
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collection of information on jet aircraft. An effort to obtain information on America's first jet (the P-59) and 

on General Electric and Westinghouse jet engine developments is well documented.'" Andrei Schevchenko, 

a legal representative to Bell Aircraft and later of Amtorg who engaged in espionage, reportedly mentioned 

a Lenin prize of 500,000 rubles for a jet aircraft design by the end of 1945.jU Another report of the 1945 

deadline is attributed to a Russian in this country.31 

2. Performance of Soviet Aviation During WWll 

In its simplest, the story of Soviet Air Forces during WWIl is one of initial debacle and remarkable 

recovery aided by the overextension of German power. Despite the massive destruction of Soviet aircraft 

in June of 1941, a credible local defense began to be marshaled around Moscow in that same autumn. The 

winter-enforced lull in the air war, coupled with increasing numbers of new Soviet fighters, changed the 

momentum ofthe air battle. Stalingrad appears to have been the turning point where German aviation oper- 

ated with impunity during the early stages of the siege, but suffered increasing losses as the campaign wore 

on. German losses exceeded resupply, while the Soviets were rapidly increasing their air forces based on 

industrial capacity, recovering from relocation to the east of the Urals. 

In January of 1943 USAAF daylight raids combined with RAF night attacks on Germany to force the 

build-up of LuftwatTe homeland defenses at the expense of forces supporting the Eastern Front. As this 

homeland air front began to absorb over half of Germany's air resources, the balance shifted overwhelm- 

ingly in favor of the Soviets. By late 1943, a Soviet force of from 12,000 to 15,000 thoroughly modem 

aircraft hced a German Eastern Front air strength of from 2,000 to 3,000. During the Kuban and the Kursk- 

Ore1 campaigns in the summer of 1943, Gennany did mass to contest the air, but at heavy cost in aircraft 

and cre\\.s. The Soviets could absorb losses; the Germans could not. Thereafter, local Luftwaffe command- 

ers came to regard i~nfavorable odds of 12: 1 as routine." 

a. Lessons Learned-Fighter Aviation 

Despite Western historians who credit Soviet successes to improved airbase attack, the following 

emerged in 1919 as doctrine distilled from WWII experience. It relates to the relevance of fighter combat 

as opposed to other techniques of air defense or air superiority": 

( 1 The experience of the past war showed that fighter aviation is the decisive factor in the struggle for 
air superiorily. I t  also showed that the outcome depends mainly on air combat, which is the most 
cfl;.cti\-c wa\. ot'destrcjying enemy aircraft. 

( 2 )  'fhe espericnce of the war i~ndermined the theory of German-fascist military circles about destroy- 
ing an enemy air force by lightning war consisting mainly of strikes against enemy air bases. 

(3 )  I t  also undermined the theories of Anglo-American rnilita~y circles about gaining air superiority 
through air strikes at the military ecotlolny of the enemy. especially against his aircraft industry, 
his file1 reserves and his air training establishments. (Concentrated actions against the centers of 
the enemy's aircraft industry are certainly usefill in gaining air superiority and they can hasten the 

"' I Ic.ari11.s. I lr l- Atllcricac~ : \ ~ t i \  itics. Jet Propulsion. p. I? I. 

" 1.c.c.. 1050. p. 70. 
' '  Volko\.. ('01. :\.. ..l:i~htc~. :\I ia~icw in C'ontcmporury LVilr." Voe~lllaya. hlysl'. Feh. 1919. pp. 5 5 4 9 .  F m ~ n  extracts. Note that a 
scl>;".;t~c' c l o c ~ r ~ ~ ~ c  ot'..!\ir I )c t ; '~~ t ;~  Opt.ratio~is" \\as cnicrgilig alllong PL'O troops during this period. See ahow Chapter V. 
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defeat of the enemy air force. but this can be only a supplementary ~iieans of winning air superi- 
ority. Tlie main iiiethod n i ~ ~ s t  be destruction of enemy aircraft in the air and on air bases.) 

(4) The struggle tbr air s~~periority and ~vitli it the main etforts of fighter aviation should be centered 
primarily about the ground etfort. The reason for this is that only by nieans of ground action can the 
strategic aiiiis o f  the mar be attained. No independent air action can achieve resultsequal in impor- 
tance to those air actio~is carried out i11 tlie interest of the success of the overall effort. In this con- 
test. air coiiibat beconies as a rule extre~nely savage and calls for tlie greatest pressure and energy. 
Both belligel-ents can expect to sutfer heavy losses as new air reserves are brought into action in the 
etfort to secure freedom of action for the ground forces.'" 

From the contemporary U.S. perspective of "strategic," these lessons appear to relate to "theater" appli- 

cations. Ho\vever. froni the Soviet experience. the Wehniiacht was Ger~iiany's strategic instrument. From 

the So\-iet i.ie\\.: 

. . . So\ irt militan science considcrs that the outcome of i\.ar under contelnporary conditions is decided on 
the field of battle b!- means of the annihilation of the anned forces of the enemy and that ono of the most 
ilnportant tasks of a\-iation is active assistance to the ground and naval tbrces in all fonns of their combat 
acti\ it!. This definition of the fundamental mission of a\ iation is not contradicted by the need to employ part 
of its forces to strike the deep rear of the enem!. or his military-industrial tarsets. but our military sciencc 
does not consider such blot\-s an end in tlic.msel\-es. but only a helpfill means of creating t.a\orablt. condi- 
tions for the success of the combat operations of the ground and na\.al forces. The structure of our military 
air forces is established on the basis of the scientific definition of the role and significance of a\,iation in 
contemporary ar. " 

In the context of early post \ tar decisions these doctrinal statements are interesting in that they obscure the 

difference behteen frontal and defense a\ iation. The perception of an integrated air superiority mission 

epitomized by fighter-\.ersus-fighter battles si~nplifird potentiall) conflicting priorities bq way ofestablisli- 

ing a single set of interceptor requirements. Such a perception was not \vithoi~t foi11idatic)n until 1957 when 

S.4C released its fighter ~ j - i n g  to the Tactical Air Command: U.S. B-36 doctrine called tbr fighter escort."' 

b. Lessons Learned-Institutional 

Beside the sanct~ficatlon of fighters as the prlmap ~ n s t n ~ n ~ c n t  of alr pok+cr. the WWll experience con- 

firmed the -'correctness" of ~nst~tut~onal  arrangements 111 So\ let a\ lation Dur~ng tlie b a r  years the So\ let4 p ~ o -  

duced 126.000 to 157.000 alrcraft of a qual~t) comparable to thaw operat~onal anyuherc ~n the icorld the 

German jets excepted. The So\ iet perception \vas that "Our aircraft surpassed the enemy's in both quality 

and quantities."" '12.hile this perception of'Yakoi Iek. H-as self-scning since lie was then Deputy C'ommissar 

for .A\ iation Industq-. it is ne\.erthrless important because he continued in that position through the period 01' 

significant postit-ar decisions. Moreo\.er. it soon becanle a test of loyalty among the Sovict population at large 

to put down e\.er)-thing that u-as fhreign and to proclaim thc superiority of Soviet technology.'" 

L l h ~ t ~ n .  ( 01. (]en. ot':\\n. :I.. "So\ict :\\lation." h c n n a y a  1\1>sI'. kch. 104'). p. 62 .  ()uotcd in  (iarthtrtl: p.  173 174. An eirrly poht 
ua r  attempt to di.fine a stratcpc doctrlnc more rn I ~ n c  \\ ~ t h  I)ouhct'\ thcories was ~ l n s u c c c s l i ~ l .  (Ihrtl.. p. 177.) I l l i s  tlocs not den! 
that an i.\trcmel> h12h prrorlt> uas ?!\en to long range dc\clopmcnt\ \r hrch ~ o ~ ~ l d  Icirtl t o  an intcrcrmt~ncnt;~I "str;rtegic" \\c;lpon. 
Ccc 7okai.i. \ t a l~n  \lean, \iar. pp. 91 111 

Ki th  ( on? I >t Sc\ i .  l)oI) :\pproprration tor 1OiX. Ill<. tlc;rr~ngs. pp. 01 7 01 X.  (Jtiotctl 111 I.ulrcll. Itlca\. ('ollccplh 1)octrrnc. p .  
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The perception of design and industrial success on the part of the Soviets was appropriate in many 

regards. From the design standpoint, Asher Lee summarizes a widely held respect for the machines that 

were produced after 1943 : 

. . . Their own YAK, MiG and LAGG fighters were more than equal in performance to the British Hurricanes 
and American Aerocobras and Kittyhawks+ven the improved versions which they were getting in hundreds 
every month under Lend-lease. Indeed, the technical gap between the German and Soviet single-engined 
fighters had virtually closed by the end of 1943. French pilots who have flown the YAK, the Spitfire and the 
Messerschmitt 109 declare that the Soviet plane was the equal of its German and British counterparts. . . . '" 

From the production standpoint, the Soviet perception of success also is justifiable when compared with 

the production of its enemy. By 1944, Soviet monthly aircraft production was running ahead of the German 

industry. Despite the fact that over half of the Soviet aviation industry was relocated in 194 1, production 

recovered within the year. In 1944, the last full year of the war, Soviet production reached 40,300 and 

German production was 40,953." ((No less remarkable than the Soviet recovery, however, was the German 

success at maintaining such a production rate in spite of allied air attack by dispersed use of underground 

facilities and other expedients.) The Soviet 1944 monthly production rate of 3,300 compares with a peak 

wartime U.S. rate of 7,100 although such comparisons ignore the large proportion of bombers in U.S. pro- 

duction which would reflect an an alternate measure of airframe weight. Despite qualifications, the perspec- 

tive of institutional success appears justified. The Soviet aviation establishment had fielded a force roughly 

equivalent to that of its primary enemy; on the other hand, that enemy had other battles to fight. On the 

Eastern Front the Soviets had a rough 6 to 1 numerical superiority toward the end of the war.'' 

c. Lessons Learned-Design 

A primary etltct of the w3r was to emphasize the producibility of Soviet designs and modifications: 

The designer cannot forget for an instant that any improvement. no matter how necessary for increasing the 
quality of a piece of armament. must be introduced only with the consideration that it be reflected minimally 
in ti~lfillment of quotas. Therefore. the designers were in closest contact with the series production plants. 
Prior to introducins any innovation into an existing piece of armament. they had to anticipate in their own 
minds in minute detail \\.hat difficulties this improvement might entail in the mechanical processes. The 
designers had to e tkct  their changes in such a way that they might be put into series with only a minimal loss 
in the d:lil?. output quota of'aircrati sent to the front. This was an extremely difficult task. especially difficult 
\+lien a n e ~ v  type of aircraft entered into series production. Under ~var-time conditions. the designer must 
also considcr this fact in developing a nen aircrafi and his new product must make maximum use of existing 
technologq. in a giwn series thct~r?, .~ '  

Another basic lesson was that of a relation between silllplicity and utility in combat. Simplicity affected 

~~rcedictability but i t  also atliected ho\v fast Lveapons \Yere available at the front. To train for the use of simple 

\\ e"po1lh i t  as c:1sy." 

The ober-r~d~ng Icsson \\as the necessit? for technical capability. "To the designer, war is a diffi- 

cult scliool. tlo\vc\cr. the lessons he learns sta) \\.it11 him throughout his life and s e n e  as the motto: 'Be 

ahead! ""' 
-- . ~ 
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d. The Commitment to Jet Interceptors 

The Soviet aviation establishment was left in an uncomfortable position during later stages of the war. 

Work on ad\-anced designs was discouraged in order not to divert resources from the production efib~+t.~(' 

Ho\ve\.er. as Soviet forces penetrated Eastern Europe, the aviation co~iitiiunity became aware of the array 

of \veapons its enemy had in prototype and on the drawing boards. In late 1944, Soviet forces captured a 

quatltih of Junkers JuMO-004 and BMW-OO3Ajet engines and a nuniber of  these were provided to Soviet 

designers for experimentation.'- Later \vlien the Geniian plants were occupied, they were returned to pro- 

duction as Soviet plants tooled up to produce the engines also. About tlie satlie time, a program was initiated 

to cop!. U.S. B-29 bombers. four oi'\vhicli began to fly into Soviet hands in August of 1944.-'"n November 

of 1911 \\.ith these precedents. a special comniittee under the Council of People Commissars, headed by 

Malenko\.. \\-as created to o\.ersee tlie exploitation of the Gernlan economy.."' This appears to have coin- 

cided \vith the focusing of intelligence collectio~i efforts on U.S. jet designs.'" 

It was not until 1915 that a jet aircraft design etTort was given official sanction by Stalin. The date may 

ha\ e been either in Febr i~an .~ '  or in May ivhen. \t.ith the Gennan surrendel; aircraft production was sharply 

curtailed." In June. a pal? of about ten senior otticers \vas dispatched to Berlin to organize the exploitation 

of Gernlan aeronautical science. B!- August 15. a Soviet program \vas initiated for flight testing the Cierman 

Ale262 jet. JleanLvhile. durin? the autumn of 1945. the A\-iation Commissariat had developed a detailed 
-. 

re\-ie\\ of the '-dangerous situation" in ad\ anced technology and design." 

.Among proposals surfaced in cot~junction ivith the Commissariat re\+\\ \\.as one to commit tlie Me362 

to production. During the presentation of the Commissariat's proposals to Stalin. lio\\.e\-cr. Me362 produc- 

tion \\as opposed b?- J'ako\-lev on the basis that tlie aircraft \vas iunstable and unsak. that such production 

ti-ould di\ ert resources from nati\ e d e s i ~ n s  and that more ad\.anced protot>.pe \vould soon he forthcom- 

ing fionl both his on  n and the Xliko>an-Gure\.ich design teams.'.' The proposal \vas rejected and a tcnta- 

ti\-e deadline. the .4ufust 46 Tushino air she\\. \vas set for the new prototypes. [letailed prcgect designs 

\\-ere approved for La\-ochkin. J.liko).an. Sukhoi. and \rrako\-le\ at about the same titnc. C'oncurrentlj-. the 

Commissariat \\.as reorganized as the Ministn. of A\-iation lndirstn. arld h.1.V. Khr~~nichc\  \vns appointed 

as Jlinister replacing Ku~netsob-. The name and the appointment accompanied a general realignment 01' 

Defense hlinistries. Zonetheless. i t  \i.ould he KIiruniche\'s responsibility to gi\,e concl-ete lilrm to the I'arry 

commitments. 

In all. tour designer tearns \\ere intol led in building fighter prototypes around the captured Sunkers 

and B\l\i. jet engines. Those \i.hich recei\cd the more po\s.crfi~l Junkers engines ol'2.000 Ibs. thrust. 

\I'ako\ le\ and La~ochkin.  focused on a single engine design. 'l'hose n,hich I-ecci\.cd the 1.800 pounds 

of thrust BXiLi. engines. Sukhoi and thc Mikoyan (;urc\,ich team. uould li)cus on  a t~1.o-engine dcsign. 

Li.ithin both the singlc- and double-engine approaches. di\urgcncc emerged as lo the conscr\.atism of' 
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design. On the single-engine side, Yakovlev took the more conservative approach of fitting the new 

engine to an established airframe-that of the YAK-3 fighter. Meanwhile, the Lavochkin team committed 

itself to a new design. Among the two-engine competitors a like phenomenon was observed. The Sukhoi 

design focused on a refinement of the general concepts of the Me262 while the Mikoyan-Gurevich col- 

lective attempted a new design. Meanwhile, the aircraft engine establishment attempted to bring both 

the engine types into series production-the Jumo as the RDlO and the BMW as the RD20. Although 

the intention does not appear to have been documented, the program decisions for a successful jet were 

well hedged. Should either engine prove unworkable, an alternative was available. Should either the MiG 

or the Lavochkin designs fail, a more conservative back-up design was in progress using either engine. 

Should either domestic engine program fail, East German factories were kept in operation. A matrix of 

this hedging effect appears in Figure 7. Predictably, Yakovlev's re-engined version of the established 

conventional aircraft was the first of the four ready for testing in October of 1945. Not predictably, all 

four prototypes were basically successful. 

Figure 7-Hedging Effect of Initial Jet Prototype Design Decisions 

The cl;iims ahout i\.liich Soi.it.t jet aircraft \vas tirst to fly are" in dispute. Supposedly it was settled by 

the toss 01' u coin. Full flight clt' Yakovlev's aircraft had been delayed pending wind tunnel tests during the 

\\-inter- 01' 1045. \vliilc ai~tield conditions delayed both Yakovlev and Mikoyan until April 24. 1946.'" With 

thc coin toss. Miko~~an's air crati ile\v first and Yakovle\.'s folio\\-ed. Both aircraft were supposedly dem- 

onstrated at thc I'ushino slio\\- on August 19. although only the MiG-9 ivas reported by USAF intelligence. 

-1'Iic Su-0 t1c.v in !Iugust and tlic La 150 in September. 
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3. Post- World War I1 Developments 

a. The Ministry of Aviation Production Plan 

In December of 1945 the status of Soviet aviation had come under debate in the Party Central Committee. 

The Aviation Cotii~ilissariat proposals debated at that time culminated in a comprehensive program to elimi- 

nate an? lag in the field of aircraft design or research. In March of 1946 a party of senior aviation personali- 

ties. Yako\.le\- among them. visited Geniiany to assess first-hand what could be obtained there. By April 2, 

a long-range plan for the de\,elopment of je t  fighters \vas laid before Stalin." 

The strategy for post \!.at- developnient of jet  fighters was based on the rapid achievement of superior 

jet engine capabilih. Although the Soviets had sotiie background in jet turbine design dating back to 1937, 

the jvork of its niost experienced jet technician. Arkhip Lyulka. had been interrupted during the war. After 

\\-orking 011 an unheralded rocket aircraft project. Lyulka returned in 1943 to jet turbine work. By the end 

of the war he n-as bench testing an experimental engine of 1.543 pounds thri~st and had initiated work on a 

2.866 pounds thnist engine intended for flight testing.'Vt \\..as apparent. hotvever. that these engines were 

behind the \vorld standard arid \vould require estensi\.e dct-elopment while German engines were already 

amilable. The Commissariat plan \\.auld allo\v attention to be gi\,en to advanced engine design while native 

designed aircraft would be based on engines of foreign derivation. Key to tlie strategy \vas tlie purchase ot' 

British Rolls Ro>-ce centrifi~gal compressor engines-the Nene and the Der~vent. In reactirlg to this strat- 

egy. Stalin is said to ha\e  remarked. "Just \\.hat kind of fool n.ould sell his c w n  secrets!""' Nc\.crtheless, 

the Russians had had considerable experience \\-it11 the British unclassified lists during tlie war and were 

w a r e  that licenses for prodtiction of these engines \Yere being sold in a number ofcountries. The successti~l 

attempt to purchase these engines n-ould proceed. 

The 19-46 Plan addressed three stages of engine de\-elopment \vith associated design actii itics"": 

( 1 ) Transitional aircraft based on I.800-2.000 pounds thrust (ierrtian engines. This stagc \$as nearing 
fruition as the YAK-I5 and \liG-9 were already in preliminary testing. 

( 2 )  Combat capabilit>- based on British Nene and Oer\vent engines of'.3.500 -4.SiO pounds thrusc. A 
requirement for such aircraft \\.auld emerge concurrently \vith the plan.") All foul- fighter design 
teams nould submit protot>,pes t\.hicti etol\-ed to the X,li(;- 15. the YAK-23, Su-Il. and the La-1 5. 

c 3 )  .Ad\anced aircraft based on engines by Kl imo~.  hliklii~lin. and Lyulka in the range ot'h.600 17,600 
pounds: thrust. It \\as planned that these \r.ould be atailable in 5 to 6 , c a r s .  t\entuall>.. tlic Klimo\ 
i 'K-  I iiould power the .lli(i- I5 bis. and the Mi(;- 17: the Mikhulin AM-5 \vould d r iw  tlic Mi( ; - I0  
and YAK-25: the L>-ulka .4L-7 e\entuall>. powered tlic Su-0 and Su-l l ot'the late filiics. 

The 1946 plan coupled \i ~ t h  the December 1945 commltment of' resource\ by the ('cntral ( ommlttec 

nould allo\i the so\ lets to a c h ~ e \ e  supcrlorlt in jet cnglne technology In the early lC)50'\.' ' I t  lac~l~lated 

earl> rmpha51i on ad\anced technolog b leap-trogg~ng ~nterrned~atc \tagc\ ol'dc\clopnicnt \\ I I ~  adapta- 

' 
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tions of foreign designs. In effect, the Soviets would be mastering British jet technology almost concur- 

rently with the United  state^.^' In the meantime, native airframe designs would continue on a par with those 

of other countries. One consequence of the resulting engine allocations, however, was that available power 

may have prejudiced the success of early prototypes in the program. It appears that early success may have 

prejudiced later success. 

b. The Debate Over Use of German Technicians 

Among issues addressed in conjunction with the April plan was the question of how to use German 

personnel: 

During the meeting the question arose relative to the possibility of using German specialists who were work- 
ing in East Germany in aircraft factories. Khrunichev and I expressed doubts of the wisdom of such steps. 
We felt it unwise to expose our newest research institute secrets. However, with a wide-spread research 
experimentation at the base of our Soviet institutes, the activities of the German specialist would be fruitless. 
They would be able to create nothing. 

However, this consideration was paid no heed. I was looked upon not so much as Assistant Minister as a 
designer and it was obviously assumed that in fearing competition from German scientists and designers, I 
might not be sufficiently objective on this question. 

As is well known, German specialists arrived in the Soviet Union, but attempt to use them were unsuccessful. 
although costing a great deaL6" 

During the summer of 1946, Germans who had been working with the Soviets were transported to the 

U.S.S.R. in a well-coordinated surprise movement. On October 21, 1946, dozens of trains in one night 

moved some 40,000 Germans under a five-year "contract" to various Soviet locations. Some 3,000 of 

these were aviation  specialist^.^' The program was not without difficulties, however, as a conversation five 

months later between Col. G. A. Tokoev and Stalin discloses: 

" . . . \\e certainly necd more German specialists. There are a great many who are being wasted at present, 
through being pi\en completely unsuitable jobs." 

"But uhy  should that be. Why can't you rope in all the Germans you need?" 

"Principally because the Gennans fear to enter our senice more than anything, Comrade Stalin," I ansrered. 
"Sincc (ierman specialists \vex removed \vholesale to the U.S.S.R. in 1936. whether they \ranted to go or 
not. the ~vliole population are afraid of us. And some of our own officials. for their part. are prejudiced against 
e~iiployinr (;ermans. For instance. Doctor Kurt Tank. who was chief designer during the war for the firm of 
Foclic Wult.. otf;sred ol'his own free \\.ill to join us. He u a s  turned down by General Kutsevalov. and General 
Luliin. on the grounds that he had been a member of the Nazi party." 

"And \ v l i ~ t  arc your o\vn fcelings on that point?" 

"I cion't agrcc \\ itli the C'oliirades concerned." 

What ensued \\.:is a comic-opera effort to kidnap Tank. in\:olving the Dictator's son Vassily Stalin, and 

thc thcn L)cpu~\: C'Iiit.1' of the KGB Ivan Serov. Added to this duo, the main task of which was to pursue 
the c.sploit;lfio~~ of rem:lining German a\-iation talent, \vas the same General Lukin \vho had a notorious 

reputation among Gel-mans for the pillaging and deportation of their aviation indust* and technicians in the 
- 
" '  \.;lko\ lc\. I~II:~C,/. 11. 37 I . 
" '  Stock\\.cll. pp. 42 4.il. li.0111 (icl-ma11 press nccounts. 
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previous year."- Notably, serious ef'forts to i~iiprove voluntary cooperation were lacking. Tokaev, the senior 

Soviet technical advisor on aviation matters in Berlin. by his admission, discouraged a member of potential 

collaborators by his honest portrayal of  the reality of their service."TThe upshot of tlie story is that Tokaev 

defected and Kurt Tank eventually designed jet aircraft for the Peron goveni~nent in Argentina. 

The same General Lukin (by Tokaev's account)"" and Vasily Stalin (by Solzenitzn's accoi~nt)~" were 

the source of denunciations \vhich elin~inated the top echelon of the post war Soviet air forces. In March 

1946 the Con~mander-in-C11ief of Soviet air forces Chief Marshal of Aviation Alexander Novikov was 

arrested and imprisoned along \\.it11 his Deputy. Colonel-General Repin. the senior officer of the Aviation 

Engineering S e ~ ~ i c e s . "  Al thou~h reasons tor the arrests vary, the purge accolnpanied a reorganization and 

a t i~htening of political controls \vitIiiti the alllied services. Marshals Vershinin and Sudets took their places 

in the high command. So it &.as that Sudets had a role in the formalization of the requirements for the MiG- 

15-' and tlie date of the Air Forces requirement is placed at the time of the April plan. More importantly, the 

Air Forces leadership was in a state of uphea\~al \vhile the future of its capabilities was being decided by 

the 3linistp ofA\.iation Industp. 

c. Success of First Prototypes (YAK-1 5 and MiG-9) 

.&lthough the political and strategic implications of the April date of  the first jet flights are iinclear. the 

iniplications on fighter characteristics \verc. A month after its first flight. the initial prototype nosed into 

the ground killing its pilot. Another prototype n-as made a\-ailable in July to continue the test program. 

%lark Gallai. the test pilot. relates that during his baptism \vith the second machine. the trim controls were 

re\-ersed. the engines n-ould not throttle back full!.. and the nose-ivheel collapsed.-' Ncvel-theless. both the 

JYA4K and 5liG aircraft \Yere read!. for the Tushino shmv on 19 August 1946. Stalin demonstrated his jets 

in the first post n a r  A\-iation Day f ying displa!.. If haste \vas evident in the construction ot'the prototypes. 

\\hat folio\\-ed demonstrated e\ en more \ i \  idl!. the priority attached to the program. 

The da!- folio\\-ing Tushino. .Lliko!.an and \iako\.lev \\-ere summoned to the Kremlin. There Stalin 

directed that 10-1 5 aircraft of each b.pe be prepared for the October Re\ olution Parade XO days thet-catiel-. 

Both designers were dispatched to production plants lvith an Assistant Minister of Aviation to act as cxpe- 

ditcr. Despite the ob\ ious cnorniity of the task. 15 MiGs and 15 YAKS \+.ere ready by 7 No\.embcr. In spite 

of all the effort. the So\ember parade \\-as weathered in--the scheduled fly-by u.as groundcd." 

Curiously enough. L.S. intelligence only obser\-ed the h4iCi-9 at tlie August slio\i..~' tlo\ve\.cr, 50 YAK 

aircraft irere obsenxd during the follo\\.ing Ma>. Day celebration \vhile only 40 Micis Lverc seen. .l'lic Mi(; 

being the Inore difficult of the t ~ i o  aircrafi to build suggests the Mi(; and YAK \vcrc concurrent programs. 

Sonetheless. the aboi e landmarks are standard tkatures of more recent So\,iet aviation history."' 
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The MiG was the more successful of the two aircraft owing mainly to the greater power available from 

the two-engine configuration and to its all-metal construction. Its 560-knot speed compared favorably with 

its contemporaries, the U.S. Shooting Star and the British Vampire. Gallai recounted recently: 

In the air the MiG-9 turned out to be unexpectedly simple to fly-its characteristics were modest and unas- 
suming. One might even go so far as to term them agreeable. I say 'unexpectedly' advisedly, as before the 
service introduction ofjet aircraft, there was a certain fear among [Soviet] fighter pilots that these novelties 
would be dimcult to handle in the air; it was widely believed that jets could be flown only by 'extra special' 
pilots and then only after protracted training. In the event, reality proved very different-the MiG-9 could be 
flown by the average fighter pilot. Indeed, it was easier to fly than its contemporary, the YAK-1 5." 

Sometime afterward, Yakovlev was to explain that the YAK- 17, a refinement of the YAK- 15, intention- 

ally designed as a transition aircraft with the specific purpose of allaying fears of the new technology. "We 

made up our minds to create an aircraft in which only the engine would be new and everything else possible 

would remain the same as in a piston aircraft. The flier . . . would find himself in a familiar setting and not 

feel the difference between jet and piston a i r~ ra f t . "~~  

Despite its lack of performance, the YAK was a notable step forward. It made lesser demands of the 

airframe industry used to working in mixed wood and metal designs and the single-engine arrangement 

caused less demand on engine production. As later modified, it would provide training aircraft and early 

combat aircraft for the Soviets. the Chinese, and the East Europeans. 

d. The Unsuccessful Prototypes 

A similarity between Sukhoi's SU-9 and the Messerschmidt 262 was to serve him poorly. A number 

of modifications were incorporated into the German concept, including the retrograde return to tapered as 

opposed to slightly swept wings, but the SU-9 was doomed by two characteristics. First, it was later than 

the YAK and MiG; it first flew on 18 August, only two days before its predecessors were committed to 

production by Stalin. Secondly, by following the basic architecture of the ME262, it  appeared to contradict 

Stalin's Dece~nber decision. Following Yakovlev's argument, the political mind was probably loath to sup- 

port a So\.iet design kvhicli appeared to copy that of the former enemy. 

Ne\-erthcless. the basic design was sound. Due to a higher surface (wetted) area, the craft was inher- 

ently some\vhat slo\ver than the si~iiilarly engined MiG and it had a slightly lower ceiling. Nevertheless it 

had a comparable climb rate and \\:as notably superior to the MiG-9 in endurance and ammunition capaci- 

ty.'" Indeed Yako\.lc\,, himself. n,ould resort to similar undenviag-pod engine mountings four years later. 

The La\.oclikin aircraft sutt'ered as did Yakovle\.'s froni lack of power froni the single Junio engine. First 

Hying in  Scptembc~. of. 1946, i t  ivas late for the production decision. Although more ad~anced in concept 

than Yako\,le\-'s plane. i t  \vas too complex a design for the performance it promised. Various alternate pro- 

totypes (the LA- 153. 154. and 156) \vcrc attempted \vliich compronlised sonie\vhat wit11 the YAK concept. 

Anticipating the more po\verful British engines. the LA-152 \vas rebuilt wit11 35" swept wings in 1947.''' 

1';1ho\ lei. 7;it;yt,r. 13. 365. 
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Although the design (LA- 160) was little more than an experimental adaptation, its early testing served to 

assuage the reluctance with which the Soviets (among other nations) approached swept-wing designs. 

e. The MiG-15 

The YAK-15 and MiG-9 were obsolete before they flew. In March or April 1946, before the first jet 

flights, an air force requirement was probably incorporated in the Aviation Ministry Plan brought before 

Stalin on April 3. 1946. According to an account attributed to Gurevich, the specifications envisioned "air- 

craft to climb rapidly to a height of ten kilometers [38,000 ft.] and to maneuver quickly at that altitude at 

a good speed and with a heavy cannon . . . . We were to provide Ibr only one pilot and to stay aloft for one 

hour. Otherwise we were not restricted in our design besides the usual strength requirements and the need 

for close attention to metal \v~rking."~' 

The requirement was based on a 4,400 pound thrust engine that was to be available within a year." 

In fact the British granted pernlission to export ten of the 4.800 pound Nene engines to the Soviets in 

September of 1946. In all. 55 Nene and Denvent engines were shipped to the U.S.S.R. in 1947."' At the 

time the design started. however. all that was available was the RD-3 1. a slightly improved version of the 

BMW-003 rated at about 3.200 Ibs. In effect. reliance on British engines facilitated a design based on twice 

the potver then available from native engines. 

It has been common to erroneously attribute the MiG-15 to a design by Kurt Tank. who had been chief 

designer for Focke-Wulf during U'WII. Although the fuselage arrangement bears a superficial similarity to 

Tank's later Pulqui I1 aircraft. the \ving planform is decidedly different. Further, Tank himself went through 

a straight-lving configuration in 1947 before producing his Argentine swept-wing prototype in 1950." 111 

fact. the Soviets may have understood theoretical aspects of transonic flight some three years before the 

West." An effort began in 1943 to de\-elop a unified general theory of supersonic wings. Results of the 

coordinated inquiry were published in 1946 and 1947. Among the contributions was an exploration of 

the application of conical flow theory to delta wings; it was written by Mikhail J .  Gurevich. Therefore, i t  

seems appropriate that one consider the theoretician Gurevich and the production expert Mikoyan perf  ctly 

capable of developing an impressive machine. The apparent similarity between the U.S. F-86 Sabre. the 

MiG-15. and Tank's designs derives from a common reliance on the 1940's technology and from the prin- 

ciples of aerodynamics as given practical meaning by extensive German wind tunnel testing available to all 

competing post n-ar nations. 

The MiG-15 had several faults, most notably its dangerous spin. I t  was found necessary to send air 

force test pilots to units converting to the aircraft in order to demonstrate proper spin recovery measures. 

For a period spinning tvas banned, pending the investigation of a number of accidents; even afterward, spe- 

cial clearances were required for the maneuver."" Early attention was given to a trainer version and use of 

YAK-1 7 trainers, but numerous pilots graduated directly to the MiCi fiom conventional aircraft. 

. Ih~d..  p. I 9 
'- \ernecek. -7 urhojets and Irihulations." p. 492. 
' ./u~Ic\ :ill tllv Ifi)r-ldi /irrc-ru/~ 1956 5 7 .  pp. 30 40. 
-' " S o ~ ~ e t  Aerodynamics Research." ilrr It~tclim~c.nc-c, I)ixr,\t. Nov. 1055, pp. 0 I I. C'ONI.. 
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Beside the spin problem, the aircraft was poorly armed. It mounted two 23-mm. and one 37-mm. can- 

non. The 23-mm. lacked punch and the 37-mm. lacked firing rate. All three lacked sophisticated ranging 

devices. 

That the MiG-15 was a brilliant accomplishment became apparent in Korea. It had put Soviet aviation 

ahead of European rivals and nearly equal with the United States. It out-climbed, out-maneuvered, out- 

accelerated, and flew higher than its principal opponent, the North American Sabre. It maintained a speed 

advantage until the F model of the Sabre appeared late in the Korean War. Its record was marred by poor 

guns and bad pilots.87 

The MiG-15 first flew on December 30, 1947, barely three months after the American F-86.88 The 

Gurevich account talks of an initial prototype, however, which flew on July 2 and was to have been ready 

for the Tushino show-a plausible o b j e c t i ~ e . ~ ~  This otherwise undocumented prototype purportedly crashed 

soon after its first flight. (This portion of the account may be intentionally confused with the first MiG-9 

prototype.) Nevertheless, the MiG-15 as we know it flew only some 20 months after the first Soviet jets and 

confirmation of the requirement. The design was thought to be so successful that a production commitment 

was made in March 1948-before aircraft tests were half through. This rather drastic step is a measure of 

the importance attached to the MiG-15 program. 

f. MiG-15 Competitors 

The same type of hedging pattern observed in the program for the first jet prototype can also be seen, to 

a lesser degree, in the program which resulted in the MiG- 15. Yakovlev continued to upgrade the YAK- I5 

straight-wing configuration with the Denvent engine as opposed to the Nene engine used in the MiG-15. 

Lavochkin was also allocated the less-powerful and wider Denvent but would work both swept and straight 

wings. Eventually. he too would proceed to a Nene-based prototype." Meanwhile Sukhoi re-engined his 

two-pod SU-9 to produce a multipurpose fighter capability, the SU-11, with Denvent engines. 

1 ) The YAK-23 

Yakovlev had improved the basic YAK-15 with a tricycle landing gear, a slightly improved version 

of the Jumo engine (the RD IOA), and more metal components. The result was the production version of 

the YAK- 17 which appeared in mid- 1947. Before the YAK-17 entered production, however, another aero- 

dynamic and all-metal improvement, the YAK-19, appeared. Although the YAK-19 was not produced, a 

second prototype proved useful as a flying test platform for the Denvent engines and as an experimental 

predecessor for the YAK-23. 

The YAK-23 was the Denvent-powered MiG-15 competitor or, possibly, back-up. The first prototype 

flew in June of 1947 and conformed to a possible pre-Tushino deadline. Notably, the successful flight nearly 

coincides with the ill-fated MiG prototype referred to in the Guervich account. Yakovlev's incremental 

approach again assured that he would be first to fly. but even though a production decision was favorable, 

" l'irst 1:-8h prototype first Hen October 1. 1947. First production nlodrl flew May 20. 1948. Janes All the World's Aircraft 
1956 57. 
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the bolder design of the MiG-15 drew more attention, ot'fered more promise, and was produced in greater 

number. The YAK-23 was ordered into production with minor modifications in March of 1948 after a 

complete and successful test program."' The MiG was ordered to production about the same time without 

complete tests. 

A common contention is that the YAK was an intentionally tapered wing back-up to the more risky MiG 

design. It is equally likely that both were in response to the same air force's requirement, with Yakovlev 

adopting the more conservative approach to ensure meeting an implied, if not specific, Tushino deadline. 

This strategy had worked successfully in 1939 and 1946. It did not work in 1947. The divergence in designs 

probably became apparent when a preliminary MiG concept known as the "pre-project" was submitted 

for Ministry of Aviation and Air Force approval. If this logic holds, it explains when and why a YAK-25 

suept-\\ing design was abandoned and why that number was also assigned to a later and more important 

aircraft."' 

In its own right, the YAK-23 was a successful machine in a league with the British Gnat. It was used 

\xidely as a transition lightheight fighter for many of the Warsaw Pact forces. Even ten years later, in 1957, 

it would set world climb-to-altitude records for 3,000 and 6,000 meters."' 

While Yakovlev had taken an incremental approach, and MiG a bold one, La\~ochkin's efforts scattered. 

Despite his experience with the swept-\ving La-160, his treatment of airframes for the British engines was 

hedged by an additional retrograde straight \ving. but thin-wing. design. Given the more powerful Nene 

engine. he then committed himself to the swept-\ving which he himself had popularized. His timing and 

the engine allocation \vere against him. It appears he spent too much time with the advanced swept-wing 

mated with the German technology engine. The La- 160 flew only three months before the MiG- 15. By the 

time his Dement-powered prototype came out, the MiG had been committed to production. Nevertheless, 

the resulting La-15 was produced in limited numbers after state acceptance in June of 1948. Because of 

a lou-er ceiling than the MiG (incurred as a result of the Denvent-type engine) the aircraft \vas used as a 

ground-support, rather than interceptor, aircraft. Subsequently, Lavochkin did receive a Nene engine and 
b 

the prototype which carried it was credited with being the first Soviet aircraft to break the sound barrier in a 

dive."' While this event of 26 December 1948 is marked in Soviet aviation history, interceptor development 

Lvas by then focused on the MiG- 15 and its successors. 

3)The SU-I 1 

In the meantime, Sukhoi had become involved in a multitude of programs which diverted him fi-on1 the 

mainstream of interceptor development. Among these were a conventionally powered two-engine recon- 

naissance plane. and a four-engine light bomber. Both designs were powered by Denvents."' As in the 

.Mi(;-15 case. the bomber with the more powerful Nene engine was produced, in this instance the IL-28. 

Nonetheless. the Sukhoi Bureau did participate in interceptor development with the British engine, again 

' I h ~ d  p 231 
' l h ~ d  p 729 
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the Dement. Apparently he had not learned from the SU-9 experience and again reverted to the unpopular 

"German" twin-pod configuration. Although the prototype SU-I I flew before the MiG-15, it lacked the 

speed and maneuverability of all its rivals. 

g. Soviet Engines 

The 1946 plan for native designed engines met with fruition at the turn of the decade. In 1950, Vladimir 

Ya Klimov produced a much improved centrifugal flow engine. Although it was based on his early experi- 

ence with the Nene, the RD-45 copy and some of its minor improvements, the VKI was generally larger 

but also lighter. The result, with water injection, was thrust improved from 5,952 pounds to 6,750. With a 

200-pound weight reduction it contributed significantly to the performance of the MiG-I 5.96 

Meanwhile, Arkhip Lyulka was testing a design for the AL-5 in the realm of 10,000 pounds of thrust. 

This engine continued to be associated with unsuccessful prototypes until much later it reached production 

status with Tu- 110. By that time it had been upgraded to 12,000 pounds thrust.97 

Most of the Soviet jet engine designs concentrated on centrifugal compressors focused on mass of the 

airflow. This resulted in engines with large frontal areas which were difficult to incorporate into efficient 

fighter designs. It  seemed this basic technology would not support supersonic flight.98 

For the Soviets, the breakthrough came about 1950 with Mikhulin designs based on axial compressors. 

The first of these was a low-pressure, single-rotor configuration believed to have powered the prototypes of 

the Mya-4 and Tu- 16 bombers which appeared in 1954. While the engine was large compared with Western 

standards, the technology promised improvements with multiple rotors, higher pressures, and higher heats. 

The et'fect would be higher thrust-to-weight ratios, improved fuel consumption, and, especially important 

in fighter designs, smaller sizes and weights with a much improved thrust-to-frontal area ratio. Pending the 

development of such engines the design of suitable all-weather area interceptors was frustrated as the 1948 

attempts demonstrate. 

h. 1948 Attempts at an All-Weather Capability 

Among Sukhoi's ill-fated activities was a 1948 attempt at an all-weather interceptor, the SU-15. It fea- 

tured a curious staggered fuselage arrangement of the production version of the Nene engine, the RD-45. 

The SU- 15 would have been a heavy machine with a radome to house an Air Intercept scanner mounted 

over a common opening which served both engines. The aircraft would have featured a good 750-mile 

radius and transonic speed, but unfortunately it disintegrated in one of its first flights.99 

Lavoclikin in 1948 also attempted to create an all-weather fighter. As with the Sukhoi aircraft, it fea- 

tured two engines, probably RD-45's. mounted in the fuselage. A radome would have been housed inside a 

large circular intake which served both engines."" 

Likewise. Mikoyan and Gurevich participated in the all-weather interceptor design activity. The MiG 

prototype. the 1-330. had similar features and performance as the other two aircraft. Ofthree aircraft the MiG 

I,,, "L.yttlLu." ..lit. Iit~tl~~~.sicc.vt. p. 199. ,, ' 1nti.rrc.d hy USAI: Ilitrlligcnce. .-Iir Ir~tc~l/igc~r~c~c~ Dipast. "hlikhulin." No\. 1954. p. 21. (CONF.) 
' I *  Ncliiccck. op. <it.. p. 499. .,.. ( i rcc~i.  "l.ast ol'Lu\ochkills." Jurie 1968. pp. 3.19--350. 
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was the first to successfully fly. The SU- 15 crashed in 1949, the MiG performed successfully in the winter 

and the Lavochkin flew in February. But the Mikoyan designers also resorted to another approach.'O1 

It is likely that none of the three models were passed after it was found that the rather primitive Izumrud 

radar could be fitted to the MiG- 15. The fuselage mounting of two large centrifugal engines in the fuselage 

was an ungainly. inetlicient and expensive arrangement without compensating advantages in range. Further, 

the short acquisition range of the Izumrud may have made greater demands on maneuverability than either 

aircraft seemed to offer, especially when compared with the MiG-15. Nevertheless, the SU-15, the La-200, 

and the 1-320 do indicate the order of Soviet priorities. Attention was first focused on the achievement of 

a world standard day interceptor. Then, and only then. did the focus shift to an all-weather capability. The 

requirement appears to have been dropped when it was found to be technologically inconvenient; a simpler 

expedient was adopted instead. 

The failures of the SU-15 with the post war purges did cast a long shadow through Soviet aviation 

history. Sukhoi's post war record. to those who did not appreciate a number of his technical innovations, 

appeared to be a series of disasters. Judged by a more objective standard, he was the only major designer 

who had failed to create a jet prototype suitable for series production. 

During the post lvar period when it seems that every sector of the Soviet society required a ritual 

"cleansing"'"' Sukhoi's was the obvious target anlong the design bureaus. Although Sukhoi does not appear 

to have been imprisoned. his design bureau was disbanded in 1949.l"' The long shadow is this. On the 

Sukhoi drawing boards was a design. the SU-17. which might have been the first totally supersonic Soviet 

aircraft. 

Such hvas the success of Sukhoi's 1956-version SU-9 and SU-I 1 that he is sometimes credited for 

breaking the sound barrier with the earlier design that never flew. Advanced aircraft concepts such as were 

seen in 1956 might have been a\.ailable to the Soviets three or four years earlier had it not been for the purge 

of the Sukhoi bureau.'"' 

i. Improvement of the MiG-15 

Such Lvas the perceived success of the MiG-I 5 that alternative fighter designs stagnated at the turn of' 

the decade. Although the Soviets were aware of its failings quite early-the spin proclivity. for example--it 

ivas a thoroughly capable aircraft in well-trained hands. Early attention was given to a two-seat trainer 

version to ease the earlier mentioned difficulties of conversion training. Moreover, the basic configuration 

accommodated an improved engine and a rudimentary air intercept radar. During 1950, these modifica- 

tions appeared in two separate adaptations of the basic aircraft: the MiCi- IS bis clear weather fighter which 

featured the improved native-designed VK- I engine accompanied by a general trimming of wcight and tlic 

MiG-I SP which added the lzumrud radar to the improved single seat model.'"" 

The MiG- 15, however. remained a poor transonic airframe aerodynamically. 

:4lternate translalion lo "purge." 
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j. The MiG-17 

In parallel with the above programs, a general reworking of the design was undertaken to extract full 

advantage of the improved power plant in speed regions near Mach 1. The result was the MiG-17. While 

changes in the fuselage were minimal-a lengthening by 41 inches-the MiG-17 featured an entirely new 

wing and modified tailplane. The new wing was larger, thinner, and more swept with parallel but rounded 

tips, while the tailplane was also more swept. The result was a transonic design which retained the maneu- 

verability of the MiG-15 for subsonic combat. 

The MiG-17 evolved to a limited all-weather variant as did its immediate predecessor. The Izumrud 

radar was fitted along with two beam-riding missiles.'" The nose was extended somewhat to accommodate 

the radar equipment. This MiG-17P was available in 1953, but production was limited. By that time, more 

effective all-weather aircraft were in development. 

k. Stagnation of Development 

The period from 1950 until 1955 is marked by a dearth of significant interceptor prototypes except for 

the 1953 appearance of the MiG- 17. Several reasons for this may be apparent: 

( 1 ) Production of the MiG- 15 which continued until 1954 occupied a great deal of Soviet production 
capacity. This consumption of capacity had been sparked by the Korean War. The transfer of this 
capacity to the similarly constructed MiG-17 represented a least disruptive means of modernizing 
the force. 

(2) The attention of the aviation industry may have turned to bomber aircraft which were nearing 
production. 

(3) Two technological constraints seemed to prohibit major advances. The first was the lack of an effi- 
cient axial flow engine and the second was the size of Soviet second generation air intercept radars. 
The extent to which these factors constrained an effective all-weather design was apparent in the 
1948 prototypes. 

(4) On a more speculative point. it had become apparent that other elements of the air defense system, 
particularly the control and warning system, required attention before better interceptors could be 
effectively utilized. Likewise, the Korean War had emphasized the necessity of adequate pilot train- 
ing. This coincides with the evolution of PVO Strany between 1948 and 1954.'OX 

( 5 )  The political leadership was satisfied with the Mikoyan-Gurevich product. As in WWII, production 
focused on great quantities of a standard design once it was proven. The Korean War and the neces- 
sity of equipping the newly formed Warsaw Pact forces emphasized the production commitment. 
It is also apparent that minor changes in the MiG-15 were adopted in favor of the more disrup- 
tive change to the MiG- 17. The 20-month development cycle observed in the generation between 
MIG-9 and MiG-15 indicates that such a rework of a basic design as the MiG-17 could have been 
available in 1950 or I95 1 had it been wanted. Instead, development proceeded at a more leisurely 
pace. 

(6) Of ultimate importance, Stalin did not want new designs; he had become committed to Mikoyan. 

I. The Decision to Develop the YAK-25 

The first all-weather area interceptor of tlie Soviets. the YAK-25, did not appear until 1955. Its designer 

cxplaius the stagnation of the design process and claims credit for the innovation. Since his story is fairly 

" '  Scc C'liaptcr IV ahobr. 
I,,< I{;irragc ;lircr;~li olir ~.liicIi piltrols in tlie air. dct>nding objectives frcm air attack (Trans). Roughly translated "area 
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complete, concise and essentially correct in its fit with observable facts, it is quoted in its entirety. Possible 
controverting evidence from other participants-Stalin, Beria, Mikoyan, and Mikhulin-is not available: 

In 1951 the MiC-15 fighter was in series production and used as armanlent in the Air Force. It was our 
Army's basic swept-wing jet fighter. and a fine machine. 

At that time \ve were developing several types of new swept-wing fighters. but all our proposals met with 
Stalin's objection: "We have the fine MiG-15. and I have no intention of creating new fighters in the immedi- 
ate future. It would be better to continue improving the MiG. . . . " 
I \\as highly upset by the situation. which was arising in our Design Bureau. Behind me there were several 
hundred people \\ho might lose faith in me as a design team leader. 1 also understood that if all our experi- 
mental \vorks \vere limited to modernizing existing series aircraft and not creating new more advanced mod- 
els. this would inevitably lead to a lag in the shortest possible time. And so, day and night I was tormented 
with the questions of what stand to take. 

I felt that we had to create something new in quality. At that period I got close to the engine designer Alexander 
Alexandrovich Mikulin. I felt then and 1 feel to this day that he was our foremost and most perspicacious 
aircraft engine designer. His AM-3 and AM-5 jet engines \verc for a long while the power source basic to 
Soviet aircraft. 

In 1950 and 5 1. he and I had the idea of creating an economical light jet engine. Mikulin had formulated the 
idea that a jet engine \\ ith small dimensions N-ould be more effective from the vietvpoint of economy. reli- 
ability and other aspects. I supported him in this. 

XIikulin began lvork on a light-\\.eight small-size jet engine with a thrust of 2000 kg. I decided to develop 
an aircraft for this engine \vhich in addition to good. simple flight qualities would have great endurance and 
flight rangequal i t ies  enjoyed by no otherjet fighters of that period. either in the Soviet Union or abroad. It 
\\-as then felt that jet engines \vere Yery uneconomical in terms of fuel consumption and therefore although 
a-e  might talk of f a i r l  long endurance and range for heavy aircrati such as bombers with large fuel reserves. 
forjet fighters an increase in range and endurance seemed an insurniountable obstacle. With t\vo ol'Mikulin's 
engines subsequently designated the .4,21-5. we succeeded in designing an aircraft \~.hich had double the 
IliiG's flight range and endurance. It \vould require a crew of two. and kvould carry heavy ani~ament t\vo 
37-mm. cannons \vith large supplies of ammunition. 

For its time. this was an innovative aircraft in the fullest sense of the word. With my idea tbr this aircratj, I 
decided to skip the usual steps of going through the Xlinistry and Air Force. and \vrote directl). to Stalin. I had 
no other recourse: I ivas afraid that my proposal might get bogged down in going through normal channels. 

Three or four days after I sent my letter. Aviation Industry Minister M. V. Khrunichcv called me. Mikhail 
L'asik'yevich \veil understood the difficult. complicated situation and attempted to east my position. but 
could not do much. 

I \vent to him at his office. He \vas alone. He stood up from behind his desk \vith a kind smile 

-'Stalin just called. He got your letter and has read it. He said that your proposal is quite interesting. Ilc is 
surprised that you can promise a fighter uith such range and endurance. tic also asked whether i t  \\.auld be 
possible to use your aircrafi as an all-weather barrage'"" interceptor and supports your proposal. He said that 
>-ou should keep working on your idea. and he'll contact you in a few days." 

.And In t\\o days Stal~n d ~ d  call in Khrunlchek. Artem ,V~koyan and me 

In Stalin's office we found Bulganin. Beria and Malenkov. Stalin t o o k  my letter from the table ant1 read i t  
aloud. 

"Well?" he asked. "Does this mean we can make a fighter with this jet engine that will have great tlight rangc 
and duration'! That's t e y  important. At what expense will you achieve it'!" 

I explained that the idea might be achieved only if'we were able to work together with Mikulin, whose cngine 
\.r.ould. in combination with several structural features ofthe aircraft. he a success. Stalin was completely in 
f a ~ o r  of the idea in principle. but said that we would have to be able to put out such an aircrali in a barrage 
fighter-interceptor version. 

. ,r. 
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"We need this kind of interceptor, which could stay in the air a long while and search out the enemy not only 
during the day, but at night as well, and in bad weather. We ordered Mikoyan and Lavochkin to develop such 
a fighter, but something didn't work out, and their flight endurance is less than you propose." 

Not long before this, heavy fighter-interceptors had in fact been developed and tested under the designation 
La-200 and 1-320."" I do not know precisely or, more accurately, I don't remember the reasons why both 
these fighters failed their test flights. However, it's not a questions of what the reasons were-what was 
important was that the country was lacking a much-needed all-weather night fighter-interceptor. 

I replied that Mikhail Vasil'yevich had already given me authorization and that we were working in this direc- 
tion and would probably encounter no difficulties. It should especially be remembered that the engines in my 
aircraft were located under the wings and in this way the nose of the fuselage allowed a great deal of area for 
installing a powerful radar unit which had previously been created by our designers working in radar. 

At this point Stalin raised the point of whether this aircraft would be capable of use as a high-speed observa- 
tion aircraft. I found no objection to this. 

Satisfied in principle with these questions, in conclusions Stalin said that he had received an offer from Artem 
Mikoyan as well, who wanted to use Mikulin's same engines in creating a long-range fighter model based on 
the MiG- 17 series aircraft. 

"Well, we'll have both an interceptor and a high-speed observation plan. Yakovlev will make this one, and 
Mikoyan will give us our long-range fighter," concluded Stalin."' 

A s  is the procedure in the Soviet Aviation R&D, Yakovlev returned for formal approval of the "pre- 

project,""' a more or less formal proposal submitted for technical evaluation of the design concept. The  pre- 

project is used to establish the priority for a project and for assigning its place in the overall Soviet system 

of industrial planning; it differentiates required designs from the ongoing development work o f  the Design 

Bureau. It is at this stage that the politics of Yakovlev's design activities were laid bare: 

On July 30th [I95 I] and in the same company we again gathered with Stalin to examine and evaluate placing 
Mik~llin's AM-5 engine in both the YAK-25 two-seat all-weather barrage jet night interceptor with its YAK- 
25R modification serving as an observation aircraft as well as the fighter which was serving as the basis for 
the well-known MiG-25 [sic MiG-191. 

The project \vas sent to Stalin in short time. He was already familiar with it and, with almost no notes, he 
indicated that he had no objection. 

At this point Beria opened his briefcase and withdrew some sort of document. 

"Comrade Stalin." he said. "here is another proposal by the designer Lavochkin." 

"What proposal?" asked Stalin irritatedly. "1 don't know anything about any proposal by Lavochkin." 

To this Heria replied in an intentionally indit'ferent tone. attempting to emphasize his objectivity: 

"tie sent it in a long time ago . . . Some sort of unusual interceptor. And it's equipped for night and blind fly- 
Ing. E\ cry thing's here on three pages . . . ." And he started to read: "Radar. radio. radio compass. instrument 
landing system. etc.. etc . . . ." The whole list. "He proposes building it on the basis of the La-200." 

All the instruments \\liich Beria had listed are basic requirements on any interceptor. including the one I had 
proposed. But Beria had to play out this entire scene and give Stalin the impression of a long list of equipment 
only to destroy my proposal and reverse the decision which had been taken-in a word. to stab me. 

Stalin blazed up 

"Why didn't you report this to me?" he asked Khrunichev. 

Kliruniche\ at first started to lose his temper. but then he replied that the La-200 had already been rejected 
oncc as a complete failure and therefore there could be no basis for using it as the source of a new aircraft. 
Besides. thc entire list of equipment \+as also on the YAK-25. 

1 1 1 1  Y;lkc)vlc\., 'Iirtyc~. pp. 304 396. 
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Stalin wanted to hear none of this, but simply repeated, becoming more heated: 

"Why didn't you report it? Why didn't you report it?" 

Finally. Mikhail Vasil'yevich succeeded in clarifying that Lavochkin's proposal had been examined in the 
Ministry and that it had received no approval basically because Lavochkin had planned on using his own 
unsuccessful fighter, which had already been rejected. Subsequently Lavochkin succeeded in gaining permis- 
sion to pursue this work. but his aircraft never did materialize. 

1 was terribly frightened both for my own concern and for Mikhail Vasil'yevich. In those days nothing was 
\verse than being looked upon as a fraud in Stalin's eyes. Meanwhile he. without quieting down, continued 
demanding of Khrunichev: 

"Why didn't you report it'!" 

It would seem that Khrunichev had purposely concealed Lavochkin's proposal. Finally Stalin understood 
kvhat the situation \\as and said: 

"We \till not go back on the decision we've already made. but we'll look at Lavochkin's proposal separately." 

The proposal a.as accepted. but in signing it Stalin suddenly turned to me: 

"And why is this uritten here at the end: 'Upon construction of the aircraft. to allow you overtime and piece- 
\s,ork pay and set aside money as a prize'?' Why should you have such an advantage? You know what they're 
saying behind your back? They tell me your self-seeking.'' 

"The!- have misinformed you." I replied. 

"M'hat do you mean. misinformed?" Stalin again flew into a rage. 

-'Well. prize money and o\-ertime and piece-\vork money are at the disposal of all the designers: Tupolev. 
Ilyushin. La\-ochkin and Mikoyan. This is no exception to the rule. On the contrary. the exception to the rule 
is that our design team has for the last tlvo years not had this privilege. while all the others have had it and 
continue to." 

".And how is this so*?" Stalin asked, surprised. 

KhrunicheL verified that this \\as in fact so. Then Stalin. still irritated. came back to me: 

'-1 want you to knou. \vhat they're saying behind \.our back." 

"Thank you for telling me. What complaints have there bcen against me?" 

-'They tell me that you have been using your position as .4ssistant Minister to build yourself the largest 
facton." 

"That's slander. I ha\.-e the smallest facton.." 

Stalin turned to Khrunichev: 

"Is this so?" 

Khrunichev pulled from his pocket a notebook which he always kept on hini and in which was written all 
necessary information concerning the production areas of the different factories. the amount of equipment. 
the number of u-orkers. etc.. and said: 

'That's true Comrade Stalin. \iakovle\ has the smallest factory." 

"The! say that you'\e grabbed a lot of machtne-tools." 

"That's also untrue. I have feuer machine-tools than any other designer." I replied 

Again Khrunichev verified that I u.as telling the truth. Mikhail Vasil'yevich quoted the nunihcr of'tnachinc- 
tools in our Design Bureau and. for comparison gave thc number in Tupolev. Mikoyan, llyushin and others' 
experimental Design Bureaus. 

"The! say you've gotten hold of laboratory equipment like no one else has." 

"That. too. is untrue. I have nothing the others don't have." 

And agatn Khrun~chek proved the veracity of'my words. 
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"How can this be so?" said Stalin, gradually calming down. "I had completely opposite information. 
Strange. . . . " 

"It's unobjective and made-up information to weaken faith in me. Incidentally, 1 anticipated the possibility 
of such accusations and so doing my eight years of work, first at the Narkomat, then in the Ministry, I have 
done nothing which might subsequently justify even one of the reproaches which you have been throwing 
at me." 

"And you haven't received any prizes in recent years?" 

"That's precisely right, I haven't." 

"I don't understand a thing," Stalin voiced his amazement and, to the amazement of those present, turned to 
Khrunichev and Bulgarin and said: 

"Well, if this is so, we have to create conditions for him no worse than for the others. He's done a great deal 
for our aviation and will do more.""3 

From the 1955 May Day fly-by, U.S. observers reported two new types of fighters. One appeared to be 

a twin-jet clear-weather fighter capable of supersonic speeds-the MiG-19. The other was identified as a 

Yakovlev designed all-weather interceptor. Both were displayed in sufficient numbers to indicate they had 

been committed to serial production. 

The YAK-25 featured two engines carried in underwing pods in a configuration similar to that of 

Sukhoi's early SU-9 and 11 and of the Me-262 which Yakovlev himself had much maligned. Further, the 

wing bore a striking resemblance to that which appeared on the 1950 Pulqui TI design by Kurt Tank. The 

fuselage featured a large radome which housed a radar much improved over the Izumrud. The remainder of 

the fuselage allowed sufficient fuel for a much extended range. 

Lavochkin did produce the prototype mentioned in the Yakovlev account. The La-200B features a 

nose radome of similar dimensions to that on the YAK-25. However, he retained the VK-I centrifugal- 

flow engines which were fed by intakes on both sides of the radome for the forward engine and a larger 

lower scoop for the rear engine. Somehow the nosewheel was housed among the lower ducting. Range 

was extended by two large underwing fuel tanks and two crew members sat abreast. Not surprisingly, the 

YAK-25 was chosen with the more efficient engine, serviceable installations and stable wheel positioning, 

not to mention greater speed, range, and altitude. lf for no other reason, the La-200B deserved to die from 

sheer ugliness. 

The YAK-25 was conlnlitted to series production and eventually some 580 were pr0d~ced. l '~  Meanwhile, 

Pavel Sukhoi had been reestablished following the death of Stalin in 1953. Already in progress was an air- 

crati which would f i l l  out the PVO all-weather force. 

4. Observations Based on the Evolution of Interceptor Designs 

a. Introduction 

The foregoing material provides a basis for sonle generalizations about the nature of Soviet force- 

posture decisions particularly as they relate to the aviation element of early post war air defenses. Although 

the generalizations are inherent within the foregoing material. supplemental evidence will be drawn upon 

to round then1 out. 

I l i  Scc productioll data. Scctio~l Ill. 
11.1 I/m;lylov (lid.). p. h3 1 .  
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b. Perception of Strategic Defense 

From the outset, it is essential to disregard the contemporary U.S.-conceived dichotomy between stra- 

tegic and theater defense. It seems clear that the Soviet aviation establishment in the early post war period 

conceived of fighters and bombers. Fighters were further broken down into interceptors and ground attack. 

Among interceptors there was a separate category of "barrage" or area defense aircraft. Otherwise, an inter- 

ceptor was an interceptor whether it was assigned to PVO Strany or to the forward area. As is conveyed 

in the strategy chapter. PVO Strany and the integrating concept of air defense operations evolved some 15 

years and a world war after the patterns of weapons creation were established. A dichotomy between frontal 

and defense aircraft evolved as PVO Strany evolved, but that was well after the program of post war avia- 

tion modernization was well under way. 

c. The Role of Planning 

It is clear that there was a plan, such as Yakovlev documents, which governed the development of jet 

aircraft. Such a plan would have coincided with the decision cycle of the Fourth Five-Year Plan. Despite 

\vhat may seem to Westerners to be \%-h~al obeisance to "the Communist Party's and Soviet Government's 

concern and attention for a~iation.""~ a high priority was set for aviation developnient and a political 

consensus supported it. Throughout the period of the Fourth Five-Year Plan ( 1946-1 950). either three or 

four programs \vere instituted to compete against each interceptor requirement. In addition, a multitude of 

protoQ.pes continued to be de\.eloped in the course of ongoing design bureau activities--these aside from 

the formalized requirements cycle. It is no coincidence that Stalin's attitude changed to "no intention of 

creating ne\v fighters in the immediate future" at the same time as the Fifth Five-Year Plan. 

It is clear also that this type of long-range plan evolved in the industrial and design establishment. Military 

participation \vas negligible except \vithin the Central Committee. Military participation came in the foniial 

requirements cycle ~vhich gave priority to certain specific types of aircraft already being developed. In the case 

of the MiG-19. La-200B. and YAK-25, it is evident that the requirements werc foniialized between Stalin and 

the designers. u.ith pernicious participation by Beria and separate perfunctory statfing by the air force. 

d. The Role of Institutions 

The perception of two categories of aircraft, bombers and fighters. was reinforced by the structure of the 

Ministn of .4viation. Of ten bureaus. three design-oriented bureaus werc devoted tc) fighters. bombers. and 

engines. Thus. categories of aviation were conceived in this manner. This division parallels the 1930's insti- 

tutionalization of bomber design activities in the Zhukovski Academy under Tupolev and of' fighter design 

activities in TsAGI under Polikarpov. Major Designers schooled under either of these two men basically 

remained working in either one category or the other. Sukhoi was the exception of'a Tupolcv prot6g6 who 

worked in fighters. But the exception supports the rule somewhat. His aircraft tended to be heavy fighters 

more appropriate to ground attack and he mixed fighter and light bomber design activities with a lack ol' 

success. Onlj- in the late 1950's did his hea\.y aircraft come into vogue. 

e. The Flow of Information 

Although the pre-war centralization of basic research in the TsAGI infers a common downward flow 

of  bas~c aerodynamic findings, it is clear that the sharing of information did not work very well. Somehow, 
-- 

Tokae\ 1ndlcate5 that ~t ~ a s  the Mikoyans' ~nfluencc that 5avcd hlrn liom c x p u l s ~ o n  liom the party 11) 1037. (;r trrr . trclc ,  .\'. p. 72. 
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during the development of the MiG-15, Mikoyan and Gurevich knew much more about swept wings than 

did Lavochkin. One suspects that the MiG bureau had better access to wind tunnels and to German test 

results. (Alternately, the MiG team might have acquired its own test facilities.) Likewise, Lavochkin appears 

to have been ill-informed about the capabilities of the Derwent engines he was to work with. Although a 

partial explanation of the MiG-15 success can be attributed to the theoretical talents of Gurevich, better 

information also seemed to support the MiG collective's single-minded pursuit of a bold design. The system 

includes competition for information. 

f. Allocation of Engines 

One is struck by the manner in which engine allocations prejudiced the success of a particular proto- 

type. The double JuMO configuration had an obvious power advantage over a single-engine BMW-powered 

design. Likewise the Nene engine's greater thrust and smaller frontal area offered advantages of a similar 

magnitude over the Dement engine. Both allocations favored Mikoyan and Gurevich. 

g. Intelligence, Risk. and Luck 

A great deal was at stake for the Soviets to base their long-range planning for aviation on the assump- 

tion that British engines could be obtained. To be sure, back-up programs were under way, but the weight of 

development effort appears to have been committed to third-generation engines while lengthy negotiations 

were ongoing. This is risky policy behavior, but the payoff was enormous. In light of the outcome, it was 

quite a reasonable risk based on good intelligence about British commercial procedures and about British 

Labor Government politics. 

h. Rewards and Incentives 

As the Yakovlev account reveals, there was a competition among design bureaus for personnel, equip- 

ment. and facilities. There was also a system of materialistic rewards in the form of overtime pay, bonuses, 

and state prizes which operated in the aviation industry. All of these things flowed from "successful" designs. 

Successful designs were those which were committed to serial production. There was also a system of nega- 

tive rewards. It can be represented by Hangar Seven of the internal prison which operated during the 1930's. 

In the post war years it was represented by the fate of the Sukhoi bureau. 

i. Conflict of Objectives 

Between the Stalinist criteria which prevailed until 1950 ("the winner will be the one who gives us 

the best figl~ter . . . and also deliver first") is a very real conflict. One with a mathematical bent will point 

out that either delivery time or perfonllance can be optimized. Yakovlev made his reputation by delivering 

first; Mikoyan made his by delivering best. In the post war period, Mikoyan and Gurevich played the bet- 

ter. mixed strategy bct\veen these two objectives. Lavochkin also played a mixed strategy, but his timing 

appears to 1ia.e been out of cycle. 

j. Personal Politics 

Soviet warti~l~e and post war fighter aviation was dominated bgr.two men: Alexander Yakovlev and 

Artcm Mikoyan. These two represented the foremost among a very small group ofheroes. the Design Bureau 

CliictS. aficr. whom aircraft were named. These men were literally "Heroes of Socialist Labor." Among this 
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group was a collegial relationship supported by a similar education, the same mentors, common work 

experience, and intramural competition. These men shared a common ethic with the Aviation Engineering 

Service of the air forces. 

One of these men-Yakovlev then Mikoyan-was Stalin's personal advisor on aviation. Their influence 

extended beyond fighter aviation matters. Yakovlev held a favored position because of his two-hat assign- 

ment as Deputy Commissar (later Minister) ofAviation. Mikoyan held a favored position because he was the 

brother of Anastas Mikoyan. an even closer associate of Stalin generally in charge of the consumer goods 

area in the post war period. An active area of Anastas' interest was foreign trade; he had been charged with 

responsibility for foreign aid during the war. and lie was later to be foreign policy advisor to Khrushchev. 

The Mikoyan relationship worked in at least two ways during post war aviation development. First it 

clarified the opportunities inherent in British technology to both the design and trade portions of the govern- 

ment. Second it allowed Arteni Mikoyan a separate channel to the Politbureau--one that he used for politi- 

cal relief on behalf of others in the aviation establishment as early as 1937."" Stalin's preference among 

designers changed in 1946 after the success of the MiG-9. when Yakovlev resigned his position as Deputy 

Minister. Thus Mikoyan ivas in a favored position in the competition for inforniation and resources from the 

time of the first jet prototypes on. In addition. he used his favored position well. His were the best of the post 

Lvar designs. Thus. securing hiniself in this favored position. his design objectives, which emphasized speed 

and altitude. predominated over alternate design approaches ivhich might have favored range or improved 

supporting systems. Personal politics helps explain \vhy the MiG-15 was a success and how Stalin came to 

be committed to improvement of the MiG as the route of aviation de\~eloptiient. 

k. Design Objectives Versus Requirements 

A recent So\.iet text for industrial engineers in the aviation industq states the following: "The basic 

task of the technical preparation of production is the creation of designs . . . whose quality is no1 \r.o):vc> 

tharl rile besr \t.oi./d mociefs. and the period of their dei,eloptnent and introduction into series production is 

minimum" (emphasis added)."- Yakoi-lev's personal motto was "Be Ahead.""Wikoyan's Bureau slogan is 

said to be. "Speed and Altitude."'"' Stalin, at the 1947 Tushino Show enjoined the aviation industry to create 

aircraft which \\-ould "fly higher, faster. and farther" than any in the world."" This slogan harks back to a 

speech to the Eighteenth Part) Congress ( 1939) which stated: "We will henceforth fight to increase quantity, 

impr0i.e qualit)- and decrease the cost of our aircraft so that our pilots can fly higher, hrther, and laster than 

anyone in the world."": An even earlier precedent is a July 1919 Party Central Committee Decree which 

includes: "We consider the greatest challenge in building the Red Air Force to be the improvement o f  its 

quality as fast as possible to the level of the foremost bourgeois countries . . . ""' While the list of these 

slogans can be extended. it is e\.ident that throughout postwar interceptor decisions they represent a set ol' 

lenses through which the So\.iet aviation industry sees the world and which "color" their perceptions. I t  is 

the contention that these perceptions profi~undly influenced the menu of weapons from which Soviet plan- 

. . 
r~khornlro~ and Paramono\. p. 151. 
Yako\ lek. Tcltrryef. p. M1. 
(ireen. "Hlkoyan Ouarter-ccntuy." p. 156. 

' -'So\ let Air Show\." : I fr  Inrellrxc.itcc~ I)ltrxc5r. Oct. 1040. p. 5. 
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- Ih~d.. p.  147. 
> - All). -'So\iet Bloc AA.A: An lnter~rn Solution." Apr~l 11)57, p. 34 
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ners built their post war strategic defensive force. Such a contention goes a long way toward explaining 

that Soviet interceptor aircraft were not designed against the early U.S. bomber threat. Instead, they were 

designed in technological competition with foreign interceptors. 

On the other hand, the 1948 attempt at an all-weather prototype confirms that there was a perceived 

need among the air forces for an all-weather interceptor and that it had matured to the point of a "require- 

ment." That the requirement resulted in a less-than-satisfactory weapon is evident. An interim solution was 

arranged, the MiG-15P, and the design process continued without regard to the night and all-weather threat. 

A more appropriate weapon awaited an engine design breakthrough and Yakovlev's initiative. The 1948 

requirement also coincides with the emergence of PVO Strany as an independent force. It is inferred that 

this type of two-engine, long-range aircraft is what the PVO wanted. Instead, it got the short-range MiG- 

15P. Either aircraft would have been equipped with a short-range radar. Thus, planning attention in aviation 

was directed to the engine and the aifiame; other element of a weapons system were added on-if it was 

technically convenient. 

C. Antiaircraft Artillery and Surface-to-Air Missiles 

1. World War I1 Experience 

During World War 11, antiaircraft artillery was the basic element of the static air defense of the impor- 

tant centers of the country. Other related ground-operated systems included antiaircraft machine guns, bar- 

rage balloons, and antiaircraft searchlights. The primary systems used by the Soviets were the 25-mm., 37- 

mm., 76-mm., and 85-mm. antiaircraft guns. These guns were further supplemented by 90-mm. and a few 

120-nim. U.S. guns which were supplied under Lend Lease and by captured German 85-mm., 105-mm., 

and 138-mni. guns."' According to Marshal Batitskiy, the medium caliber guns were completely replaced 

with 85-mm. guns during the war."-' 

In the tactics of antiaircraft artillery general principles were worked out for the construction of a pow- 

erful, deep-echelon antiaircraft defense for large objectives with the use of systems of weapons of various 

calibers. and on the basis of the control of rather large groupings of antiaircraft forces. So that antiaircraft 

defense would be flexible, and equipped to respond quickly to any changes in the nature of the air enemy's 

actions, mobile groups were established which included small units of antiaircraf-t artillery, antiaircraft 

machine guns, and searchlights. These groups were used for battle with aircraft on their flight routes (oper- 

ating from ambush), for temporary cover of small individually important objectives, and for strengthen- 

ing the defense on the exposed operational axes of enemy aircraft. Extensive use was made of armored 

antiaircraft trains which were assigned the nlissions of protecting railway communications and objectives 

primarily in the pre-frontal sector."' 

The scalc of Soviet use of antiaircraft artillery grew steadily throughout the war. For example, the Soviets 

in 194 l had some I000 antiaircraft guns defending Moscow. By 1945 the number had risen to over 2.000.'2h 

Lessons learned from World War 11 included the need to increase the range and effectiveness of the 

guns. to improve the lethality of the antiaircraft shells, and to provide better fire control. In addition. it was 

I .: I3iititskiy. I ~ J I . L ~ I I I I ~ I I I I  .\II'Y/ '. 1). -35. 
1 :. I Ibid., p. 36. 
I I *  H:ititskiy. IijIxLl I ' r ~ ~ r r i ~ ~ c ~ \ ~ o : i i ~ ~ . v I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  Ohor.or~\. Srrcrr!v. pp. 101-103 
"" lbici.. p. 327. 
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also necessary to improve their tactical employment, mainly through the achievement of better concentra- 

tion of fire. 12' 

2. Post-War Development [ 1945-1 955) 

During the period from 1947 to 1954, the Soviets introduced three new antiaircraft artillery guns of 

larger caliber (57-, loo-, and 130-mm.). Gun-laying radars were included in the composition of antiaircraft 

artillery batteries.'-"n order to improve the concentration of fire, the batteries were equipped with eight 

guns rather than four as before, and the individual guns were positioned more closely together. In order to 

increase the defensive depth. antiaircraft batteries were deployed along concentric perimeters around the 

areas being defended."" 

Thus. throughout the first decade after the war, the Soviets continued to improve the technical charac- 

teristics and tactical concepts of their antiaircraft artillery. At the same time, the Soviets were also working 

on a ne\v weapons system. the surface-to-air missile, which would take over and greatly expand on most of 

the role of antiaircraft artillery. 

By the end of the war. the Soviets had captured a considerable number of German missile scientists. One 

group which had been working on surface-to-air missiles was put to work at Scientific Research Institute 

88. Under projects R-113. these scientists were directed to design a surface-to-air missile utilizing the 

design principles of the Gernian World War I1 Wasserfall missile as a point of departure. The missile was 

to be effecti\.e from 16.000 to 98.000 feet and was to carry a 500 Kilogram warhead. The Ger~iian scicn- 

tists ~vorked by themselves in isolation from any Sot-iet counterparts. They apparently were being tasked 

to de\-elop specific missile system components. although the project enconipassed the total missile system. 

The ivork \$-as conducted from 1947 to 195 1 .  Four units were delivered for testing; the first in 1948, the last 

in 1950. In 1951. the group was disbanded.'?" 

In 1951. construction was begun on a net\i.ork of surface-to-air niissile launch sites and associated 

radar installations surrounding Moscow. This \vas the SA-I. a niissile u-ith an etfective maximuni altitude 

of 60.000 feet and an effective minimum altitude of 3.500 feet. The first sites became operational in 1954 

~vith deployment continuing into the next period (post 1955). 

Deploj,ment of the SA-I was limited to the area around Moscow. It apparently was designed to coun- 

ter the perceived threat of mass bomber fornlations flying at what was then considered to be a high alti- 

tude (i.e.. up to about 50,000 feet). The SA-I lacked mobility, a 360 degree radar capability for each site. 

and autonomous control for each site. These factors probably led to the decision not to deploy the SA-I 

more extensively and to begin the development of the SA-2. a mobile system, probably in thc 1950 1952 

period. 

3. An Evaluation 

Antiaircraft artillery, as the Soviets deployed i t  and continued to niodernize it, was a large and costly 

system. Still. the decision was made to expend the resources on a system which would soon be largely 

Hatitsk~q. I/)\-ennu~u .L f i , \ l ' .  p. 37. 
:' Yaklmansk~?. p. 7 0 .  
' ( I:\ 51 17-56. 1 1)eccmher 1056. "('ontrihution ol(rerman Scientists at Hrarlch I of Scientific Kcsearch Institt~tc ( N i l )  XX 10 llic 

So~ie t  (iuided \l~ssile Program." pp. 5 0. IS). 
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replaced. The 130-mm. antiaircraft gun actually began deployment after the first SA-1's had become opera- 

tional. Concern for defense was such that even new guns were about to become obsolescent within about 

three years after their deployment. The rationality of the final antiaircraft artillery deployments was even 

more questionable in light of the problem of defending a target area against the mass destruction capabili- 

ties of nuclear bombs. 

As the first decade ended, the SA-1 was setting the pattern for the future in which surface-to-air missiles 

would largely replace antiaircraft artillery and would also assume ascendancy over fighter aviation as the 

premier arm of the national air defense system. 

The story of Soviet air defense missiles and also of antiballistic missiles belongs essentially to the 

period after 1955. The early developments will therefore be retraced as the post-1955 period is analyzed. 

D. History of Early Warning Systems 

1. Pre- 1945 Developments 

The Soviet early warning systems prior to and during World War 11 were heavily dependent on visual 

and sonic methods. Radar, although somewhat developed, was not deployed and was used only to a very 

limited extent. In 1941, the Soviets had, in its completed state, their first known radar. The development 

for this radar took place at the University of Kharkov and later relocated to the Red Army Signal Labs at 

Hytischi. At this time, another Soviet group, the Leningrad Development Group, was working on a C-W 

Doppler operating at about 50 MHz. 

The later years of World War 11 found the Soviets in the position to receive samples and/or significant 

information concerning nearly all of the major operational radars in the United States and United Kingdom. 

The sets of primary significance were the U.S. SCR-584 fire control radar, which in turn became the Soviet 

Son-2; the British searchlight control radar "Elsie"; and the U.S. types SCR-545, 527/627,582/682,602.'"' 

The control or knowledge of these radars proved to be the means for the late wartime and post war Soviet 

radars. 

2. Assessment of Post-War Requirements 

The Sokiets. as a result of World War 11, were well aware of the limitations of their offensive and 

dcfensi\e systems. This, combined with the known offensive potential of the West, dictated that the Soviets 

attach a high priority to air defense. The Soviets decided that their wartime approach to early warning was 

cle~rly inadequate."? Indeed, it was necessary to greatly expand the use of radar equipment of various 

kinds. A particular concern, during World War 11, was how to combat massed enemy flights at night under 

the conditions of the use of radio and radar interference. 

In their post war analysis, the Soviets noted that the need for early warning was a lesson which should 

have been learned tiom observing the Gernlan offenses against Poland, Norway, and France. But it was 

a lesson which they did not heed sufficiently. This was evidenced by the German surprise air attack on 

.lune 22. 104 1. in which the Soviets lost some 1.300 aircraft while simultaneously sustaining many losses 

to all other border air defense forces. In relation to the defense of so vast an area (U.S.S.R.), the efforts of 
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interceptors must obviously be closely coordinated with a highly efficient early warning system. Russia 

saw this flaw in her defenses and made strenuous efforts to improve the situation. From the evidence which 

has so far come to light, it is apparent that Soviet planners sought to cover the whole of the U.S.S.R. by a 

comprehensive air warning organization. 

3. Developments After 1945 

Throughout the 1945-1955 period, the early warning systems of sonic and visual sighting remained 

estremely important. This system continued to maintain an active role in the detection, tracking, and pri- 

marily the identification of aircraft due to the system's invulnerability to electronic jamming and direct air 

attack. The short-range limitations of this system were not important enough to phase it out; therefore it 

continued to s e n e  not only as a secondary means of warning and a supplement to radar systems but also 

as a gap filler. 

Organizationally. in order to establish control. the country was subdivided into regions with each region 

administratively subordinate to the PVO tieadquarters in Moscow. Direct conlnlunication links were estab- 

lished behveen each region and Moscow headquarters. 

The responsibility for air defense of each region was placed on the Military Commander of each area.';" 

The Military Commander had at his disposal tactical air forces, aircraft artillery, and an air warning system. 

(Satellite countries are set up on a similar basis even though it appears cruder and less effective.) From 1950 

to 1952. there appears to have been considerable expansion and reorganization of the air warning system in 

both the PVO and the Field Armies. One important change was the increasing use of radar. In conjunction 

ivith this. ,4ir Defense Centers ivere set up at Air Anily. Air Corps. and Air Division levels and these ensured 

a much greater degree of coordination of existing facilities. 

Technologically. progress after 1945 lvas deeply dependent on Western knowledge. acquired by three 

means: first by lend-lease: second by capture: and third through post war Gennan scientific assistance. 

One of the most significant events. as far as L.S. knowledge is concerned, was the pilblication of the M1T 

Radiation Laboraton series of books. which in effect became the Soviet developmental "Bible" for some 

time to come. Western knoivledge provided the core of So\.iet Air Defense prior to 195 1 .  

With respect to lend-lease. the growth of mutual distrust between the U.S. and U.S.S.R. prompted the 

end ofthe Lend-Lease Policy to the Soviet Union and others in 1945. However. by this time, the Soiicts had 

enough knowledge to manufacture copies of Western radars, through the assistance of German scientists 

and engineers. Certain foreign radars were adapted to Soviet requirements and placed into production. 

During 1945-1 946 and later. ive find that Germans were apparently being fbrcibly evacuated and taken 

from East Germany. As far as this forced work on radar systems was concerned, these Ciert~ians were pri- 

marily put to."ivork in the Scientific Research Institute 160, about 32 miles from Moscow. This was primed 

for the exploitation of German scientists who were prominent in the electron-tube field. Beti)rc 1950, the 

Cierman group had completed the development of X-band and S-band tubes fi)r radar jamming purposes. 

The department \$.as ei.idently still engaged in development ofjamming the KU-band, which is the region 

in nhich practically all U.S. airborne and C.S. ground radar operated. This and other works indicates that 

the Soi-iets kneu- what they needed for effective electronic countermeasures. 

SKI. ":in r \na ly \~ \  of'the C.S.-Sor ~ c t  Strateg~c Interaction i1rocc\\." 
' ..Soblet hlectron~c (ountcrmca\urci." :l1r Ir~/ellr~ctic~c l)r;.c,/ 
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By 1950, the extension and development of air warning network had been most marked. By then they 

afforded continuous coverage in fair depth and density for the entire country with the exception of the 

least vulnerable portions of the national frontier. However, it was obvious that these systems were not con- 

fined to the Soviet Union. The zone extended to Eastern Europe, to Poland and likewise to other satellite 

countries. 

The air warning networks had the following characteristics: 

( 1 ) Their performance was still unimpressive by Western standards 
(2) Restricted range necessitated their use in great numbers to give continuous coverage 
(3) Russia's great size permitted radar positioning far in advance of the area to be defended 
(4) The system was simply built and easily maintained 
(5) Most of the equipment was mobile and extremely easy to conceal (nc high concrete towers; thus 

recognition was difficult from the ground and almost impossible from the air). 

There were three primary sets in use by 1950: RUS-2, Pegmatit, and Dumbo. RUS-2 was a highly 

mobile ground radar developed early in the World War I1 period. The complete equipment consisted of 
two trucks or one truck and a trailer. One vehicle contained the radar equipment and its operators, the other 

housed the generators. In addition to its high degree of mobility and aptness for concealment, the RUS-2 

was a very simple form of radar and already obsolete by Anglo-American standards during the 1945-1 950 

period. The primary disadvantages of the RUS-2 were its inaccuracy in measurement of range and bearing, 

its lack of height-finding capability, and its poor range against low-flying aircraft. 

The Pegmatit was the first relatively static radar installation; although a trained team should be able to 

dismantle and reerect it on another site in a matter of days.135 The radar was generally placed inside of a 

building or house with an aerial array protruding through the roof or nearby ground. 

Dumbo was the third major radar system at this time. The Dumbo radar was first reported in 1946 and 

represented an improvement over the RUS-2 (1943) in range and accuracy. Although not mobile the set 

was easily transportable. This set was also easily concealable and was often erected in wooded areas with 

only aerials clear of the tree tops. Dumbo proved to be the primary post-World War li early warning radar. 

However. this system was quickly followed by a family of radars characterized by metric frequency, the use 

of Yagi antenna. goniometric techniques and nearly identical transmitters. 

By late 195 1 Token, the next radar system to develop, stood out as the beginning of a generation of 

Soviet-built radars. This generation consisted of two subgroups, V-beam radars, and multisearch radars. By 

mid 1952. at least 50 V-beam radars, were spread across the U.S.S.R. and surrounding satellites from East 

Germany to Vladivost~k."~ This radar was obviously inspired by the U.S. ANICPS-6 V-beam set. Although 

not provided for or available under the lend-lease program. it was contained in the MIT series. This set 

was constructed with lAGC and FIC circuitly: basic ECCM features which produced a limited capability 

against long pulse jamming and jamming with low n~odulation frequencies. 

During the post- 1950 period. Scan Odd was dekeloped with German technical assistance. This was the 

first Soviet A1 radar with limited all-weather capability. This set became field operational and was deployed 

111 1954.''- 

L 1. "'fhc llsc of Radar- in Soviet Antiaircraft Del2nse." Air hfirlistr-y Secret Intel. Summary 
' "' I3ackground In~clligc.~lcc 1)at;l Ibr Posture Statement on Strategic Initiatives. 
' a '  I l ~ i ~ i .  
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Knife Rest Aand GAGE, a Soviet designed EW and surveillance radar mounted on a bunkered build- 

ing. made their appearance in 1952. The oldest radar in the Soviet inventory with the strict purpose of 

early warning, Knife Rest A had limited accuracy and detection capabilities, but was inexpensive and 

easily maintained. Knife Rest A has been found to operate in the 70-80 MHz frequency range. Gage 

proved to be the first really permanent radar of any significance that was employed by the Soviets as a 

search finder. 

In 1953, a height finder was produced by the Soviets. This radar (Patty Cake) did not follow the usual 

Soviet development pattern-because it was uniquely Soviet in design-not a copy of Western technology. 

This. as stated, was contrary to the pattern followed in the V-beam early warning radar (Token) and fire- 

control radar (Whit- which were directly derived from Western radar technology. Patty Cake remained the 

sole Soviet operational height finder from 1953 to 1956. Although the Soviet Union and the Soviet satel- 

lites Lvere still using U.S.-made and British-made radars. in addition to the Soviet-made copies of U.S. and 

British radars. 

In 1954. the number of Token radars increased markedly. Soviet technicians were clearly niore suc- 

cessful at maintaining them at an operational level than the U.S. had initially anticipated. The ditliculties 

that the United States had expected the Soviets to encounter were based on U.S. experiences with the AN/ 

CPS-6. a similar radar. It ivas found. however, that the basic design of the Token radar was considerably 

s~mpler. 

Obsen-ations during the 1954 time period shoived that the So\ iets Hrere developing a radar system that 

made concurrent use of two sets as a single unit. The most commonly used sets bere GAGE (search finder) 

and Patty Cake (height finder). The advantages of this system, in relation to Token, proved to be: 

( 1 ) Less complicated installation 
( 2 )  Simpler maintenance and operation 
(3) Increased range and height finding capabilities. 

The So\.iets took this one step further by building radar installations with four radars. These radars were 

situated in pairs ~vith Gage and Patty Cake comprising each pair. This appeared to represent a movement 

a\vaq' from the mobile V-beam. Token. to a static system of radar defense. 

By 1955. the Scan Can radar system was developed for use on missile armament. It is believed that this 

system was de\,eloped from Scan Odd. The nodding height finder was also introduced in 1955, apparently 

to provide reasonably accurate altitude readings on modem manned aircraft. 

4. Summary 

.4t the end of World War 11, the Soviets found themselves in an outdated position regarding ot't'ensivc 

and defensive war systems. They chose to place high priority on development of their deknsivc system. 

Dei.elopment of radar systems was obtained through lend-lease, capture of wartime radars, German scien- 

tific assistance, and So\.iet developments. 

Throughout the 1945-1 955 period, the Soviets primarily worked to reduce surprise, increase coordina- 

tion. and increase the capabilities of their early warning system. The introduction ol'jet aircrali and tactical 

bombers increased the necessity fbr early warning and low altitude capabilities. By the end of 1055, radar 

systems were deployed and in the development stage to counter thesc problems. 
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Although advance raid warning was now primarily dependent on radar, visual reporting was still highly 

organized in 1955 with 750 visual reporting posts in active o p e r a t i ~ n . ' ~ ~  

E. History of Civil Defense in the Soviet Union, 1945-1 955 

1. Introduction 

Civil defense in the Soviet Union played a key role in defense measures after the 1920's, but the 

destruction suffered during World War I1 and the advent of weapons of mass destruction prompted a new 

emphasis on Civil Defense shortly after the war. 

Reconstruction and other problems surrounding immediate postwar recovery took priority until 1948; 

thereafter, and especially after the outbreak of hostilities in Korea, new civil defense programs and policies 

emerged. 

Since the Bolshevik Revolution ended in 1917, the Soviets have nurtured the expectation of an impend- 

ing attack by capitalist powers. During the 19203, cities and other targets were prepared for protection 

against chemical and conventional attack. In 1927, OSOAVIAKHIM, a paramilitary training organization, 

was established with Civil Defense training as one of its prime functions.'39 During the 19303, as con- 

cern over air power and the German threat began to grow, the first nationwide civil defense program was 

begun. However, it was not until World War 11, when old civil defense programs proved inadequate, that 

shelter construction and compulsory training programs, designed mainly for civil defense workers, actually 

began. 

2. Post-War Developments: General 

l~ilmediately after the war, interest in civil defense declined, primarily because of the precedence given 

to reconstructing the nation's social, economic, and military complex. However, around 1948, reports were 

filtered to the West from returning German POWs of a shelter construction program in all new  building^.'^^ 

In 1949. basic radio conimunications designed to improve defense command and control was ordered. A call, 

in 1950, for "tens of thousands" of instructors preceded the formation of DOSAAF in 195 1 .I4' This orga- 

nifation, a paramilitary group cooperating with the Army, Navy, and Air Force, replaced OSOAVIAKHIM 

and became the principal civil defense training group. In the next two years, as DOSAAF took on more 

respons~bilities, nlandatory study circles began, followed by a 20-hour compulsory civil defense training 

program for ail members, then numbering approxiniately 16 to 20 million."" The XIXth Party Congress, 

mccting in 1953, called for "all out" defense measures, to include civil defense. In 1953, an antiaircraft gen- 

eral, Nikolay F. Gritchin. was tilade DOSAAF chainnan, indicating the growing importance of this group 

in relation to the military, and air defense in particular.'-" 

Although the Soviets were aware ofthe existence of nuclear weapons at the end of World War 11, little 

or no mention was made of these in public literature until 1954, nine years after Hiroshima and five years 

' '' ".Air Warning Systan ofthc Soviet Union." RCAF Intel. Summary. 
1 i., 
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atter the U.S.S.R. exploded its first atomic bomb. The turning point in civil defense thinking occurred at 

this time when civil defense literature publicly announced a growing concerning with nuclear and bacte- 

riological weapons. This awareness precipitated changes in policy and eventual debate in the late 1950's 

over the eft'ectiveness of civil defense programs, shelters, evacuation and dispersal procedures, and various 

other aspects of the existing system. More immediate results involved, in 1955, the assignment of Colonel 

General ofAviation 0. Tolstikov, a First Deputy Minister for Internal Affairs, as head of Civil Defense and 

the onset of a 10-hour compulsory training program for the adult p o p u l a t i ~ n . ' ~  

3. Organization 

Civil defense. until 1961. was an integral part of the Soviet Antiair Defense (PVO) and was supervised 

by the Main Directorate of Local Antiair Defense, or GU MPVO. This controlling body operated under the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD) and was responsible for planning and assisting the Council of Ministers 

in developing civil defense policy and cooperating with the Defense Ministry's Main Directorate ofAntiair 

Defense of the Countrj. Also. under the jurisdiction of the Council of Ministers was the principal civil 

defense training organization, DOSAAF. 

Subordinate to the GU MPVO were Republic. Region (Oblast), District (Rayon), and City MPVO 

organizations. Within these areas. the civil defense structure paralleled that of the civil administration and 

employed administrative and managerial personnel from go\lemnlent and industry in its own commands 

and ~ t a R s . " ~  For example. the Council of Workers Deputies of the City maintained responsibility for civil 

defense in their area. The chairnian of their Executi\-e Committee ivas the Chief of the MPVO in the city. 

and he directed the program through the MPVO staff. His duties included statt'and personnel training, plan- 

ning, financial and materiel coordination. and organizing civil defense training programs for the population. 

In addition. the MPVO controlled the senices of fire fighting crews, emergency engineers. medical person- 

nel. the sanitarq processing and decontamination groups. the security groups. those in\,olved in warning and 

communications. transportation personnel. shelter and co\.er senice. and irarious other facilities that could 

assist in any facet of civil defense."" 

Several aspects of the city or point concept indicate that the Soviet Union had not yet modified its civil 

defense structure to accommodate a nuclear threat. The existing system was geared towards a World War 

I1 or conventional bomber mode of attack. I t  tvas not until the early 1960's that the need for a state-wide. 

rather than city-wide. system of ci\.il defense was evolved.'" In addition, there was not, as yet, significant 

cooperation with the military. indicating that the actual integration with the air defense contingent of the 

U.S.S.R. had not been fulfilled. 

4. Training 

Comments on the organizational concept of civil defense between 1945 and 1955 would be incomplete 

without some attention to the birth and rise of DOSAAF, the paramilitary organization with responsibility 

for Ci\ i l  Defense training of the entire population. 

'' (roure. The, . S 0 1 . 1 ~ /  ( ' / L . I /  l ~ c ~ f c t 1 ~ ~  l ' t - o ~ r u m ~ .  
' 

1 \ 1 1  I)clc.nse of  the L.S.S.K.." l t r / c ~ / / ~ ~ c r l ( ~ c  K c , ~ . r c , ~ .  p. I0 
" I n ~ d .  p 17 
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Paramilitary organizations have always handled Civil Defense training, beginning in 1927 with 

OSOAVIAKHIM- In September 1951, DOSAAF succeeded OSOAVIAKHIM as the "Volunteer Society 

for Cooperation with the Amy, Air Force, and Navy" with Colonel General Vasiliy I. Kuznetsov as its 
head.148 

Kuznetsov's leadership of DOSAAF was uneventful and he was replaced in 1953 by Lt. Gen. Nikolay 
F. Gritchin, a former World War I1 antiaircraft artillery officer. This appointment caused various analysts 

to note that there may have been increasing emphasis on the cooperation of civil and air defense at this 

time because of Gritchin's background. In any event, Gritchin initiated a successfU1 campaign to urge new 

KOMSOMOL recruits into DOSAAF and to integrate DOSAAF with the trade unions and their various 

enterprises. In July 1954, a plenary session of the Central Committee of DOSAAF was held, emphasizing 

its roles and calling for a sports competition which would measure such abilities as marksmanship, grenade 

throwing, and PVKho (antiair and antichemical defense) to be held the next month.'49 

The PVKho section of DOSAAF retained the main responsibility for supervision of civil defense train- 

ing, beginning with the study circles which originated prior to the formation of DOSAAF. Members of 

these circles who passed various civil defense examinations were awarded the badge of "Ready for Antiair 

and Antichemical Defense." In 1948, the stated goal of the mass training program was the preparation of 

4 to 5 million persons a year to qualify for the badge. The Soviet press placed considerable emphasis on 

this program, evidenced in a Pi-avda item noting that in 1951, 21,434 persons from Tadzhik SSR were 

trained and received the badge and that the number of such trainees was growing "yearly by the hundreds 

of thousands."'"' 

These various reports made civil defense and DOSAAF progress look effective, at least on paper. The 

threc civil defense manuals of 1952, in particular the "Handbook for Exercises," reaped praises of civil 

defense excellence on "heroic people contributing to Civil Defense during the Great Patriotic War" and 

to DOSAAF and its work."' The contents of the manual included sections on means of attack against the 

rear and antiaircraft defense, protection against bombs and their consequences, protection against gases, 

and rules of conduct for the population in antiaircraft defense. However, the outlined procedures did not 

demonstrate that the Soviets had achieved any profundity in civil defense that could not be achieved in any 

other country subject ro aerial attack. Surprisingly enough, they lacked any significant reference to atomic 

or thermonuclear warfare and its consequences, a matter which seemingly should have been assuming more 

~mportance as the Cold War was taking shape. One of the few references to atomic weapons appeared in 

the Soviet press in 1947. before OSOAVlAKHlM was disbanded: "The present program of civil defense 

includes the training and protection of the population against atomic air raids. OSOAVIAKHIM aims only 

at the discipline of the people; the preparation of such defenses as 'insulation layers' is being left to the 

scientists. At present. shall1 maneuvers are held for those people in strategic areas who would have to be 
moved away rapidly, and personnel are being trained in the detection of radioactivity. The training is similar 

to that Ihr chemical warfare.""' 

I I* "Milil;~ry Norcs: I!.S.S.K.." l t ~ t ~ ~ l l i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r .  Rcr.icp~c.. p. 16. 
' "' C'IA. .'('I\ il [)ctic~isc 111 [lie L1.S.S.U.'. 
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Whether this statement indicated that the press was merely naive or was printing what it was authorized 

to print is unknown. As a propaganda move, it could have been intended to reassure the population regard- 

ing any knowledge they might possess of nuclear threat. The mention of "scientists" handling problems 

related to civil defense indicates that the Soviets may have been awaiting technological developments in 

shelter capabilities before either publicizing a problem they could not yet counter or making any massive 

changes in the existing system. 

Guards Colonel General P. A. Belov became the new conlmander of DOSAAF in 1955 and perhaps 

initiated the first drive for better cooperation between the military and the civil defense organs when he 

stressed the need to use demobilized reserve officers and soldiers for leadership and instruction in areas of 

civil defense.'" Eventually. not reserve but high-ranking active duty ot'ficers became a part of the directorate. 

Various sources have mentioned that, after 1955. civil defense was endorsed by the Soviet leadership."" 

5. Shelters, Evacuation, and Dispersal 

Although some sources refer to basement shelters constructed in new apartment buildings as early as 

1946.'" the general consensus puts the year around 1948 when Gernlan POWs reported sighting shelter 

buildings being inspected and supemised in recent construction. It was believed that civil defense ot'ficials 

had authority to conduct these inspections to insure that constrilction was meeting certain regulations. 

However. it was also noted that priority was given to shelter protection for industrial, administrative, and 

economic facilities and to major cities, thus disregarding a greater part of the population.'"' particularly 

the agrarian communi5. The most prevalent shelters, those of World War I 1  vintage, were not capable of 

protecting more than 10 to 15 percent of the population against fallout.''' and new shelters were designed 

merely to Lvithstand the collapse of the building. This did not account for the thermal and blast etEcts of 

nuclear explosion. The advantage of existing underground structures was denlonstrated in 1954 when shel- 

ter construction n-as begun in subways. 

The preceding data Lvere partly responsible for spurring the civil defense debates of'the late 1950's over 

the cost-benefits of updating present shelters to withstand nuclear attack.'" It was not until then that a mas- 

sive evacuation program was promoted to compensate for both the shortage and inadequacy of the existing 

shelters. Very little emphasis was accorded to a tbrmal e\.acuation program prior to 1958.'"' Although onc 

source said there was "fairly reliable evidence" that industrial evacuation plans were updated in 1950. an 

inten-iew in 1953 with Moscow citizen did not yield any evidence of a city-wide air raid drill during the 

t\\-o-year period the intewiewer had been a resident there. 

A summary of rules the population was to follow during a "critical situation" involvcd learning the 

location of the nearest air raid shelters, and it,hen none evi.rt to "prepare trenches, dugouts, and similar 

facilities,"'"! indicating the inefficiencies of the shelter program. Also. implied is the Soviets' reliance on 

early warning of attack. Civil defense elements maintained close communications with the "local elements 

: ,  CIX. " C i k i l  Detensc In the L.S.S.K." 
"CILII Defense ot'the IJ.S.S.K.." Ititc~llr~c~nc.c~ Rei,rc.rc., p. 20. 
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of the air defense command . . . especially VNOS," the ground observation early warning service.16' This 

approach may have been appropriate when bomber attack was the primary threat, but dependence on such 

a primitive early warning system (which later improved with more advanced radar technology) in order to 

prepare the population, was hardly an efficient and secure plan. 
According to observations during a 1961 trip, which could easily apply to this early period, Leon Goure 

theorized that the population was indifferent to civil defense, possibly because of the effects of World War I1 

destruction. He noted that the general fear of war and feeling of helplessness against the weapons of war left 

the people with little confidence in shelter programs. "Mere physical survival was not reassuring when they 

knew the great damage brought by war: and were still recovering from World War II."'62 If this is true and if 

the leadership of the Soviet Union considered the civil defense programs as a propaganda tool in boosting 

the morale and nationalistic altitudes of the population, then they were unsuccesshl in attaining this goal. 

Uncertainty exists concerning the relationship of industrial dispersal in the Soviet Union and civil 

defense activities. However, it seems that the reasons for relocation of industry to the Ural regions dur- 

ing the 1930's and from 1941-1945 were attributed primarily to both protection from conventional mili- 

tary invasion and the discovery of new locations of resources,163 from which air and civil defense would 

only indirectly benefit. Budgetary considerations alone would make such a transfer impractical except in 

extreme cases. Although one source assigns to the MPVO the peacetime functions of "town planning" (and 

thus the ability to ensure proper dispersal of plants and provisions for air raid facilities in new building 

construction),l"' i t  is doubtful that it was able to do more than recommend guidelines for such purposes. 

6. Summary 

I t  would seem that, as the Soviets were recovering from World War I1 damage and beginning their 

strenuous drive to gain technological and military parity with the West, they also found time to reassess 

and begin improvements on other internal programs. Civil defense acquired renewed attention by 1948 and 

paralleled the growth of air defense in the Soviet Union. 

Beginning with lessons learned from World War 11, including the effects of German air attack on their 

homeland and the accounts by returning Soviet military of U.S. bomber damage in Germany, Soviet lead- 

ers realized the need for a stronger, more organized civil defense program. Not only did they realize that 

the ability to protect their niilitary/economic/social complex would be a more difficult mission with the 

development of new weapons technology, but perception of immediate threats such as the proliferation of 

the United States' Strategic Air Command, the establishment of NATO in 1949, and the Korean conflict 

of 1050- 1953 (when it was possible to actually witness and assess the new aircraft technology developed 

since the bvar) reinforced the Soviet's early views concerning adequate defense. The following changes 

within the Soviet Union after 1950 had a profound effect on defense posture: 

( 1 ) Development of strategic weapons of mass destruction; 
(2 )  Increasing vulnerability due to urbanization and industrialization; 
(3) Polarization ofthe global struggle into an East/West power bloc; 
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(4) Cold War intensification; 
(5) The feeling that civil defense can contribute to the overall military posture of the Soviet Un10n.I~~ 

Thus. it could be claimed that the Soviet civil defense program was a result of mere common sense, 

of the recognition of the need to protect not only the military-industrial segment of the society but also 

to maintain the morale of the population, now considered a prime factor in effective recovery from mass 

attack. 

Of course. the success of such a vast institution relies heavily on popular support. As stated earlier, 

considerable apathy has been reported, and one sources mentioned that "pressure is being applied by the 

Communist party and other groups" to promote membership and participation.'"" The advent of a compul- 

sory training program in 1955 probably came as a result of little success with "voluntarism." Therefore, 

again it must be that the program at least looked "good on paper," but to the extent it was successful is not 

known. By 1955. with the acknowledgement of nuclear weapons, civil defense appeared to be more heavily 

endorsed by "those who can make a difference"; also, the impressive leadership status of such organizations 

as DOSAAF. and Tolstikov's appointment as Chief of Civil Defense in 1955 implied a trend toward greater 

integration ivith the military and air defense components. 

A quote from a 1953 article states: "Today. the Soviet Union is reasonably well prepared in civil defense 

matters to cope with air attack.""- The key words here seem to be "air attack." because Soviet civil defense 

preparations ivere certainly keyed to a World War 11-type of aerial threat through 1958. Even the publicized 

awareness in 1954 of a nuclear threat did not immediately change civil defense thinking, although it pre- 

cipitated greater military/political concern xvith civil defense and the event~~al transition of the system fio11-r 

a civilian-administrated tie-oriented progranl to a military-directedlnationwide institution. 
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Concepts of Air Defense Before 1945 

A. The U.S. Heritage of the Interwar Period 

1. Early Premises 

U.S. concepts for air defense during the 1920's were strongly influenced by various developments in 

U.S. national policies, the perception of the threat and technological advances. These were supported by 

"lessons" drawn from World War I operational experience and subsequent developments. 

U.S. national defense policies rested on the premise that attack by a potential enemy was unlikely. 

Indeed, during the decade of the 19203, Army and Navy planners found it difficult to determine any enemy 

or enemies who might be capable of threatening the United States. After the 1922 Washington Disarmament 

Treaty and the termination of the Anglo-Japanese alliance, the United States seemed to have little to fear 

either from hostile air attack launched from carriers (because of tonnage limitations in the Washington 

Treaty of 1922) or from land-based aircraft (because of their inherent range limitations). As a consequence, 

the conclusion was general that the United States was in no danger from air attack. This conclusion was not 

reinforced by prevailing service doctrine but still became the conventional wisdom. 

2. Origins of Air Force Doctrine: Early Air Defense Concepts 

Air officers in the Army were convinced from the end of World War I that the best defense was a good 

ot'fense. Many who held this view felt that the Army General Staffwas primarily interested in the "defensive 

use" of' aircraft and had neglected the "fighting side." General Mitchell carried on an extraordinary effort 

for a separatc aviation department while arguing the need for a defined role for an expanded Air Service 

in the Army. Mitchell's paper entitled "Tactical Application of Military Aeronautics," proposed in January 

1920, defined the principal mission and secondary employment of aeronautics. "The principal mission of 

Aeronauttcs is to destroy the aeronautical force of the enemy and after this, to attack his formations, both 

tactical and strategical, on the ground or on the water. The secondary employment of Aeronautics pertains 

to their use as an auxiliary to troops on the ground for enhancing their effect against hostile troops."' 

Based upon a visit to France, Italy, Germany, Holland, and England in the winter of 192 1-1922, Mitchell 

advocated unity of "air command." The air commander, he wrote "should control not only the observation 

av~ation but also all antiaircraft weapons, searchlights and barrage balloons."' 

Two years later. General M.M. Patrick, who had headed the Air Service with the AEF in France. pro- 

posed a reorgani~ation and expansion of the Air Service within the War Department to give the Air Service 
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a status analogous to that held by the Marine Corps within the Navy Department. He wrote on 19 December 

1924, "I am convinced that the ultimate solution of the air defense problem of this country is a united air 

force . . . . Future emergencies will require at the very outset . . . the ~iiaxin~um use of air power on strategic 

nlissions . . . ."-' Such views were disputed by some critics. 

In early autumn of 1925, the Secretaries of War and Navy jointly requested President Coolidge to sup- 

port a board to study the best means of developing and supplying aircraft in U.S. national defenses. The 

President appointed a board. The Aircraft Board, headed by Dwight W. Morrow. After extensive hearings, 

this board published a report on 25 November 1925 stating: "We do not consider that air power, as in some 

of the national defense, has yet demonstrated its value-certainly not in a country situated as ours-for 

independent operations of such a character as to justify the organization of a separate department."-' 

The board concluded that the United States was in no danger from air attack and stated that the "belief 

that new and deadlier \veapons \\.ill shorten future wars and prevent vast expenditures of lives and resources 

is a dangerous one. tvhich. if accepted. might well lead to a more ready acceptance of war as the solution 

of international ditficulties."' 

O\.er the next decade. advances in aircraft range. speed. and altitude persuaded the Air Corps to urge 

upon the War Department the development of interceptor aircraft ivitli at least 20 percent greater speed than 

proposed bombardment planes. In addition. the Air Corps recommended steps to provide a ground observer 

corps and aircraft warning and reporting unit in the United States and its overseas possessions. 

While the Air Corps n-as seeking a better interceptor capability. it was also urging an impro\,ement in 

early naming systems. 

Detection research had progressed deliberately after World War I .  By the 1930's. increased concern fi)r 

defense (i.e.. a growing U.S. desire for effective \vanling of a hostile approach either by sea or air) caused 

existing programs of \.isual and sonic research to broaden and include other radio-optical research for detec- 

tion. That area showed promise and progress. Both the Army and the Na\.y reported si~cccss in detecting 

and tracking aircraft by reflected infrared rays. The Amly. in 1926. had detected an aircrafi. and, in 1932. 

the Navy had tracked a blimp using reflected IR means. The Arniy's Signal Corps experimented i n  tracking 

ocean liners in the early 1930's using a thermo locator. From a location at Fort tlancock. the Mauretania 

\vas tracked to a distance of 23.000 yards in 1934. A year later. the Norniandie was tracked to 30.000 yards 

and. a few months later. the Aquitania to a distance of 18.000 yards through a fog." Radio location soon 

took o\-er. ho\\.e\.er. from hear locating and ranging. 

May 1937 is often cited as a principal tuming point in Army technical history, based upon the st~c- 

cessful demonstration of a short-range AA radio locator. the SCR-268, developed thr searchlight control.- 

Designed to locate aircraft at night in range. elevation, and azimuth accurately enough so that searchlights 

~ o u l d  instantly illuminate them when they were turned on, the SCR-268 was a mobile item oi'ecluipmetit. 

Designed for AA use. it did not pro\,ide continuous tracking and could not bc brought to bear against low- 

flying aircraft. With relatively limited range, the SCR-268 provided only about five minutes' warning. 
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Although it was obviously not immediately useful for interceptors, the new locator was impressive 

enough to prompt the Army Air Corps to seek development of an early warning radio locator to provide 

warning at ranges up to 120 miles. Following further development and testing during 1938, the SCR-268 

mobile radar for AA was standardized and put into production in the winter of 1939. Concurrently, devel- 

opment of early warning radars for the Air Corps progressed until the SCR-270 was established as basic 

equipment for the purpose. With these developments, the United States, as well as the British and the 

Germans, had radar for air defense when World War I1 began.x 

In addition to these developments in the doctrine and technology of early warning and interception, the 

Army fostered improvements in antiaircraft artillery. 

3. U.S. Army AAA Developments 

AAA developments during the 1930's in the U.S. Army advanced to the degree that appropriations 

permitted. In 1938, the 90-mm. gun development project was completed and by 1940 was standardized as 

a replacement for the 3-inch AA gun M-3 which had been adopted in 1928. The 3-inch gun began to phase 

out as the 90-mm. AAA gun was adopted as standard in February of 1940. By the fall of 1940, the 90-mm. 

requirement called for more than 1,000 guns; yet during 1941 only 171 complete units were produced. The 

37-mm. AA gun was adopted as standard in 1939 but this automatic weapon was just getting into produc- 

tion in 1940, when 170 were produced. By January 1941 this weapon was being produced at a rate of 40 

per month. In the following month the 40-mm. Bofors AA gun was approved for standardization, although 

it took more than a year to get production rolling on the Americanized version of the 40-mm. M gun.' The 

caliber .50 AA machine gun remained a low-altitude defense weapons from its adoption as standard during 

the early 1920's. 

The U.S. Army AAA regimental organizations at the time were of two basic types: mobile and semi- 

mobile. Mobile regiments consisted of two battalions; the first battalion (guns) contained three gun batteries, 

each having four 3-inch guns and one searchlight battery of 15 searchlights. The second battalion was made 

up of autoiliatic weapons, with those batteries of 37-mm. automatic weapons each having eight 37-mm. guns 

~vith one .50 caliber machine gun battery or, as was the case earlier, four .50 caliber machine gun batteries. 

The semi-mobile regiment consisted of three battalions; the first two battalions were gun battalions, each 

with the aniiament of the mobile battalion: the third was an automatic weapons battalion of four batteries. 

At the outbreak of World War 11 in September 1939, the U.S. Army included seven skeletonized active 

AA Regiments. plus a nun~ber of National Guard and Organized Reserve AA Regiments, in the inactive 

forces. 

4. Expansion Program 

Kecping pacc with increased perfomlance of military aircraft, AAA developments influenced U.S. 

1)efcnse planning. In addition to greater interest in AAA, in June 1939, the Army began an "Aviation 

l'xpansion Program" which authorized a three-fold increase in the combat strength of the Air Corps. 

That branch planned to attain within two years an overall strength of 24 groups-including seven pursuit 

' Ihid.. 11. 127. 
'' (ircc11. CI ;)I.. Tltc. O t~ i t r~r t i c~  / ) c ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ r t ~ r ~ ~ t l ~ :  f'l~~trtrit~g !\iritr;t~ot~.~,/Or lf21r. 
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interceptor groups. As the war in Europe developed, the U.S. Army Air Corps looked more closely at air 

combat operations in that theater for their implications concerning air power theories which stemmed from 

Douhet's thesis that airpower and command of the air would enable the destruction of an enemy nation. 

Increasingly the Army Air Corps argued that the air defense of the United States was best served by having 

strong offensive air capabilities. The best defense was a strong of'fense. 

U.S. air officers generally agreed in the fall of 1939 that the Luftwaffe had substantiated American 

theory in its essentials because. although German air operations in Poland were mainly in support of ground 

fighting. the LuftwafTe had established control of the air by destroying the Polish Air Force on the ground 

on its air fields. German victories over British and French forces in the west further underscored the theory 

and increased pressure for meeting U.S. bomber requirements. Reconlmendations for increases in U.S. 

long-range bomber forces were pressed with the view that, rather than investing heavily in interceptors 

for defense. strong U.S. bomber forces could carry destruction to an enemy homeland or destroy his air 

power. 

Development and success of the B- 17 and B- 18 gave rise to the Air Corps Tactical School 1938 teach- 

ing: "The possibility for the application of military forces against the vital structure of a nation directly and 

immediately upon the outbreak of hostilities in the niost iniportant and far reaching develop~nent of modem 

times.""' 

5. U.S. Air Defense Planning and Organization for CONUS 

Thus. as early as 1938 U.S. planning had to include the possibility of attack on the continental United 

States. Because of the prospect that this possibility would involve air attack, air otlicers became more 

deeply invol\.ed in U.S. defense planning. "Indeed, they tended to feel that the probleni was exclusively 

theirs and to attach slight importance to collaboration with ground troops. . . ."I '  

An Air Defense Command was organized on 26 February 1940. with headquarters at Mitchell Field, 

Long Island, New York. under GHQ. Air Force. I t  was a planning body with authority to organize com- 

bined air-ground operations but it had no territorial responsibility over either aircraft or antiaircraft artillery. 

Directly subordinate to the GHQ Air Commander. the Air Defense Command's organization arid operations 

w.ere greatly influenced by lessons from the Battle of Britain and the growing autonomy ol'the Army Air 

Corps. The Air Corps. for example, established an intermediate echelon between its wings and the G H Q  

Air Force in 1940 by dividing the United States into four air districts. Ostensibly organized for training 

and administration. these districts were later proposed to have, within each of them, a bombing cornniand 

and an air defense command, the former to conduct offensive operations, the latter defensive operations, 

'-~vithin the theater of the Air District."" In other parts of the Army, i t  was held that the air districts should 

not be identified as theaters of operations. 

In March 194 1, the War Department ordered the establishment of tour dclknse commands in the United 

States-Northeastern, Central. Southern, and Western. Each defense commander would be responsible Sor 

planning all measures against invasion of the area of'his command. The cornnianding general ot'cach ol' 

four armies u-as designated as the commanding general of the deknse command within which his head- 

' kutrell. op. c ~ t . .  p. 84. 
Greenfield. et al.. :Imnr> Glr)lrnd korr c.5 Thc Ot~trn1ztrlir117 of (;rorortl( 'omhtrl 7i71111).\, p. I I h 
i h ~ d  . p. 117. 
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quarters was located and the Army staffs were used as the staffs of the defense command. This same War 

Department order replaced the previously announced four air districts with four numbered air forces. Each 

air force included a mobile echelon comprising a bomber command and an interceptor command, the name 

chosen to replace the "air defense" command. The four air forces remained directly under GHQ Air Force 

and were not subordinate to the defense commands.13 The directed organization appeared somewhat simi- 

lar to the basic British structure which had been set up for UK air defense under the RAF. 

By June 1941, the Army Air Forces became an autonomous element in the War Department and direct 

responsibility for Army aviation matters was given to the Chief, Army Air Forces. Within his staff, the Air 

War Plans Division was charged with preparing "overall plans for the control of the activities of the Army 

Air Forces."'"n effect, the AAF would make aviation plans for the numbered air forces in the defense 

commands. But the War Department order of 17 March 1941 establishing the defense commands stated 

explicitly: "When the War Department, to meet an actual or threatened invasion activates a Theater of 

Operations (or similar command) in the United States . . . the commander of the theater (or similar com- 

mander) will be responsible for all air defense measures in the theater."15 

This same order provided that antiaircraft artillery, searchlights, and barrage balloons be attached to 

interceptor commands during operations.Ih 

How these ground elements would be controlled, however, was not clear. Experience in the Battle of 

Britain had shown that tactical coordination was needed and that rapid, reliable communications 2nd intelli- 

gence were essential, among other reasons, to clarify responsibilities and to avoid possible harm to friendly 

aviation. In the summer of 1941, the AAF proposed that the fire of all AAA be controlled by regional offi- 

cers of the interceptor command. This was deliberated through the spring-summer of 1941, first, by an Air 

Defense Board made up of the Chief of Coast Artillery, Chief Signal Officer and the Commanding General 

ot' the GHQ Air Force which concluded that an exception should be made for combat zones. This view 

was personally contested by General McNair (first commander of Army Ground Forces) who pointed out 

that coordination of air defenses was just as necessary in the combat zone as elsewhere. He urged unity of 

command for all air defense forces and suggested that all antiaircraft units should be assigned or attached 

to interceptor commands.'- 

6. Early Air Defense Doctrine 

During the following months. the AAF prepared a draft Field Manual, entitled "Air Defense," which 

included doctrinal concepts which integrated pursuitlinterceptors, AAA. barrage balloon units, and Signal 

air warning units into a coordinated air defense establishment. This draft manual which drew heavily on 

British air defense experience in the Battle of Britain, distinguished for the first time between the term "air 

dt.lknsc." lvhich was a direct defense against enemy air operations and "counter air force operations," which 

wcrc said to bc not properly within the scope of air defense. While not officially approved and publi~hed,'~ 

' Ibitl. 
" I-IL~ I -3, ..I/,. / ) c , / c * , r , ~ ~ . .  \V:IS tin:tIly published by the War Drp;irtn~rnt on 34 Decr~ilbrr 1942. hut it was suhstantially re\-ised from 
this drali. 
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this draft manual strongly influenced U.S. air defense training and organization. Much of its substance was 

incorporated into War Department Training Circular No. 70, 16 December 1941, which implicitly reflected 

some of the lessons drawn from the attack on Pearl Harbor and the need for unified command as it stated: 

"A11 antiaircraft artillery and pursuit aviation operating within the same area must be subject to the control 

of a single commander designated for the purpose." Two days later, War Department Training Circular No. 

7 1. 18 December 194 1. set forth the concept of "antiaircraft commands" to operate under the "command" 

of interceptor  commander^.'^ 
In addition to these concerns with the proper organization for air defense, the Army Air Forces newly 

established Fighter Conlmand School in the summer of 1942 also contributed to the evolution of air defense 

doctrine. The Air Defense Directorate of that school set about to develop air force doctrines, tactics and 

techniques of air defense. to test air defense equipment and operational procedures and to reconlnlend mea- 

sures for the organization of air defense for the Unites States and overseas theaters. 

7. Organizing AAA Combat Units 

The concept of an arni of one of the Army's branches to be configured for operational employment 

as part of a larger integrated fighting force was ne\v and pointed up the growth of specialization and 

ne\v techniques and interdependence of U.S. combat forces. Within the Arniy Ground Forces the Coast 

Artillerq Corps. which \vas traditionally responsible for ground-based air defense. confronted a number 

of problems in meetin2 demands of a great and rapid expansion. Gradually a new antiaircraft branch 

emerged tvithin the Coast Artillery Corps and the new elenient exceeded the importance of the coast 

defense functions. 

The requirement for operational air defense units grew amazingly. and the antiaircraft operational func- 

tion became increasingly technical. As an indication of growth. during the three years atier the lBI1 of 19-10. 

\\-hen the President declared a national emergency and U.S. defense efihrts accelerated. Infantry increased 

by 600 percent: Field Artillen. by 500 percent: but Antiaircraft Artillery jumped by 1 750 percent.'" Only a 

small part of this expansion resulted from the call to active senice ofAntiaircraft Artillery units from the 

Sational Guard and original resen.es. Thus. there \vas an immediate and dif'ficult job ot'organizing, train- 

ing. and equipping substantial numbers of AAA units. 

To build required. neu AAA units became an important. pressing task. No  other ground areas had to 

ship units-organized. trained, and equipped for combat - as rapidly as antiaircraft In the early phases 

of the defense buildup and initial period of the ivar the denland lbr AAA was exceptionally heavy both in 

overseas theaters and bases and in the defense commands in the United States. Units had to be put together 

and deployed quickly. The effort was built on the base of available active units which, by 30 June 11)41, 

included 43 mobile AAA Regiments. 6 semi-mobile Regiments, 13 separate AAA Battalions. and I [jarrage 

Balloon Battalion.:' 

As an earl!. step to facilitate rapid organization and training, thc AAA rcgimontal structure was replacod 

bq designating the battalion as the fundamental unit, making it self-contained tactically and administro- 

tively. In addition, the number of dif'f'erent kinds of units was rcduced. As the Army movcd to elinii~iate thc 
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AA regiments, a new tactical organization, the group, was set up to provide a means of having a flexible 

composition of AA battalions. As groups would have a number of battalions, varying with the situation, so 

would brigades constitute a varied number of groups with attached battalions. At the same time, the Coast 

Artillery designation of AAA units also was dropped. 

As part of a major reorganization of the Army in March 1942, the Antiaircraft Command was set up 

within the Army Ground Forces and made responsible for readying any required AA forces needed for oper- 

ations. Many handicaps attended the organization and training of new units by the Antiaircraft Command. 

Combat experiences were not available to pre-test or guide the effort. There was no proven doctrine and 

much to learn from on-going operations. To regularize training policies was difficult in the face of heavy 

demands for more complete trainingz2 

8. Lessons from the Battle of Britain and American Combat Experience 

The Battle of Britain clearly influenced U.S. thinking about coordinated air defense. The British expe- 

rience impressed itself in various ways on U.S. organization and operations. First, that experience seemed 

to discredit the U.S. concept that a hostile air force could be destroyed on the ground. The RAF not only 

showed that a well-dispersed air force was a difficult bombing target, but also argued that it was effective 

and efficient to destroy hostile aircraft in the air by fighter attack. Second, fighter tactics used by the RAF 

were proved effective because of electronic early warning and fighter control established on the recommen- 

dations of a special committee for the scientific survey ofAir Defense under the chairmanship of Sir Henry 

Tizard, Rector of the Imperial College of Science and Technology. 

U.S. Army Air Corps observers attributed severe losses taken by the Luftwaffe in the Battle of Britain 

to the firepower volume of British fighters, poor rear defenses of the Gennan bombers, vulnerability of 

dive-bombing tactics, large formations, and poor air discipline. Yet the growing significance of radar was 

iniplicit in the basic report of the RAF victory submitted by General Spaatz on 29 February 1941 when he 

said: "A nunierically inferior air force has been phenomenally successful in stopping the unbroken chain 

of victories of the world's strongest air power." That same month, General Arnold, while commenting on 

1J.S. air defense deficiencies, wrote: "During daylight in good weather, when pursuit aviation is present in 

strength in an area, it can pretty near bar the air to the bomber."" (Within a few years, senior U.S. air officers 

ugould claim that bombers could overwhelm any defense.) 

The British experience soon stimulated conceptual planning for a U.S. continental warning system. 

Froin the spring of 1941, GHQ Air Force had responsibility for organizing and training for air operations 

and dcfcnse against air attack in the continental United States. Many other War Department agencies were 

ilctively engaged in different aspects of the developtnent of U.S. air defense capabilities. Under the AF 

GHQ, the Army Air Force organized interceptor commands to carry out air defense operations. It was 

anticipated that these commands would exercise operational control of AAA units of the Coast Artillery 

Corps and air warning units of the Signal Corps. 

. ~ 

I)uri~lg Ic)-12. the SC'K 2hS was the only gun-laying radar available for AA units altl~ough it had not been desisned for that pur- 
~ 0 s ~ .  Sillcc tllcsc. radars \,,ere also needed overseas. very fe\v were available for units in AA training center in the United States. 
'lhrgct prnclicc. agai~ist ;~irhonie targets was ditficult because of limitations on availability of Air Force aircraft for to\\- target mis- 
sio~ls. A A  ('olnmand pionccrcd cspedients such as tllc rocket target and other training devices. 
" I:utrell. 017. cit.. p. 9 7 .  
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"When war came [radar warning] sites had been picked for thirteen radar stations along the East Coast 

and eight of the stations were approaching c~mpletion."'~ On the West Coast at the outbreak of war 10 radar 

sites were scheduled to be set up to provide coverage of the 1200 miles between Seattle and San D i e g ~ . ' ~  

Each radar chain was to be complemented with ground observers; the East Coast was to have 4,000 ground 

observer stations and 2,400 were supposed to be active along the Pacific coast. 

But, while progress had been made. the air defense system of the United States was still in a formative 

stage when the war broke. There \vas no GCI (Ground Controlled Intercept) capability and it was "not until 

late 1913 that the continental defenses were generally equipped with VHF radio and a workable system for 

controlling interceptions at night."'h While radar siting activity was "feverish" during 1942 and 1943, by 

the fall of 1943, the danger of air attack had decreased to the point that the numbered Air Forces which had 

been assigned to the defense mission were then reassigned to the control of the Army Air Force. 

Early in 1942. the Army was reorganized into three principal elements: Army Ground Forces, Army Air 

Forces. and A m q  Sen.ice Forces. None ivas directly responsible for air defense combat operations. Under the 

Army Ground Forces. the Antiaircraft Command \+as given the mission of organizing, training and equipping 

AAA units for assignn~ent to operational comniands. In addition, AA Command was responsible for develop- 

ing A4 materiel and equipment. Major General Joseph A. Green. then Chief of Coast Artillely, headed the 

AA Command and his headquarters \\ere staffed by personnel from the Office of the Chief of Coast Artillery. 

From April 1943 to September 1945 the AA Command trained and sent o\ erseas 45 1 separdte AAA units: the 

balance of a total of 6 1 3 . M  combat units \vere trained for use bvithin the continental U.S. Under the Army 

.Air Forces. four numbered air forces based in the U.S. not only orsanired and trained air units but shared air 

defense acti\ ity at home. The Arn~y's Chief of Ordnance and Chief Signal Officer had sign~ficant roles in the 

procurement. deli\ er). and maintenance of air defense equipment under the Sen ice Forces. 

Since operational acti\-ih. in continental air defense never actually involved active combat, the grow- 

ing o\.erseas experience 0fU.S. units increasingl~, aflkcted organizational and training acti\.ity in the zone 

of interior and also influenced equipment detelopments for air detknse. From the Philipp~nes. Panama. the 

.-Intillss. Alaska. and the Central and South Pacific reports of operations during I942 bcgan to build a var- 

ied bod>- of operational experience which was looked upon as a validation and estension of existing U.S. 

doctrine. organization. and equipment for air defense. 

Because i t  \$.as the first major air-ground offensive in World War 11, operations in North Atiica begin- 

ning in \o\ ember 1941- N ~ t h  nem theorles be~ng expounded and tested there and greater emphas~s gl\cn 

to armored warfare-soon gake rise to demands for more efkctive close air support arid air detknse tai- 

lored to the needs of mobile. widely dispersed combat formations. These demands also led to conccpts ol' 

increased centralization of air power. 

General \fontgomen;. Lvrote in January 1942 that the greatest assct of'air powcr was its flexibility and 

maintained that this flexibility could be realized only when air power was centrally controlled by an air 

officer u h o  maintained close association with the ground commander. The fhllowing month <icneral Spaatz 

--- 
' 111 rton I / - ~ q h i ~ , .  ( o~11tnw1~1, 1941 1944. p. 104tf: c~tcd hy Sturnl. ct al.. Tllc . , l r / -  I)c.fcrl,\c* ()I tlrc I,'tz/i(~/ Sic~/(,.\. p. I! I . 

Ihld. 
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organized the Northwest Africa Allied Air Force and gave it command over a Strategic Air Force, a Coastal 

Air Force and a Tactical Air Force. Writing to General Arnold the next month, General Spaatz said: "the air 

battle must be won first. . . Air units must be centralized and cannot be divided . . . among several armies or 

corps. . . . When the battle situation requires it, all units, including medium and heavy bombardment must 

support ground  operation^."^' Within a few months, the Army Air Forces published Field Manual 100-20, 

Command und Employment of Air Power, which said: 

The inherent flexibility of air power is its greatest asset. This flexibility makes it possible to employ the whole 
weight of the available air power against selected areas in turn; such concentrated use o f  the air striking force 
is a battle-winning factor of the first importance. Control of available air power must be centralized and com- 
mand must be exercised through the Air Force commander. . . . Therefore, the command o f  air and ground 
forces in a theater of operations will be vested in the superior commander charged with the actual conduct 
o f  operations in the theater, who will exercise command of air forces through the air force commander and 
command of ground forces through the ground force commander.28 

Published by the War Department, but without the concurrence of the Army Ground Forces, FM 100-20 

was greeted with mixed reactions. In the Army Ground Forces, it was viewed with "dismay" and described 

as the "Army Air Forces' Declaration of Independence." Among U.S. air officers, too, there was some 

reserve; for example General Owil Anderson considered the division of air power, as represented by a tac- 

tical air force, to be wrong and it was suggested that the Air Force had "swallowed the RAF solution to a 

local situation in Africa hook, line and sinker without stopping to analyze it. . . ."'9 

In effect, relatively new and essentially untried principles were being applied on the battlefield to the 

needs of the war. Trial and error experience in the field did not offer American schools adequate time for 

thoughtful development of doctrine. Nevertheless "trained units had to be deployed with the latest "doc- 

trine." With incidental changes, the previously developed draft on air defense, which had originated in the 

Ar~iiy Air Forces in October 194 1 ,  became War Department Field Manual 1-25 on 24 December 1942. But 

little actual operational experience could validate the manual. 

In North Africa. the Luftwaffe remained active and contested with the several allied air forces for local 

air superiority. The demands for air defense capabilities, therefore, intensified and the rate of growth for 

antiaircraft units continued high throughout 1943. This continually expanding requirement for AAA com- 

bat units not only consumed programmed manpower, but increasingly sophisticated and varied technical 

demands developed as a result of conibat experience and the growing capabilities of improved weapons, 

ammunition. and material. 

Within tlie Ar~iiy Ground Forces, AAA was viewed primarily as a "defensive" capability, required 

arid useful only so long as U.S. air power could not prol~ide air superiority. Air defense requirements for 

resources were of less concern to the AGF which felt that tlie AAA represented priority and specialized 

requirements for support in men. equipment and facilities. AAA was useful and worthwhile if it supported 

ground coriibat forces but otherwise air defense artillery was of lesser interest. 

Command arrangements in overseas areas governing air defense frequently were deficient for coordina- 

tion ofoperatinns; long periods of inaction litiiited operational proficiency because of lack of arrangements 

and facilities for continued training. AAA units needed target practice and this entailed Air Force support, to 

.' . l:t~~rcll. op. cit., pp. 12 I 122. 
'" Ihid.. 11p. 122 123. 
"' Ihid. 
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fly the tow-target missions. Such conditions fostered a proposal for the transfer of the AA Command to the 

Army Air Forces. The issue first came to a head in February 1943. Originated within the War Department 

General Statf. by the G3, General Edwards, who was an Air Corps officer, the proposal was supported by 

General Arnold. Commanding General, A m y  Air  force^."^ The main reason for the proposal, according to 

the niemorandum setting it out. was that AAA and fighter aviation should be trained together because they 

should operate as a team in combat. 

General McNair, the AGF commander, agreed with the need for training of AAA units with Air Force 

units but he also believed there was a need to train AAA units with mobile ground units, despite the fact that 

few ground troops had, up until that tinie, engaged in mobile operations.." He could not see how branch 

or unit training of AAA, a necessary preliminary to combined training of any kind, would be improved 

by a transkr of the Antiaircraft Coninland to the Arniy Air Forces.'' The Operations Division of the War 

Department General Staff agreed, and the proposal for AAA to be shifted to the AAF was dropped. 

By the summer of 1933. hobvever, the issue surfaced again.:' Reflecting the growing significance of 

AAA as part of acti\:e air defense operations overseas. a substantial body of antiaircraft otlicers were 

assigned to duty at various Air Force headquarters throughout the world. Their assignments ranged from 

instructing at the School of Applied Tactics at Orlando. Florida. to flak analysis for operational Air Forces 

o\-erseas. Many A.4.4 units were actively comniitted to air field defense. AAA otficers on duty with the Air 

Force had a kind of functional headquarters in the office of the Special Assistant for Antiaircraft to General 

Arnold. headed at the time by Major General Homer R. Oldfield. ~ ~ h o  Lvas named to the post after having 

sen-ed for several years as the Commanding General. Panama Coast Artillery Command. In  that assign- 

ment. General Oldfield had commanded the antiaircraft defense of the Panama Canal with more than 600 

operational positions manned in an extensive deployment throughout Panama for defense ot'the canal. 

In September 1933. General Oldfield \\\.-as named to head a War Department Board to sunry  the antiair- 

craft problem. follo~ving the shooting d0u.n of U.S. aircraft by friendly antiaircraft in the Sicilian C'anipaign. 

That board submitted a number of findings. including the follo\ving: 

( 1 ) Air commanders. in the defense of fixed installations in the theaters of operations, should exercise 
command ot-er their supporting antiaircraft units. 

( 2 )  Air commanders should control the allocation of all antiaircrafi units. 

( 3 ) Arm) Ground Forces regarded AAA as a d e f e n s ~ ~  e t i  eapon. 
(1) Comb~ned training ofAAA had been bad. and 
( 5 )  The dissemination of technical knowledge and training doctrine in tlic theaters had bccn 

inadequate. 

Nar  Ucpartrncnt l c m o .  '7, February 1943. suhj.: "lntegrat~on ot.XA:\ u ~ t h  .4AF." cltcd by (irccnficld. up.  cit.. p. 420. 
I n  the \onh .ASrrcan campaign. the u t~ l r t>  of-self-propelled A I M  had hccn dcmonstrarcd e f l ~ c t i \ c I ~  and spurred thc rccluirerncr~t 

tor t h ~ s  3peciai t>pe of  automatic rreapons hattalion. One AAA unlt 111 the initial 1;indinp hat1 bccn cquippcd ;I\ ;I \ell-propclletl 
hattallon ti)r test ot the concept. Organlzed w rth a headquarters and, each co~ l \ i s t~ng  o l ' t u o  plaloons. one an ;iutoi~i;~tic we;ipons 
platoon. the other a rnachlne gun platoon. :IA,Z Sf' hatlalions were s~andardi/ctl in  1043 to provitlc ~ h c  AW pl;ltoorl wi th 111r1c iLI-15 
gun carrlagrs. conilztlng o f  onc manually operated 37-rnrn. pun coaxially mounted with two ;rrr-coolctl .50 crilihcr A A  rn;~chrr~c 
Zuni I he 51- 15 was a I~ght l )  armored. ha1 tltrack carr1t.r. .J he rnachrnc gun platoon was equ~ppccl M 1111 c i g l ~ t  Fcl- lh cilrrlagcs: each 
con5iitlng of tour a~r-cooled .50 callher A h  machine guns on a power-operaled rcvolvlng turret rnounted on  ;I 11gl11ly :rrmorctl h;~ll- 
track carrrcr. Subsequently. each platoon ma\ organ i~ed to have an equal numhcr ( ) I 'M-  I 5  and M - I 0  Inounls. 

xlcmo. c~eneral l l cNa l r  for ( 1 3 .  &I). 19 f-ehruar). 1043. \uhj.: as ahovc, citccl by (irccnfiel(i. p. 421 
OPI) I l e m o  tor (13. WI). 33 f.ehri1at-y 1943. sarnc subject. cited hy (ireenfield. Ihitl. 
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As a remedy, the Oldfield Board recommended the transfer of antiaircraft training to the Army Air 

The War Department disregarded the Board's re~ommendation.~' 

9. Contribution of the SCR-584 

By the summer of 1943, improved gun-laying radars, the SCR-584 and SCR-545, were being repro- 

duced in quantity to equip AAA gun units. The SCR-584, a microwave development, proved to be an 
outstanding piece of equipment and came into great demand because the SCR-268 was increasingly vul- 

nerable to German jamming. Everyone wanted the SCR-584. The Air Force commanders in North Africa 

complained that their 268's were being jammed and could not satisfactorily direct either searchlights or 

night fighter operations. 

U.S. AA searchlight units had been trained in cooperative tactics with fighter aircraft; one searchlight in 

each platoon was designated as an orbit beacon and the U.S. standard 60-inch searchlight, with a beam of 

800 million candle power, capable of illuminating targets to 19 miles under normal atmospheric conditions, 

had been adapted to spread the focus of the beam. While decreasing the intensity of the beam and lessen- 

ing effective range by this focus change, the wider beam made it ideal for use against high speed targets 

at close range as well as being useful against night-time parachute attack and raids and providing artificial 

"moonlight" for friendly night operations or surveillance. 

With the advent of the SCR-584, however, field commanders increasingly called for AAA which could 

detknd effectively against hostile air attack by day or night. Air Force commanders and principal staff 

otEcers saw the improved AAA capability as lessening demands for night fighters and for airborne intercept 

radars. Such factors helped to sustain continuing requirements for more AAA units. 

10.Strategic Factors and Related Influences on AAA Developments in 
World War I1 

Despite the popirlarity of AAA units for defense, strategic factors soon brought a decline in their train- 

ing and overseas deployment. Toward the end of 1942, estimates of the limits of U.S. capacity to produce 

materiel and ceilings on the manpower available to the Army had come sharply into view. Limitations on 

shipping capacity Lvere also felt as the submarine menace continued. These, combined with the evolution of 

changed .Allied strategic concepts. constrained the fuller development of the ground army. 

From I April I942 to 2 September 1945. 45 1 separate AA units were trained and shipped overseas by 

thc AA C'ommand. Included among then1 were: 80 AAAGun Battalions, 176 AW Battalions, 18 Searchlight 

B:tttalions, 6 Airborne AAA Battalions, and 83 additional separate AA units, such as airborne AA MG bat- 

teries. AW batteries and oper3tiot131 detachments. Such units were largely organized, trained and equipped 

during the period that nianpower and logistical limitations in the Army were becoming of great concern. 

Indicative of tliis.  lie proposed organizational structures (TO&Es) for these kinds of units were critically 

rc\.ic~vcd by the War Department in late 1943 to justify the personnel and equipment needed to carry out the 

AAA ~nission. As a result of this review. the organization of AAA units, as proposed by the AA Conlmand, 

was cut ti-0111 10 to 15 percent in personnel and equipment. Still, the War Department requirement for AAA 

' '  hlcnio. hla;or (io,c.rul Oldticld and others l iw Ci?. WD. 27 Srpt. 19-13. suhj.: AAA. cited hq Greenfield. Ibid. 
" WI)  hl~rllo. WI#'SA 33 1.17 ( 1.7 0c1. 1043). GCII. McN311iey fix Gen. McNair. 13 Oct. 1943. same subject.. cited by Greenfield. 
Ihid. 
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units in 1943 continued to rise. At the end of 1942, AAA troop strength in the Army approximately 7 per- 

cent: the following year. the same percentage held true. 

By the end of 1942. however. the basic outline of U.S. strategy seenled pointed to an even greater 

development of air power for offensive purposes, substituting for defensive AAA resources. The strategic 

factors included the following: 

a. Allied Strength 

By late 1942. it appeared that the Soviet had passed from a strategic defense to the ot'fense. Massive 

ground forces (400 di~isions by 1945) engaged the bulk of German ground forces and helped to neutralized 

Japanese forces along the Manchurian Border. 

b. Allied Naval Strength 

Naval successes by this time enabled the employ~uent of U.S. forces at advantageous times and 

places. 

c. Increasing Allied Air Power 

Reduced effecti\-eness of the Lufivaffe and increasing et'fectiveness of Allied air would pennit employ- 

ment of ground forces under conditions of fa\.orable. local air superiority. In this light. and because of shipping 

constraints. C.S. strateg began to allocate a layer proportion of U.S. resources to naval and air power and 

to support of U.S. allies. AA equipment furnished the U.S.S.R.. for example, included more than 750 90-mm. 

guns. 5.500 40-mni. guns. 2.200 multiple mount AW, including 100 self-propelled M-I 5 sets. and many dif- 

ferent radars. and. of particular importance. 49 SCR-584 sets.:" The War Department therefore revised its 1943 

mobilization troop basis to emphasize a basic preferences for light. easily transported units ha\,ing otknsi\:c 

combat capabilities. This emphasis promoted a lighter. flexible, more interdependent ground anny with its 

main strength in infant5 backed b!. significant fire support and \+.ith annored di\ isions designed to exploit 

breakthroughs. Such an emphasis on the ground offensi\.e meant that the proportions of armored and AAA 

units in the ground army would gradually be reduced. While more than 800 AAA battalions had been planned. 

in October 1943 the War Department reduced the planned figure to 575 and checked what had been a continu- 

ing AA expansion.:- By the spring of 1945. AAA constituted less than 4 percent of the strength of the Army. 

At the same time. i t  \vas 11.5 percent of the strength of the Army's ground combat Ihrces.'" 

Other undulations also affected the organization. training. and equipment of AAA units during World 

b'ar 11. For example. by the end of 1943. et.ery item of primary ariiiarnent and equipment guns. radars, 

automatic t\-eapons. and searchlightsthen being issued to AAA units either did not oxist at the timc of' 

Pearl Harbor or had been considerably modified and improved. (A comparable situation cxistcd among 

Army Air Forces units.) To realize these impro~.ements and modifications, howe\,er, required a great variety 

of tests and a considerable analysis of suggestions. devices, and prototype equipment. While a number of' 

ad\.anced det.elopments were contemplated. the basic strategic approach fi)rinalizcd by thc War I)epartmcnt 

in late I942 may have tended to slow or impede development of AA guided missiles during World War I I .  

' Jones. T ~ c *  Ko~rd\ 11, K~cc  tru 
(~recnf~e ld .  op.  c ~ t . .  p. 423. 

. [bid. pp. 203. 3 0 5 .  
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The 120-mm. AA gun (MI) was standardized by 1944 as a result of development begun in 1939 for a 

gun with greater range than the 90-mm. gun. A need for guided missiles to reach very high flying aircraft 

or high rockets, such as the rumored German "V" weapons, however, was stated by Headquarters AA 
Command in 1 943. The 120-mm. gun was a high-velocity weapon with a muzzle velocity of 3 100 fps, able 

to fire a 50-pound projectile to 56,000 feet using semi-fixed ammunition and employing a power-operated 

ammunition tray and rammer. Excessive barrel wear was anticipated and this fact, together with technologi- 

cal progress, prompted a stated need for an AA missile. 

1 1. Guided Missile Development 

In January 1944 the Antiaircraft Artillery Board outlined the military characteristics for a controlled 

antiaircraft rocket projectile and recommended that M Command initiate a development program using 

those characteristics. The Commanding General, Army Ground Forces quickly forwarded these recommen- 

dations to the Commanding General, Army Service Forces, and on 9 February 1944 requested that a project 

for the development of an antiaircraft rocket weapon with associated control mechanism and directing radar 

be initiated immediately and be given the highest priority. 

The development of the missile itself would be an Ordinance responsibility; but the guidance pack- 

age would be electronic and therefore a concern of the Signal Corps. The latter took the stand that until 

Ordnance determined the kind of missile and its flight characteristics, work on a control system would not 

be pursued, "due to limitations of per~onnel."~~ Thus, in April 1944, the Signal Corps saw the project "to 

be desirable for LONG range investigation but one which the Signal Corps should not attempt at the pres- 

ent timc. . . ."."I When the Gennan V-1 and V-2 weapons began to hit the UK in the summer of 1944, U.S. 

research in rockets and guided missiles quickly accelerated. 

I11 the meantime the Army also began other projects to meet future requirements. In May 1944, Army 

Service Forces awarded the California Institute of Technology a contract involving an estimated $3,900,000 

for research and development work on long-range rocket missiles, ranjets, and launching equipment. The 

resulting "ORDCIT" Project was to focus on propellants, control mechanisms, and materials involved in 

missile design. as well as aerodynamics. The overall aim of the program was to gather research information 

on \vIiich to base the design of future n~issiles. 

Later in 1'1.14. the Ballistic Laboratory at the Aberdeen Proving Ground, which was assigned respon- 

sibility for all estcrnal ballistic missile work in connection with guided missile developn~ent, successfblly 

perfijrmed the necessary tracking and computation of trajectories for testing the first missile developed by 

the Cnlitimiia lnstiti~te ot'Technology. 

While these de\.elop~nent activities got under way, a struggle grew within the A m y  concerning control 

elver the development of missile weapons. 

In an atte~ilpt to clarify arras of responsibility. on 2 October 1944, Joseph T. McNarney, the ~ e ~ u t y  

('Ilicf or  Staft: isstled a policy directive to the Co11itliandin.g Generals, Army Ground Forces, A m y  Air 

Forces alld Amly Service Forces. That directive establishecr :-sponsibility for research and development in 

the ficlci of guided missiles as follows: 
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( I )  Army Air Forces would have research and develop~nent responsibility, including designation of 
military characteristics, for all guided or homing missiles dropped or launched from aircraft. 

(2) Arniy Air Forces also would have research and developnient responsibility for all guided or homing 
n~issiles launched from the ground which depended for sustenance primarily on the lift of aerody- 
narnic forces. The Arnly Air Forces and Arniy Ground Forces would designate military character- 
istics when and as these atfected their interests. 

(3) Anny Services Forces had research and developnlent responsibility for guided or homing missiles 
launched from the ground which depended for sustenance priniarily on niissile momentum. The 
A m q  Air Forces and Amly Ground Forces would designate ll~ilitaiy characteristics when and as 
these atlkcted their  interest^.^' 

12. Continued Utility of AAA 

A revolution in AA gunner?. steniming froni the introduction of radar. helped to make very substantial 

contributions to the toll of enenly aircraft attacking areas defended by AA gilns. In addition, by their vol- 

lime of fire. AA guns forced aircraft to take evasive action which reduced the ettkctiveness of air attack. 

Concentrations of guns forced bombers to seek altitudes above etfective zones ot' AA fire, and bombers 

flying above 20.000 feet lost considerable bombing accuracy. 

U.S. AA-4 pro\-ed particularly effective against the Genuan "long-range" bombardment weapon, the V- 

1. This relatively small. automaticallq; controlled. jet propelled n~onoplane carried a ton of high explosives 

at a speed benveen 300 and 400 mph at altitudes fro111 600 to 10,000 feet for 350 miles."' The V- l missile 

attacks against the United Kingdom began during the night of 13 June 1'144 and ended 29 March 1 C)45."' 

V-1 activih against the United Kingdom occurred in three periods. The first from I3 June to 5 September; 

the second. when the hr-1 Lvas air-launched. from earl>- September to mid-January 1945: and tlie third. from 

3 March to the end of the month. A combined L'.S.-British air defense. including fighters and AAA. was 

setup against this nm-  m.eapon. 

At the start AA zuns kvere formed in an inland belt bet\\.een the Channel and London. the prime target 

of attacks. AAA \\-as restricted from firing \vhene\-er RAF aircraft were o\.er the area. Their success \vas 

limited. Soon the defense shifted. based on a desire to destro), V- l 's o\ cr tlie ocean. To lessen the danger to 

personnel and property from falling V- 1's and to eliminate mutual intertkrence bct\+.een AAA and fighters. 

the defense \vas realigned after a month. AAA \\;as moved to the coast and set up in a 5.000-yard belt along 

the Channel coast lvhich permitted guns to fire 1O.OOO yards out to sea. The fighters Lvere to intercept ti11111er 

out in the channel and be>,ond the belt of guns. 01-er the gun belt fighters \vcre restricted; they had to fly 

over 8.000 feet in that area and AA.4 guns could fire up to 6.000 ket .  Follo\ving this. and with the proximity 

fuze available and authorized for use. AAA quickly reached a high order o f  clfectivcness against the V- I .  

On the continent. the capture ofAntwerp and the opening of'port facilities there saw tlie rapid growth i l l  

importance of that tit>- as an Allied supply base. Ciermany made a deter~~~incd,  large-scale cllijrt to neutralize 

Xntuerp and its port facilities beginning on 24 October 1944 and maintained nearly continuous V-l attacks 

against the area until 30 March 1945. Of nearly 5000 V-I niissiles launched by the (;er~ilans against Antwerp 

only 31 l (3.3 percent) fell within the area which was designated to be vital. AAA provided the principal 

defense agatnst the V- 1 attacks on Antiserp. About 12.000 pcrsonncl participated in the AA dcfi.nscs. 

Letter. ( 5 I;\!\. t o  ( ' ( I  ; \ ( ~ f - .  ct al.. ~ h j . :  "(iu~dcd Cl~ss~lcs." 11 October 1'144. 
'- (~cncral  ISoard. b,lO. Tu( IICUI EI?I~/OI I~IC~I! 01 :I,,J I,t71!~, /11(.1tt~/tr1,~ /)c/t,t7\~, .,I,~(IIII.Y/ /'I/~//I,Y~ ,~ I I . (~ I / I  / I l l / .  l<cp~)rl NIB. .JX 
' i i 'elbom. 1 - 1  und 1-2 .,ltt~rc.k\ ,A~cr111r1 ! /I ( .  /,A'. 'Icch. Mcnlc, (JI(0-'1-42. p. I . 
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In the early days of the Antwerp defense, the effectiveness of the defense was degraded considerably by 
restrictions placed on AA fire in order to protect friendly flight activity. A number of airfields in the vicinity 

of the city complicated control and protection of friendly aircraft from AA fire. Because of adverse weather 

in the fall season, visual recognition was difficult and to eliminate the mutual interference problem, a "lnner 

Artillery Zone" (IAZ) was established. Friendly aircrafi continually violated the IAZ; during the period 26 

November-1 1 November 1944 available records reportedly indicate 375 friendly aircraft in 129 flights vio- 

lated the prescribed zone.44 Nevertheless, while large amounts of AA equipment, ammunition, and person- 

nel were required, the AA defense of Antwerp essentially made the V-1 obsolete as a tactical weapon. 

In the various theaters of operations, AA units provided defense against air attack on friendly forces and 

installations both in the combat zone and in the rear areas. Allocation of AAA for the defense of specific 

units or vital areas was established on the basis of priorities directed by the U.S. forces or area commander. 

No AAA units were assigned as organic or integral elements to other combat organizations; generally AAA 

units provided air defense protection and, on occasion, especially during later stages of the war, ground fire 

support to U.S. ground combat forces. But no organic AAA was provided U.S. divisions. 

13. Anomalies in Command and Control Air Defense Resources 

In the European theater the requirements for U.S. AAA units were derived from British organizational 

allocations of antiaircraft artillery. This situation stemmed from a combination of factors that included U.S. 

deference to British sovereignty and experience, U.S. adherence to the British pattern of action, and the 

functional air defense planning and operational responsibility among U.S. forces being vested with U.S. 

Arniy Air Forces. In turn, this raised a question concerning the control of organically assigned AAA units. 

If AAA units were not specifically assigned to a parent unit or organization, functional command of a "coor- 

dinated" air defense might require an Air Force command of these units. 

Several anomalies were apparent in the general situation, reflected by the allocation of U.S. AAA units 

in the ETO in October 1944. At the time, AAA units either were assigned or attached as follows: 

Armies 

6th Army 12th Army 
First Third Ninth Group Group IX ADC - 

<iun Battalions 5 7: 5 7 1 1 7 

Automatic Weapons 17 I3 1 1  2 2 20 

Noteworthy is the fact that the Army group and Army elements had: 19% gun battalions versus 7 for IX 

Air Dc1i .n~~ Command; 45 AW Battalions versus 20; and all 18 self-propelled AW battalions were with the 

operational combat tiwces. Yet none of these AAA units was organic to ally of these field forces. 

I I 1.11~ I.'(rrrrg Ilorrrh: 7 ' 1 ~ ~ ~  I )~:t;,rrsc c?f  .-lrrrnz~rp c u r d  81-rrssc,ls. par. 33-10: U.S. .r\rniy Hq Antwerp X. "lnfrin_genient of 1.42. 76 
No\ c~iiher I I I)cccnihcr 1')J-l" (Air University Archives. 5.:9.667B. Folder 33) cited in Chapter 4. .-lir Dc:t;'ris~~ Historii.ol .-irla!\sis. 
I1.S. Army ,411, I)cli.nsc School. p. 14%. 
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As the flow of Allied operations moved east, these field forces were increasingly dependent upon AAA 

for efyective local defense yet could neither effect nor cause the reassignment of any AAA units under the 

IX Air Defense Command to help provide air defense protection. In contrast, Air Force units under IX Air 

Deiknse Coiiimand could be reassigned. and be relieved fro111 responsibility for any active air defense role. 

This actually happened. With a reduced threat, fighters were withdrawn from IX AD Command and only 

AAA was actively committed to the air defense mission. Accordingly, it was questioned whether IX AD 

conima~id. the principal theater element for air defense had either been tested for or demonstrated then cur- 

rent air defense "doctrine." 

The Air Force Commander in the ETO, with responsibility for the U.S. air defense mission (CG, Ninth 

Air Force). could deputize a subordinate Air Force command (IX Air Defense Command) to discharge the 

air defense responsibility and either authorize or direct that co~nmand to disengage Air Force units which 

were assigned air defense n~issions. Theoretically. at least, the situation could have developed that an Air 

Force commander could carry out air defense missions with only AAA units, thus exclusively using ground 

based air defense systems to provide the protection of rear areas. This appeared to violate the "doctrine" of 

coordinated, integrated air defense and rankled further because AAA units believed the air warning service 

in the IX Air Defense Command inadequately performed its air defense mission. being used more to control 

tactical air operations. At the same time. the Air Force component commander could also limit the use of 

A4A assigned to Army field forces by asking for augmented or more intensive ground-based air defense 

efforts for the defense of airfields located fonvard of army group rear boundaries. 

Essentially. the Air Force element could dictate the scale of the AAA allotment needed for rear areas, 

citing the factors of British experience and the need for an Air Force command over any AAA resources 

committed in order to coordinate the several means being employed for air defense. With the authority 

that attended that responsibility. the Air Force commander could also scale down the commitment of air 

resources @\.en to the task ivhile limiting the transfer of ground AA units critically needed by ground force 

commanders in the field. 

In Europe. all Air Force capabilities were considered to be a\.ailable for support of the surface cam- 

paign. -'Although the Ninth Air Force stood ready to maintain friendly air superiority. i t  \\.as routincly 

committed to interdiction and close support operations."" Thus. Allied air resources, without being obliged 

to extended. static commitments for air defense because of the general decline of the Lutiwalfc arid the 

availabilih of AAA for protection. were free to pursue offensive operations against the enemy. including 

counter-air operations against airfields. 

Nonetheless. i t  remained e\.ident that air defense from AAA units was still valuable and significant in 

protecting fomard areas against air attack. Anzio. Kemagen. and Hastognc all provided apt illustrations 

of that fact. Betu.een 18 and 23 December 1944 at Hastogne, for example, the U.S. 40t,tli Fighter-Bomber 

Ciroup tvas responsible for close air support to the IOlst Airborne Division. The group flew 520 close air 

support sorties into the area; out of 60 operational P-47's at the beginning of thc period, the group lost 17 

shot dn\vn and had more than 40 damaged by (ierman AA in the 

In a two-week period in March 1945, the Kemagen beachhead becanic the niost hcavily dcli.nded 

vulnerable area since Normandy. Normally. on a single day, 67 Jet aircrafi attacks were made o n  thc hridgc 

' f utrell. o p  crt.. p. IhZ 
" l h ~ d  
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which was defended by U.S. AAA. A total of 142 German aircraft were destroyed by AAA fire and 59 prob- 

ably destroyed there from 8 March to 21 March 1945. 

14. Interest in New, Improved Air Defense Weapons 

As the war drew near its close, interest in the potential of new defensive weapons grew and greater 

expectations of effectiveness took hold with the prospects of maneuverable defensive missiles or projec- 

tiles. Gun developments had proved capable of handling high-speed targets and, with improved fire control, 

the defense could contemplate the prospect of jet aircraft without undue concern. The Army had begun 

work in 1944 on an improved fire control system, the M-33, to link a computer with guns, a tracking radar, 
plotting boards and communications equipment. (As developed, the M-33 system could compute, for the 

90-mm. and 120-mm. guns, firing data for targets with speeds up to 1,000 mph.) 

In February 1945, Bell Telephone Laboratories was given a contract, co-sponsored by the Office, Chief 

of Ordnance and the A m y  Air Forces, to explore the possibilities of a new antiaircraft defense system to 

combat future bombers invading friendly territory at such speed and altitude that conventional artillery 

would be unable to defend against them effectively. Bell completed a research plan to develop a practical 

weapon system of this type six months later. The plan promised such a system within a few years. To have 

a system available by the time an enemy could have high-speed, high altitude bombers in operation, it was 

recommended that the equipment be derived insofar as possible from devices, methods, and techniques 

already known and understood. By this time, however, the AAF had pulled out of the joint effort. The pro- 

posed project was named Nike and marked the beginning of the development of a series of missiles bearing 

that name and which eventually led to the antiballistic missile system known as Safeguard. 

At about the same time the Army Ground Forces Equipment Review Board submitted a report on post- 

war equipment for the Army. Among its findings the Board concluded that high velocity guided missiles, 

preferably of the supersonic type capable of intercepting and destroying aircraft flying at speeds up to 1,000 

miles per hour at altitudes up to 60,000 feet or of destroying missiles of the V-2 type, should be developed 

at the earliest practicable date. 

Air defense remained a subject of high level attention for a variety of reasons. Prominent among them 

was the violent and growing use of Japanese suicide air attacks in the closing campaigns in the Pacific. 

Beginning as a reaction to U.S. landings in Luzon, the Japanese attacks, later known as Kamikaze attacks, 

grew in ti-equency and intensified. In effect, they proved very costly, decimating Japanese air strength but 

posing serious problems for U.S. leaders. While causing only relatively minor damage to U.S. ships at 

Luzon. the Kamikaze attacks on Okinawa in April 1945 helped the Japanese to sink 20 U.S. ships and to 

damage 157 others. Most of the sinkings (14) and damages (90) resulted from the suicide attacks. ~ u r i n g  

May rilld J~mc. these attacks continued. 111 all. Kamikaze attacks accounted for 26 of 28 U.S. ships sunk and 

l(1.1 of ttic 235 stlips damaged at 0 k i n a ~ a . ~ -  Destroyers, cruisers, battleships and carriers were all hit; some 

of the large ships sutliered great damage and loss of life. 

The Japanese objective sought to disable the U.S. fleet otfshore to disrupt supply. In addition, Japanese 
;tir attacks were directed against U.S. airfields. During the operation Japan launched nearly 900 air raids. 

Nearly 4.000 Japanese aircraft were destroyed in combat including 1.900 Katnikaze planes. The intensity 

I ' ,\pplcil~a,~. O k i r r t ~ \ \ , r r :  T/IL. I .tr.xf H l r r r k ~ .  pp. 302-364. 
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and serious threat of Kamikaze attacks helped to promote a crash program for a shipborne air defense 

guided missile. 

15. The Termination of World War I1 

Barely three years after denouncing the Japanese air attack on Pearl Harbor, President Roosevelt in early 

1945 contemplated an "intensive bombing" campaign against the Japanese homeland to destroy Japan and 

its army. Admiral William Leahy. the President's wartime chief-of-staff. recorded in his diary in February 

1945: "The President [Roosevelt] said that with the fall of Manila the war in the Pacific was entering a new 

phase and that we hoped to establish bases on the Bonins and to make plans for additional bombing of Japan 

. . . he hoped by intensive bombing to destroy Japan and its arnly and thus save American lives."JX 

The follow,ing month, the most destructive bombing raid in history took place when U.S. B-29's 

raided Japan and, according to the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey. killed at least 83,000 people, injured 

102.000 others and left 1.000.000 ho~i~eless.~" Within six months. General LeMay's Twentieth Air Forcc 

could deliver 8,000 tons of bombs per raid.5" During July 1945, LeMay's B-29's dropped 40,000 tons of 

bonibs on Japan.?' Navy carrier aircraft strikes against the home islands added substantially to that total. 

And. as part of the deliberate preparation to the planned invasion that was scheduled later that year, U.S. 

militan pon-er being redeployed from Europe to the Pacific would include the B-17's and B-24's that 

had been pounding Europe with mass bombing attacks. The U.S. capacity to bomb Japan was growing 

on a \.ast scale. Despite the fact that many priniarq targets in Japan lvere so badly burned they n o  longer 

represented useful targets. the U.S. program of putting 1.05 1,000 tons of bombs on Japan during 1945 

moved ahead on schedule." 

Nonetheless. a unique "rain of destruction from the air. the like of which had never been seen on the 

earth" and --utter destruction" of Japan \vas spoken of by the United States in the summer of 19.15 unless 
. . 

the Japanese surrendered immediately." Propaganda leaflets dropped on Japan said: "You sliould take steps 

no\\\.- to cease military resistance. Othen+.ise \ve shall resolutelj, employ this [atomic] bomb and all our other 

superior weapons to promptly and force fully end the \\-ar."" U.S. leaders clearly wished to avoid an invrz- 

sion of Japan. 

President Truman tvrote in his memoirs that -'Cieneral Marshall told me that i t  might cost halt'a million 

lives to force the enemy's surrender on his home ground."" Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson. soon aticr 

the t\.ar. recalled: '-As \t.e understood in July. there u.as a \,cry strong possibility that the Japanese go\.ern- 

ment might determine upon resistance to the end. in all areas under its control. In such an cvcnt the allies 

u.ould be faced with the enormous task of destroying an armed force of five million nlen and five thousand 

suicide aircraft. belonging to a race w,hich had already amply demonstrated its ability to fight literally lo 

the death.""> 

'. Leah!. Tltc. I.cuiz! 1'~rpc.r-c. " t h a n  oC\~'illiam Leahy. X Xo\cmhcr 19.17." 
" C rabcn and < ate. .\.krrrerhortt rr) . \~r~u\trkr.  . / t~ t tc .  44 lo .~l~rglrs/ 45. p. h 17. 
~ \11ller. \/vtt I J ~  rltv 'ottrru~/ ( ' I I II~I~I?  . p, 3 0 .  

Knehcl and t3a1le). .I/) flrgli (~rrrrrtld. p. 2.  
-1rnold. (rlnhul \/r\\lotl. p. FOi. 
Truman. .Llernrr[r-c )ifor of 1k.r r t r o t t r .  p .  322  

' Knchel and l3a1lcy. trp. cit.. p,  i 70 
Iruman. op. cit . p. 41 6 .  

' S t ~ m p o n .  "-1 he I ) e c ~ i ~ o n  to I;\e thc Atomic I4crmh.'. I/trr-l~c,~-s. I,ch. 47. p. 102. 
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Vannevar Bush had no doubt about the desirability of using the atomic bomb; he reportedly "knew it 

would end the waren5' And, while a number of scientists opposed the use of the bomb only a relative minor- 
ity of U.S. government officials opposed its use.58 

Thus, the terrible retribution of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in early August 1945 when U.S. strategic air- 

craft delivered atomic weapons there, appeared as a capstone to the war which began for the United States 

as a result of a Japanese air attack. In effect, there seemed to have been demonstrated the overwhelming 
potential of strategic forces wielding nuclear weapons. The image portrayed was colored and given added 

dimension by other events and technical milestones of World War 11. Taken together, there was projected a 

new security environment which would profoundly challenge conventional wisdom and "operational expe- 

rience." This challenge elicited little recognition or response as the United States sought a transition from 

war to peace and failed to arouse notable interest even as the country's leaders began an exhaustive inquiry 

into the questions of Pearl Harbor where surprise air attack had brought America into the war. 

The Pearl Harbor investigation saw lessons in that bitter experience centering on the need for better 

coordination among U.S. armed forces and improved intelligence. But the question of measures to defend 

against surprise attack by air were essentially ignored. Nonetheless, air and missile defense were a central 

security issue for the next twenty-five years. In the face of technological changes and advances in offen- 

sive capabilities operational procedures, tactics, techniques, and command and control procedures for air 

defense had to be adapted and fitted to the bounding development of new weapons and their projected 

potentials. Changes in the established pattern and structure of air defense concepts was inherent in the sit- 

uation at the end of World War 11. 

B. Growth of Soviet Air Defense 

1. The Interwar Years ( 19 18- 194 1) 

The origins of Soviet air defense can be traced to the first years of the regime when the Soviets had to 

defend against air attacks by the forces of foreign intervention and internal counterrevolution. During this 

period ( 19 181990)  small numbers of antiaircraft batteries and fighter aircraft were assigned to the defense 

of important centers such as Petrograd and Moscow. Because of the limited means which were available, the 

air defense had an "objective" or "point" character. The tactical approach of the time had the combat units 

ot'antiaircrati artillery spread out around the objective in such a fashion as to improve the mutual cover of 

a firing zones of adjacent batteries. Machine guns were placed on the roofs of buildings in order to do battle 

with low-flying enemy planes. Fighter aircraft assigned to defend an objective, as a rule, were based at the 

edge ofthe city and carried out combat operations up to the zone of antiaircraft artillery fire.-i9 

The dctcction of cnemy aircraft was the responsibility of a special air observation service which 

included nets of \.isual obscnation posts spread around the defended points to distances of 100-200 

kilometers. Obseners at these posts. upon visually or by sound detecting enemy aircraft, reported the 

inli)rmation immediately to the air dcfrnse headquarters and the nearest airfield. The command of the air 

dcl;.nsc Ibrccs \vas cc~nccntmted in the heads of the chief of the air defense point. But because of inadequate 

-- 
, . 

( i i o \ : i ~ l ~ l i ~ ~ i  ;111cl 1:recci. T/IL' / ) ~ - i ~ ; , ~ i o r ~  10 1)1.o/? / / I L ~  R O I I I ~ .  p. 324. 
%. 1,'c.l~. This .-llonr~,. Ih,rrrh irtrrlf/lc. f;~rtl o f ' l l i~r . / i /  Ilia I / .  pp. 100 - I9 1 
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coniniunications the air defense commander could provide only initial direction. After which each unit 

commander acted independently in accordance with his own situation. Some centralized control did exist 

during battle, particularly in the linking of individual antiaircraft batteries in groups with each battery hav- 

ing its own sector of defense." 

Such were the origins of the Soviet national air defense system. The system is frequently identified as Soviet 

PVO. The term "PVO is an abbreviation tor two Russian words, "Protivovozdushnaya Oborona," which liter- 

ally mean "Antiair Defense." Another term which is frequently encountered in transliteration from Russia is 

"PVO Strany." meaning "Air Defense of the Country," or. more conveniently, "National Air Defense." 

In 1930. the Soviet air defense system began to come into much sharper focus. On 15 April 1930, a 

directive of the Revolutionary Military Council of the U.S.S.R. called for the Headquarters ofthe Red Arnly 

to prepare a national air defense plan and to present it to the Council of Labor and Defense for approval."' 

Specifically the plan was to encompass the following: 

(1 )  identification of the niost important state regions and points and specification of the nieans for their 
defense: 

( 2 )  presentation of measures tvhich would secure the uninterrupted operation of industry during 
artime: 

( 3 )  detemlination of measures of passive (local) air defense. 

The commanders of niilitan districts tvere then called upon to develop district air defense plans within 

the framework of the general air defense plan. The directive from the Revolutionary Military Council indi- 

cated that direct control of the air defense sen-ice in the districts Lvas the responsibility of the chief of air 

defense of a district who n.as also designated an assistant chief of staff of the district.": 

IVithin the Headquarters of the Red Army there \vas a Sisth Section ivhich had been fornied in 1927 and 

which handled matters of national air defense. This section was then upgraded in 1930 to the level of a direc- 

torate. It de\.eloped the General Plan for National ,4ir Defense for 19301 933."' Another document which 

\vas produced \+.as the "Regulations on the Air Defense of the U.S.S.R." Under these regulations popul, '1 t' ~ o n  

centers and state installations of strategic. economic, or political importance ~vhich had to be detknded against 

possible enemy air attack were designated air deftnse points or objectives. An air deknsc point encompassed 

all objecti\-es located ~vithin its territorq. The points \+.ere further distinguished according to \vhctlier they uerc 

to support the operations of the actik-e army or kvere in the interior ofthe country."-' 

In accordance ivith the new regulations the air defense senice o f a  point was organized and conducted 

on the basis of the in\-OIL-ement of all local military and ci\.ilian organs and also of public organi~ations. All 

resources were responsive to the chief of air defense of the point."' 

During the period 1 9 3 0  1932. the tleadyuarters of the Red Army organized and conducted several 

exercises in order to work on problems of the tactics of the air detknse of'thc major ccntcrs and rear area 

objectiies of the count>. In the military districts special exercises were conducted with respect to the air 
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defense at major points, the protection of rail movement against air attack, and the employment of barrage 
balloons. This latter step coincided with the formation of the first barrage balloon  regiment^.^ 

The gradual improvement of Soviet air defense continued apace until 1937 when the Soviet Government, 

noting the increasing danger of hostilities in Europe, implemented a new series of measures to strengthen 

air defense. Air defense corps were organized for the defense of the largest centers of the country, including 

Moscow, Leningrad, and Baku. These corps contained antiaircraft artillery divisions (the first such divisions 

had been formed only a few years earlier), antiaircraft search light regiments, observation, warning, and 

communication regiments, barrage balloon regiments, and machine gun regiments. Air defense divisions of 

similar but scaled-down composition were formed for the defense of certain other centers such as Kiev. The 

results of these and similar unit creations was to bring all air defense forces except fighter aviation together 

in combined arms formations. The fighter aviation which was assigned to the defense of the major centers 

of the country was subordinated to the air force commanders of the military districts. The basing of fighter 

aviation was accomplished under general air defense plans within a radius of 20-100 kilometers from the 

defended objectives. Fighter aviation participated in all general air defense exercises. In case of war, the 

fighter aviation was to come under the operational control of the air defense corps and division commanders 

for the performance ofjoint  operation^.^' 

As World War 11 drew nearer and then erupted in the West, additional changes were made. Practical 

experience was gained in the war against Finland and this was reinforced by observation of the pattern of 

operations in the West. The territory of the Soviet Union was divided into air defense zones (which coin- 

cided geographically with the military districts). In turn the zones were divided into air defense districts, 

and air defense points were identified within the districts. The zones were headed by air defense com- 

nianders who at the same time were deputies to the military district  commander^.^^ At the national level, 

air defense was further upgraded with the establishment of the Main Directorate ofAir Defense of the Red 

Amly in accordance with a Defense Commissariat directive of 27 December 1940. The head of the main 

directorate was directly subordinate to the People's Commissar of Defense of the U.S.S.R.69 

On the doctrinal side Soviet air defense concepts were put into a structured and balanced framework 

ivhich contained the following basic pointsT0: 

( 1 ) The massed employment of all air defense forces and means in order to combat enemy air action 
throilgh tlie close coordination of all anns of air defense, avoiding the one-sided development of 
any single arm of air defense at the expense of the others; 

(7)  The grouping and concentration of air defense forces in those areas which were in the greatest dan- 
ger of enemy air attack; 

( 3 )  The consistent implementation of the principle of the massed employment of air defense forces for 
the deknse of tlie strategically most important points and objectives of the country; 

(4) The maneuvering of air defense forces during the course of combat operations in accordance with 
the specific situation in order to reinforce the nlost threatened approaches and objectives; 

(5 )  The close cooperation of National Air Defense Forces with the ground forces in accomplishing air 
detknsc. in the fi-ontal area. 

"" lhicl. 
" '  Ihid.. pp. 46 47 
"" Ihid.. p. 47. 
"" lhiil.. 11. 48. 
'" Ihiii.. p. 51. 
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2. Experience During World War 11'' 

The Soviet Union's air defense forces began deployment and the taking of combat positions in a situa- 

tion where the Gern~an had already initiated an invasion and where enemy air attacks were being mounted 

against major objectives in the border air defense zones. While the antiaircraft artillery units located along 

the western border were hlly deployed and had taken their firing positions by the morning of 22 June 194 1 ,  

many units located in the heartland were in camp and began moving out to defense objectives at a consider- 

ably later date. The Moscow alert batteries were combat-ready by about noon on 22 June. By that evening 

102 out of 137 available batteries had taken their firing positions. The entire Moscow system was ready to 

repulse enemy air attacks by the morning of 23 June. 

Full deployment of the air defense system to a combat-ready status took a considerably longer time. 

For example, the 18th separate Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion. which had the mission of defending the rail- 

road bridge across the Dniester River near the city of Rybnitsa, did not reach its deploynient position from 

camp until the sixth day after the war began. The aircraft warning service battalions stationed at the border 

continued their deployment during the first 2 days of the war with arriving reserve personnel. The second- 

line aircraft lvarning senice battalions were not fully deployed until 25 June. As a whole, the antiaircraft 

defense of objectives located in zone up to 500-600 kilometers from the border, as well as Moscow and 

Baku air defense, was essentially deployed and ready to repulse an attack from the air by the evening of the 

second day of the Lvar. 

During the initial phase of the \var the most important task of Soviet air defense forces was defense of 

major population and industrial centers: this involved iltilization of the bulk of available fighter aircraft and 

medium and small-caliber antiaircraft artillep. Defense of lines of con~nlunication on the front occupied a 

secondary position during the initial phase. In addition to performing their immediate missions of repulsing 

mass enemy air strikes against airfields. personnel. cities. and lines of communication. air defense troops 

Lvere compelled to take part in action against enemy tank and mechanized units. The brunt ofthe effort was 

handled by antiaircraft artiller). since fighter a\.iation \$.as weakened by losses sustained during the initial 

d a y  of the war. 

The Germans \$.ere making a desperate effort to disrupt rail operations in the vicinity of the front. 

During the course of 1941 the Germans conducted approxiniately 6.000 air strikes against rail objec- 

ti\-es. In spite of this effort only 1.504 raids (or 25 percent) succeeded in disrupting rail traffic as long as 

6 hours. 

At the end of 194 1 major changes were made in the air defense system. By decision ofthe State [)cti.nse 

Committee a commander of National Air Defense Forces designated, and corresponding control entities 

Lvere established: an Air Defense Fighter Aviation Directorate and Headquarters, and of'fice ol'thc C'hiel'ol' 

Antiaircraft Artillen; etc. The air defense forces were removed from the jurisdiction of  the military districts 

(fronts) and placed under the Commander of National Air t>efcnse Forces and his command elements, with 

the exception of the forces defending Leningrad, which were left under the command ofthe <'ommander of' 

Troops of the Leningrad Front. At the same time the previously existing air defense zones were rcplaccd by 

the Moscow and Leningrad corps and a number of'air dcfcnsc divisional regions. 

Ihe folloulng account 15 ha\ctl on an a r t ~ ~ l c  hy Soblet author\ I)/horrl/tio~l/c ant1 \hc\tcr~~l.  who \llrnnl'lrl/c ,I much more 
deta~led account h) Mdrihdl I' f f3at1t\k1). op ~ l t  
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The fighter aviation corps and divisions detached for air defense missions were operationally subordi- 
nate to the Commander of National Air Defense Forces, and locally to the corps and division air defense 

region con-manders. Soon thereafter, at the beginning of 1942, aviation regiments and divisions engaged 

in air defense were placed entirely under the Commander of Territorial Air Defense Forces. In accordance 

with an order issued by the People's Commissar of Defense of the U.S.S.R., 56 airfield service battalions 

were assigned during this period to support air defense fighter aviation. These battalions were placed under 
the commanders of the corresponding fighter aviation corps, divisions, and detached regiments. This signi- 

fied that one of the basic air defense arms-National Air Defense Forces Aviation-was organizationally 

constituted, but also that conditions had been created for organizing unified control of all air defense forces 

and securing more effective coordination of these forces. 

The heaviest fighting involving air defense forces in the summer-fall campaign of 1941 was in the 
defense of Moscow and Leningrad. Actions in the defense of these cities essentially constituted air defense 

operations, as a result of which enemy air power sustained heavy losses. The following figures indicate 

the scale of these operations. From July through December 1941 a total of 18,000 German sorties were 

recorded in the coverage areas of the air defense forces defending Moscow and Leningrad. The troops of 

two air defense zones (Northern and Moscow) took part in action against enemy aircraft; these operations 

included the participation of more than 1,800 medium and small-caliber antiaircraft guns and 600-700 

fighters. In the course of these actions air defense forces destroyed more than 1,700 enemy aircraft. 

An important place in improving national air defense was occupied by matters pertaining to change in 

the organizational forms of the air defense troops, since these forms exerted a direct influence on combat 

activity. and on the efficiency of utilization of available manpower and hardware. This was linked in large 

measure with the over strategic situation, with the nature of enemy air and ground actions, as well as the 

nation's econoniic potential for the establishment and equipping of new air defense units. At the beginning 

of 1943 the Moscow Front and the Leningrad Air Defense Army were established on the basis of the former 

Moscow and Leningrad air defense corps. Development of an enemy air threat against the Baku oil fields 

led to the establishment of the Baku PVO Anny. 

Further development of air defenses and the art of employment of air defense forces came with changes 

In the character of the war. The Soviet Army, after the Battle of Stalingrad, retook two-thirds of the enemy- 

occupied territory. This fact had a definite influence on the character of air defense. It was reflected first and 

forenlost it1 the nianeuvering of units in the wake of the advancing forces, in organization of closer coordi- 

nation with front and artily air defense as well as change in the structure of national air defense control. 

In J~une 1'343. another reorganization took place in the air defense forces. This reorganization consisted 

essentially in the following. Two air defense front directorates were established-Western and Eastern. w he 

Oflice of the Command of National Air Defense Forces was abolished, and supervision of the activities of 
the air defense fronts and zones. weapons planning and supply was transferred to the R e d h y  ~ ~ m m a n d e r  

ol'Artillery. The following elements were established under that commander: Air Defense Forces Central 

I tcadclllnrters. A I ~  Defense Fighter Aviation Central Headquarters; Air Defense Main Inspectorate; Air 

[)cti.llse Forces Combat Training Directorate; Aircraft Warning Service Center. The fighter aviation defend- 
ing ~ o s c o ~  was unified into the First Air Defense Fight Amly. 

As the gap increased. however, between the units of the advancing Western Air Defense Front, which 

were moving ahead in the wake of advancing forces, and the units of the Eastern Front, which had remained 
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in place. the drawbacks of this reorganization became niore and more obvious. While the Western Front, 

which was operating along the front lines, was heavily engaged against enemy aircraft, the troops of the 

Eastern Air Defense Front were rather idle, in view of a lack of regular enemy air operations. 

Another reorzanization took place in the spring of 1944: the Western Air Defense Front was changed 

into the Northern Front. while the Eastern Front was changed to the Southern Air Defense Front; this elimi- 

nated the above-mentioned drawbacks of the previous organization. At the same time a Transcaucasian Air 

Defense Front was established, based on the Transcaucasian Air Defense Zone. 

After the Battle of Kursk the Germans lost their control of the air, which resulted in a change in the 

basic utilization of their air power. The Geniians almost totally stopped bombing objectives deep in the rear 

areas. shifting their main efforts to action along the line of the front. In some cases the Gennan command 

\vas able. by maneuvering units, to concentrate heavy air power to carry out major missions. For example, 

the Germans \\..ere successful in maintaining a fairly high level of air activity in the Ukraine and Belorussia 

in 1944. as \\-ell as on the approaches to Berlin in the winter of 1944-1945. An indicator of German air 

ac t iv i~ .  during this period is the fact that in February 1945 alone the Geniians flew 18,000 sorties to pre- 

\-ent the crossing of the Odor Ri\.er by the forces of the First Belorussian Front and to provide support for 

counterattacks by German ground troops. 

In addition to maneuvering its wailable air power. the Geniian command began employing other air 

attack weapons to destroy objectives in the front area: radio controlled bombs and aircraft. heavily loaded 

\vith explosives. The explosive force of such an aircraft exceeded that of a siniultaneous strike by I0 to 12 

bombers. For this reason they tvere employed chiefly against major crossing points. railroad junctions and 

other important objectives in the area of the front. 

Protection of lines of con~niunication along the front becanie particularly important in the third phase 

of the \var: the Germans considered disruption of these lines of communication to be one of the principal 

missions of their air po\i.er. Large-scale strikes s.ere employed. For example, in the winter of 104.1. 1.200 

1.450 combat aircraft \+.ere concentrated in the zone of action ofthe Ukrainian lionts; this comprised 53 56 

percent of total German aircraft on the So\.iet-German Front. 

The Soviet command had concentrated more than 2.000 antiaircraft guns. 1.650 antiaircraft machine 

guns. approximately 450 fighters. and 300  antiaircraft searchlights for the purpose of protecting rail objec- 

ti\-es in the south. The Soviet command countered massed utilization of enemy air power with massed uti- 

lization of air defense forces. As a result. in 1944 Cierman aircraft succeeded in flying only 1.16 1 raids o n  

rail object~\.es. ~vhile in 1943 the figure had been approximately 7,000. There were also considerably t'c\vcr 

cases of rail traffic disruption. There Ivere 1.030 disruptions in 1943, while in 1944 there occurred only a 

fen brief stoppages in a few rail tratfic areas. 

In addition to protecting lines of communication and immediate rear arca objectives, the air det'cnse 

forces \\ere called upon to carry out other missions in close coordination with other armed 1i)rccs branches. 

They took part in encirclement operations. provided protection ti)r liiendly troops in attack position and pro- 

tected crossing areas. airfields. and supply trans-shipment facilities. Air delknsc ti)rccs were continuously 

redeployed behind the aduncing fi)rces in connection with occupation of new areas and entire countries. 

This \bas a distinctive fixture in air defcnse f0rces utilization in the third phase of'thc war. Iior cxanlple. 

In order to strengthen the defiense of' rail centers and other important ob.jcctivcs in the arca ol'thc First oncl 

Second Ukrainian f-r~nts.  two fighter divisions and more than 40 antiaircrati artillery regiments were 
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ployed in May-June 1944 from the rear areas of the Southern Air Defense Front to the front. In the summer 

and fall of 1944 five air defense corps were moved from the heartland beyond the Soviet borders to protect 

objectives in the vicinity of the front. The continuous redeployment of air defense capabilities did not cease 
until the war came to an end. 

The changes in the grouping of National Air Defense Forces manpower and equipment, the continued 

Soviet * m y  advance westward, and the movement of new air defense units behind the advancing troops 
caused certain control dificulties. The Southern and Northern air defense fronts proved unable to maintain 

etficient control over their units, which were dispersed over a large, deep area. In connection with this, 

in December 1944 the Northern and Southern Air Defense fronts were transformed into the Western and 

Southwestern air defense fronts respectively, while a new, Central Air Defense Front, with headquarters in 
Moscow, was established to control the units protecting objectives in the deep rear areas. 

Development of the air defense system took place on a foundation of steady technological advances and 

the equipping of the Armed Forces with increasingly sophisticated weaponry. Important qualitative changes 
occurred, for example, in air defense fighter aviation. By 1944, there were mostly new types of aircraft 

( LA-Sfn, LA-7, YAK-3, YAK-9). Radar came into extensive use for intercept vectoring. The equipment and 

weapons of the other arms of National Air Defense Forces also underwent improvement and modernization 

during the course of the war. 

With these organizational changes, the basic principle of employment of air defense forces as a whole 

did not undergo major changes during the war. Antiaircraft defense remained essentially point defense, 

\vliich was dictated by the technical level of available resources. At the same time improvement in the 

quality of air defense weapons and combat equipment particularly fighters, improvement in utilization 

techniques. the adoption of radio communications for control purposes, and improved communications 

rcliahility made it possible gradually to transition to new principles of PVO organization, from the defense 

of indi\,idual objectives to defense of entire areas and zones. 

The de\.elopment of the concept of zone defense can be illustrated with the example of the Moscow 

air dctknse during the first year of the war. In particular, the fighters defending Moscow were at the same 

time defending a number of cities and objectives in the Moscow industrial region. Deployment of radar 

facilities on the distant approaches to Moscow (the Rzhev, Sychevka, Vyaz'ma line) and the redeployment 

to that area of a number of air regiments greatly enlarged the Moscow air defense boundaries and made it 

possible to intercept any aircraft at sollie distance from Moscow. Fighters based in the immediate vicin- 

ity of' Mosco\v were used to repulse major air attacks on objectives in the Moscow industrial region. In 

addition. the deployment of aircraft warning observer posts a considerable distance from Moscow and the 

cstahlishnlcnt of a solid-coverage aircraft spotting zone. and organization of reliable control and warning 

comml~llicatioIls \vliicli co\,er the entire area were testimony to the fact that the air defense system of such 

a rnaior ccrltcr as Mosco\v had developed beyond the franiework of defense of a separate, although very 

important obicctive. 

?.his air cieknsc principle did not become tlie basic principle of the overall national air defense system. 

1:sarnplcs oI.this type of defense. however. did occur even after tlie Battle of Moscow. Fighter units based 

\vitliili a radius of up to 2 0 0  kilometers from Kursk were used to repulse mass German air attacks 011 Kursk 

(Jirnc 1943). i l l  spite of tlic fact that they had the mission of defending other objectives. In 1944. fighter 

rcgiliicnts protccti~ig tlie cities of Kiev and Zhitomir were used to repulse night air attacks on the Korosten' 
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Rail Center. During the defense of lines of con~n~unication along the front in 1943- 1944, fighter units were 

assigned to protect not only major rail centers, bridges, and river crossing areas, but also entire main rail 

lines. 

This experience demonstrated the feasibility of employing fighter aviation for the purpose of simultane- 

ous protection of many objectives located within fighter effective radius of action. This principle made it 

possible to utilize the maneuver capabilities of fighter aircraft vigorously and fully, when necessary concen- 

trating large numbers of fighters in a threatened area to repulse enemy air attacks. This utilization of fighter 

aviation became possible because of qualitative in~proven~ents and the extensive adoption within the air 

defense system of radio and radar equipment for fighter control and guidance. 
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A Chronology of American Air and Ballistic Missile 
Defense Systems 

2 October 

3 I January 

X February 

May 

20 June  

August 

I3 August 

Army issues directive to AGF, AFF, and ASF (the McNarney letter) allocating respon- 
sibility for R&D. 

AAF has responsibility for all guided or homing missiles dropped or launched from 
aircraft. 

AAF also has responsibility for all GM and homing missiles launched from ground 
that depend on the lift of aerodynamic forces. AGF and AAF will designate char- 
acteristics when and as they affect their interests. 

ASF has R&D responsibility for all GM and homing missiles launched from ground 
which depend for sustenance primarily on missile momentum. AGF and AFF 
designate characteristics of interest. 

A letter from Office, Chief of Ordnance to BTL authorizes negotiations for a formal 
study of an antiaircraft guided missile. 

Project Nike-I is initiated. 

AAF signs its initial development contract for P-86, formerly Navy XFJ-1. 

A~niy Ground Forces Equipment Review Board (Cook Board) submits its report on 
equipment for the postwar Anny. "High velocity guided missiles, preferably capable 
of' intercepting and destroying aircraft flying at speeds up to 1,000 miles per hour at 
altitudes up to 60.000 feet or destroying missiles of the V-2 type, should be developed 
at earliest practicable date." 

BTL furnishes written report AAGM Report (Study of an Antiaircraft Guided Missile 
System). Signal Corps fomially establishes Air Defense Fire Distribution System 
(ADFDS) Project 414A which will lead to development ofAN/FSG-1 (Missile Master). 

With the ending of World War 11. early warning radar stations still operational in 
CONUS are inactivated. 

Subcommittee Number 3 of the Guided Missile Committee recommends the services 
include in their R&D prograins studies covering: 

(a) A system for control of SAM missiles against simultaneous attacks from all 
direct ions. 

(b)  An ctt'cctive short range SAM to replace the 40-mm. 

( c )  A guided missile for defense against other superso~lic GM and aircraft. 
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28 August 

13 September 

18 October 

November 

4 January 

February 

13 Februan 

27 Februan 

17 April 

(d) An experimental program to determine the optimum warhead characteristics of 
surface-to-air missiles. 

AAF makes initial design request for a propeller driven interceptor to replace the P-6 I ; 
the request ultimately results in development of the jet-powered F-89. 

Ordnance Technical Committee initiates a project for develop~nent of SAM based on 
military characteristics outlined by Antiaircraft Artillery Board in March 1945. 

Patch Board submits its recommendations for an AAA organization which will effec- 
tively counter a firture air threat incorporating rockets and guided missiles as major 
weapons. 

The idea of a jet-powered interceptor as a replacement for the P-61 is accepted by 
AA4F: military characteristics for the plane approved. 

CG. AGF in letter to CG. ASF requests a high priority study on defense against the V-2 
and similar GM. 

Boeing begins design studies for GAPA Project. a rani-jet vehicle capable of reaching 
an altitude of  60.000 feet at a range of 35 miles at supersonic speed. This will lead to 
development of Bomarc. 

' 4my Depuh Chief of Staft' requests niajor commands to re\.ie\v McNarney instruc- 
tions of 2 October 1933 and recom~iiend modifications to obtain most cificicnt 
performance. 

CG. AGF in response to Army DCS 13 Februaq letter recommends: 

( a )  The GM Committee of JCS Joint Comniittee on Ne\\ Weapons be disbanded. 

( b )  A joint Ann>-Na1.y GM Board empowered to coordinate and guide or control 
GM de\-elopment for Armed Forces be organized \vitIiout delay. 

( c )  A re\-ised directive on the development oSGM tvithin the Arniy be published. 

( d )  A dire&\-e be published establishing the division of responsibility bct\+.ccn AAF 
and AGF t'or operational employment of GM. This \vould gi\.e seacoast deiknse. 
surface-to-air. and surface-to-surface to AGF. 

AAF awards contract to GE for the study of interceptor weapons tbr ballistic missile 
defense. The first program of its kind and is designated the Thumper Project. I t  will 
parallel the L'ni\.ersity of Michigan Wizard Project initiated the Sollo\ving month. 

Sis manufacturers submit designs in interceptor competition. most are fbr Jets. a Sew 
are for conventional planes. One of fhur Northrop designs is accepted (ultimately the 
F-89). 

H Q  ADC acti\.ated at Mitchel Field. New York. 

AAF a~vards University of  ~Michigan a contract to study possibility of' developing 
supersonic missile capable of reaching 500.000 feet (Project Wi~ard).  

AGF submits to the (iM Committee a summary of its program which includes require- 
ments for both an antiaircrafi CiM with a range of'at least 50,000 yards and an intercep- 
tor GiM with a range of  at least IO0,OOO yards, for engaging very high altitude super- 
sonic missiles of the V-2 type. 

WLI Circular 138 stipulates the AAF, AIIC' will provide f i~r  the air defense of'('0NIJS 
and will control and train such AAA units as may be assigned to it. A(;): and AAF 
to cooperate in developing AAA tactics. deciding o n  types of weapons required, and 
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25 May 

29 May 

4-6 June 

14 June 

20 June 

26 August 

Septe~tlber 

18 September 

26 September 

7 October 

15 October 

30 December 

13 January 

drawing up manning and equipment documents for AAA units. AAF will recommend 
to WD the means, including AAA, required for defense. 

ASF, in connection with the Proposed National Program for guided missiles, outlines 
existing ordnance projects: ORCIT, HERMES, Nike-I. 

The WD Equipment Board (Stilwell Board) establishes the following requirements: 

(a) An antiaircraft missile capable of destroying aircraft traveling 1,000 miles per 
hour at altitudes up to 60,000 feet at a horizontal range of 50,000 yards. 

(b) An interceptor guided missile with a range of 100,000 yards, capable of inter- 
cepting aircraft and guided missiles of the V-2 type traveling at speeds greatly in 
excess of the sonic. 

At an Air Board Meeting, the decision is taken to propose integration of antiaircraft 
artillery into the Army Air Forces. 

CG, AGF sends CG, AAF an AGF study of the air defense problem proposing: 

(a) Division of the air defense mission. 

( 1 ) Local air defense to AGF. 

(2) AAF defenses beyond reach of ground weapons. 

P-86 letter contract of May 1945 superseded by definitive R&D contract; three proto- 
types to be built. 

CG, AGF informs Army CoS that a point has been reached in the development of cer- 
tain missiles at which assignment of operational responsibility is possible. AGF posi- 
tion is that any missile launched from the ground is the responsibility of the Ground 
Forces as a part of their logical mission. 

AMC dissatisfied with XP-89 mockup; many changes suggested. 

In a summary sheet this date, WD expresses its agreement with AAF that air defense 
mission should be unitary but withholds decision as to the future role of guided mis- 
siles in air defense. It announces the AAF ADC will be integrated, incorporating AAA 
elements. ADC will ensure that assigned AAA units are trained in the ground combat 
role, and AGF will continue to provide technical training. 

A m ~ y  Ordnance, In OCM 3 1055. establishes the priority of the Nike-I System as 1-A. 

Amiy CoS rescinds the McNamey Directive of 2 October 1944 and directs CG, AAF 
assume responsibility for R&D activities pertaining to GM and associated items of 
equipment. 

AGF requests authority to establish military characteristics of those missiles of which 
it is the ultimate user and recon~n~ends an early decision on operational responsibility 
for guided missiles. 

With P-86 prototypes still under construction, the first production order for 33 planes 
is issued. 

As a result of WD decisions in the field of R&D of GM, AGF undertakes a study to 
determine policy. particularly with respect to operational enlployment and concludes 
that AGF should be assigned responsibility for operational employment of all ground- 
launched missiles. 

Fiftecn Y P-84A's delivered to AAF. 
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21 May 

20 June 

J 11 1 y 

25 July 

19 August 

September 

1 Z September 

18 September 

23 October 

2 1 No\ ember 

17 December 

16 March 

13 .May 

9 June 

8 October 

First poshvar AC&W organization, the 505th AC&W Group, is activated at McChord 
AFB. Washington. 

Army Ordnance Department establishes. as part of the HERMES Project, development 
of a two-stage nlissile with the code name Bumper. 

AGF and AAF agree on air defense procedures prior to designation of overall theater 
commander. 

Congress passes theNational Security Act of 1947 creating three separate services, mak- 
ing permanent the JCS organization and creating the National Military Establishment. 

CG. AAF and CG. AGF disagree over GM development priorities. 

In extension of National Security Act of 1947. the JCS formulate a functions paper 
which defines Arnly and Air Force roles and missions. 

The National Security Act of 1947 becomes law. Paragraph 3, Section IV, includes the 
following matters agreed between AGF and AAF with respect to SAM GM: 

(a) Security missiles designed for employment in support of Army tactical opera- 
tions will be assigned to the United States Arniy. 

(b) Missiles designed for e~iiployment in area air defense will be assigned to the 
USAF. 

The USAF is established. 

A flight of 48 So\.iet TU-4 (Bull) bombers is observed in the U.S.S.R., establishing 
a presumpti\.e capability to bomb the continental United States by flying one-way 
missions. 

USAF CoS approies Plan Supreniac) for construction of an elaborate postwar radar 
neh\ork. The plan 1s \+~thdrawn in 1948 in faker of a more modest initial program. 

CSAF grants ADC authority to use fighter and radar forces of SAC. TAC, and AN(; in 
an emergency. The ANG \vould constitute a major source of air defensc units. 

Testing of the pilot model 75-mm. AA gun, Skysweeper, is begun. 

An ,4ir Defense Policy Panel recommends that AAA be integrated into the Air Force. 

Secretary of Defense rejects demand for integration of AAA into USAF at Key Wcst 
,Meeting ~ . i t h  JCS. The Army k v i l l  organize. train. and equip AAA units and provide 
them --as required" for air defense. 

CG, AFF recommends that existing agreements concerning employment of' G M  be 
reworded to indicate that USAF has primary interest in the cotiimand arid employment 
of a~r-launched GM and the Army in ground-launched GM. 

Secretar) of Defense order assigns primary responsibility fi)r air dcknse of C'ONUS to 
USAF. 

The Bumper missile is fired successfully fix the first time. 

The Committee on C;M of the Research and Development Hoard recommends that 
SAM be the responsibility of Army Ordnance i f '  designed to be launched from the 
ground. 

CiOR fhr neh all-weather jet interceptor ~ssued. t'arly availability given prccedoncc 
ocer capability against aircraft more advanced than Tu-4. 
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25 October The first air defense division organization, the 25th Air Division, is established at Silver 
Lake (Everett) Washington. 

16 November The 26th Air Division, the first division on the East Coast is activated at Mitchell 
Field. 

I December The Continental Air Command (CONAC) is established with Headquarters at Mitchell 
AFB. ADC and TAC made into subordinate "operational" headquarters. 

Army and Air Force Authorization Act of 1949 authorizes the Secretary of the Army 
Gc to procure materials and facilities, including guided missiles, necessary for the main- 

tenance and support of the Army." 

January 

13 January 

February 

19 February 

I March 

2 I March 

24 March 

I April 

Ma): 

31 May 

Army establishes a formal requirement for a SAM system to combat ballistic 
missiles. 

ADO for "1 954 Interceptor," to have a capability superior to that anticipated for Soviet 
intercontinental jet bombers, is issued. Coordinated development of the plane as an 
integrated system is planned. 

A Panel cn Air Defense recommends to General of the Army, Omar Bradley, Chairman, 
JCS, that an AAA staff section be added to HQ ADC and that ADC be given opera- 
tional control of AAA units allocated to air defense by JCS. 

Chief, AFF, establishes a requirement for a long range, surface-to-air GM capable of 
intercepting and destroying missiles of the V-2 type. 

The six numbered air forces of CONAC are relieved of air defense responsibilities 
which are assigned to Eastern and Western Air Defense Liaison Groups. 

Congress approves a permanent postwar radar net for CONUS and Alaska. The 
President signs a bill authorizing the Secretary ofAir Force to construct a "permanent" 
aircraft control and warning system for CONUS and Alaska. 

AFF states its position on GM responsibility as follows: 

(a) The Air Force has paramount interest in the command and employment of air- 
launched guided missiles and units. 

(b) The Arnly has paramount interest in the command and employment of ground- 
launched GM and units. 

The 25th and 26th Air Divisions are transferred to ADC 

548 million contract issued for modification of F-89 and 48 production models of 
F-89A. 

Procurement of F-86D recommended. 

Secretary of Amiy recomnlends to Secretary of Defense that operational responsibility 
fix all land-launched guided n~issiles be assigned to DA and that a National Military 
Establishment research and development program for GM be jointly undertaken and 
supported with each senrice being assigned primary cognizance for RED as follows: 

(a) Army Land-launched SAM and SSM. 

(b) Navy Ship-launched SAM and SSM. 
(c) Air Force AAM and ASM. 

F-86 enters service. 
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8 August 

2 6 7 9  August 

19 September 

23 September 

October 

7 October 

29 October 

17 November 

December 

December 

December 

8 December 

16 December 

22 December 

37 December 

The Joint Strategic Plans Group. in a "split" paper, advises JCS on the assignment of 
responsibility for major categories of GM. View "A," which the Group recommends 
for approval, assigns all land-launched missiles to Army, ship-launched to Navy, and 
air-launched to Air Force. View "B" advises postponing a decision on the basis that the 
missile art has not yet advanced sutticiently to make determination possible. 

USAF detects a nuclear detonation "somewhere on the Asiatic mainland." 

27 more F-89A's ordered. 

President Truman announces an atomic explosion has taken place in the U.S.S.R. 

Procurement order for F-94 raised to 288 following Soviet atomic explosion; later 
raised again to 368. 

Initial procurement order for F-86D issued: 2 prototypes and 122 production models. 

Congress appropriates $85.5 million for construction on a "permanent" aircraft control 
and warning system for CONUS and Alaska. 

In JCS 1620!12 the JCS concli~de that "it is inlpracticable at this time to assign the sev- 
eral senices. in accordance with their assigned functions, responsibility for the entire 
guided missile field. As a general rule, GM will be e~ilployed by the Services in the 
manner and to the extent required to accomplisli their assigned functions. Development 
in certain categories has progressed to the point where the fields of their nortnal 
employment may be recognized." GM supplanting antiaircraft artillery are assigned 
to the Arnly as are surface-launched GM which supplant or extend the capabilities of 
artillel?. 

Construction is ordered on 23 priorih radar stations of the "per~i~anent" aircraft control 
and warning system of CONUS and Alaska. 

The missile tracking portion of the Nike ground system is successfully tested at White 
Sands Proi . in Ground. 

F-86D chosen as backbone of interceptor fhrce 

The 32nd and 78th Air Di\ isions are a c t i ~  ated at Ste~van and Hamilton AFH. 

30th .4ir Di\-ision acti\-ated at Selfridge AFB. 

F-86D makes first flight. During late 1949, the F-X6A has been replacing the P-XO and 
P-84. 

Eastern Air Defense Force publishes rules of engagement thr Fourth Ariiiy. 

Joint Defense Planning Committee infomis C'ONUS armies that joint agreements with 
air forces m.ill  be drawn up on the basis provided by the rules established 37 I>ecember 
1949 by Eastern Air Defense Force. tlowever, C'ONAC' disapproves, especially the 
EADF Army position that aircrafi should be fired upon unless idcntificd as friendly. 
CONAC: assumes that no AC&W system, current or f'uture. can undertake to warn 
AAA when friendly aircraft enter its area. Thc C'ONAC' position, never abandoned. is 
that AAA must be in constant "hold fire" status until released by the air commander to 
fire at a particular aircrafi. This controversy will be ended by the C'ollins-Vrlndenbcy 
agreement of 1 August 1950. 

UONAC Operations Plan 1-50, "Air Ilcfcnse of'thc United States" is issued to Ilastcrn 
and Western Air Defense Forces. I t  contains a listing of' targets to be deIi.ndcd by 
AAA. 
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March 

March 

May 

15 May 

I June 

35 June 

27 J u n e  

July 

1 July 

I I July 

15 July 

August 

I August 

HQ USAF, authorizes around-the-clock air defense operations over the Atomic Energy 
Commission works at Hanford, Washington. HQ USAF, assigns units of the Air 
Defense Forces equal personnel priority with SAC and overseas units. 

Construction of the "permanent" aircraft control and warning system begins. 

Battery C, 518th AAA Battalion (120-mm. gun) becomes operational at Hanford, 
Washington. The remainder of the BN arrives on site 1 May. 

An ad-hoc interservice committee recommends sixty critical locations to be defended 
by AAA. The Army and Air Force finally agree on twenty-three which are to be 
defended by a federalized Army National Guard Force. 

Army Ordnance initiates development of a tactical Nike system (Nike-I). 

ADA study of AAA C2 problems concludes that a AAA command is essential. This 
study is under review when South Korea is invaded. 

Provisional HQ, Albuquerque Air Defense Sector, is established by USAF, ADC, at 
Kirtland AFB, New Mexico, to exercise operational control over the radar and fighter 
forces defending the Los Alamos and Sandia areas. 

F-94 enters service. 

AFF directs its Board Number 4 to study and formulate military characteristics for 
countermeasures against air-to-surface and surface-to surface missiles. 

The Lashup radar network of 44 radar stations is completed. This network is to 
operate with World War 11 radar equipment until the "permanent" AC&W system is 
completed. 

The first Canadian-U .S. Emergency Air Defense Plan is approved. 

CONAC is formally authorized to establish a Ground Observer Corps. 

North Korea invades South Korea. 

Around-the-clock operations begin in United States air defenses. 

Air Force puts electronics and control system for "1954 Interceptor" under develop- 
ment contract. 

Army Antiaircraft Command (ARAACOM) is established with HQ in Washington, 
D.C. per DA, CO 20,29 June 1950. 

CAA establishes Air Defense ldentification Zones (ADIZ) in vital areas of the United 
States. 

MG Willard W. lrvine is directed to assume command ofARAACOM and "to support 
the CG, CONAC, on basis of joint agreements between DA and DAF pertaining to 
policies and procedures forjoint air defense of CONUS." When so directed by the JCS 
or in case of air attack on the United States, CG, ARAACOM, is to assume command 
of AAA units allocated to air defense. 

CONAC recommends that 30 squadrons of the Air National Guard be called to federal 
service to buttress the air defense system. 

The three arnied services issue regulations establishing Air Defense ldentification 
Zones. 

F-94B begins to reach operational units. 

A Memorandum of Agreement signed by General J.  Lawton Collins, CoS. Arnly and 
General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, CoS. USAF. provides for joint decision at departnlental 
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7 August 

I4 August 

18 August 

34 August 

September 

1 September 

20 September 

38 September 

8 October 

No\ ember 

1 Xokember 

December 

December 

level on targets to be defended by AAA, mutual ArmyIUSAF agreement on locations of 
detknses (except that tactical dispositions are to be determined by AAA commanders), 
Arniy stat'f representation at each echelon of USAF command structure charged with 
air defense. and operational control o f  AAA by USAF division commanders "insofar 
as engagement and disengageriient of fire is concerned." 

A provisional Southern California Air Defense Sector is established with headquarters 
at Fort MacArthur. California, and given operational control of radar and fighter forces 
in the area. 

AFF Board Number 4 informs Chief. AFF that DA has no projects to fulfill the require- 
ment for an AMM and recotiimends that it be directed to prepare military requirements 
for search and tracking radar. Also. that certain Signal Corps projects in radar search 
and tracking research be provided funds and be pursued to completion. 

Description of "pure interceptor" for 1954 issued for design competition. 

President Truman authorizes interception and engagement of unidentified aircraft any- 
ivherc in the United States. 

Public Law 778 gives the Civil Aeronautics Authority (CAA) power to regulate civil 
air traffic in peacetime. 

In reply to a proposal by LTG Whitehead. CG, CONAC. to establish a third Air 
Defense Force. LTG Norstad. Acting VCoS. USAF. suggests deferring change until 
current consideration by the JCS concerning a unified cornmand for air defense reaches 
a conc1usic)n. 

Eastern and CVestem Amiy Antiaircraft Commands are established \vith H Q  at Stewart 
AFB. Nen- York. and Hamilton AFB. California. USARAACOM GOS. 28 August 
1950. 

97th Air Di\.ision is acti\.ated at Norton AFB. California. to replace proi,isional 
Southern California AD Sector. 

First production model of F-89 deli\.ered. 

31st .4ir Division activated at Fort Snelling. Minnesota. The seventh division of 
COSAC is without area responsibility in EAIIF and will be reassigned to Central AIIF 
on 20 %,la>, 195 1 .  

'4 re\.ision of DA Ops Plan for 1950 (DA-OP-US-1-50) includes a list of 23 targets, 
listed in alphabetical order. to be defined "to the extent appropriate units arc available." 
The list has been jointly prepared and is the first approi,ed list of vital objecti\.cs. 

HQ ARAACOM. is moied from Wash~ngton. D.C. to Mitchel AF13, Ne\\ York \\liere 
~t ~ n i t ~ a l l  s enes  as the AAA element oi'CONAC staff. 

By Executive Order. the CAA is empowered to require filing of'flight plans by ci\.il- 
ian aircraft operating within coastal. domestic. or international boundary AIIlZ's. .Phis 
gii.es the air defense system its first real control over peacetime air traffic. 

The Committee on Ciuided Missiles of the Research and [)cvclopmcnt Board recom- 
mends that fiscal support for air derense be increased to pcrniit initiation of'ncw p ro -  
ects to f i l l  serious gaps. A homing-al I-the-way missile is specifically rccommcndcd. 
The HAWK Project is initially to bc limited to dcvclopnient o l a  short-range, S A M  to 
be effective against aircraft and guided missiles attacking at speeds up to 600 knots 
and from altitudes of 30,000 feet to l,OOO Sect at 10 miles range and 500 feet at h milcs 
range. 
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1 December 

6 December 

January 

1 January 

5 January 

8 January 

I0 January 

I0 January 

March 

I March 

2 March 

15 March 

CG ARAACOM, assumes responsibility for planning all AAA defenses within 
CONUS. 

CG CONAC requests authority to call up 15 Air National Guard squadrons to federal 
service and to place 23 other squadrons on call. 

Airframe proposals for "1954 Interceptor" submitted. 

ADC is reestablished as a major command of USAF with HQ Ent AFB, Colorado. 
Eastern and Western ADF, air divisions and other organizations with primary missions 
related to air defense are reassigned from CONAC. 

34th Air Division activated at Kirtland AFB replacing the provisional Albuquerque 
Sector. 

LT General Ennis C. Whitehead is appointed CG of the reestablished Air Defense 
Command. 

General Collins, Army CoS, directs G-3 to prepare a study of "Preferential Treatment 
of Selected National Guard (AAA) Units" with a view to hture employment of state- 
commanded AAA units. 

Director of Guided Missiles for the Secretary of Defense, Mr. K. T. Keller, informs 
Secretary of Defense that immediate acceleration of production processes for Nike-I is 
necessary in order to get the missile system out of R&D into the tactical weapon stage 
at the earliest practicable date. The objectives of this effort are: 

(a) Production of 1,000 missiles by 3 1 December 1952. 

(b) Production facilities capable of producing 1,000 missiles per month by 31 
December 1952. 

(c) Production by 31 December 1953 of sufficient ground support equipment for 
twenty tactical battalions. 

(d) Production facilities by 3 1 December 1953 capable of producing ground support 
equipment for three tactical battalions per month. 

HQ, ARAACOM is moved to Colorado Springs, Colorado. The office of the CG is at 
Ent AFB, the remainder of the staff is located initially in the Antlers Hotel. 

CONAC receives authority to call 15 National Guard Squadrons into federal service 
and to place other squadrons on call as requested 6 December 1950. 

15 ANG fighter squadrons are federalized and assigned ADC. 

The first production contract is initiated for Nike-I. A letter order is issued to the 
Western Electric Company effective until such time as a definitive contract is written. 

341 F-XhD's on order; number increased to 979 two months later. First F-86D deliv- 
ered and tested. Plane targeted for production before fire control and engine systems 
proven. 

Central Air Defense Force is activated at Kansas City. 

29th Air Division is activated at Great Falls, Montana. 

Another six ANG fighter squadrons are federalized. 

MG Maxwcll D. Taylor. Army G-3, requests that Chief. National Guard Bureau, assure 
pl-ior G-3 approval of further allocations of nondivisional Army National Guard AAA 
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19 March 

29 March 

4 April 

10 April 

21  April 

May 

June 

1 1  June 

20 June 

21-91 June 

July 

I July 

1 X lul>- 

I :lugust 

25  August 

9% :lugust 

gun battalions, in order to preclude their federal recognition in locations far removed 
L 

from planned vital objectives of air defense. 

33rd Air Division activated at Tinker AFB, Oklahoma. 

Committee on Guided Missiles approves Hawk as a SAM project for Army and requests 
that the Technical Evaluation Group study and make recommendations on optimum 
conduct of the program. 

ARAACOM forwards the first master deployment plan: "Operations Plan for 
Antiaircraft Defense of the United States (AA-OP-US-1-5 I)." 

CG. ARAACOM. assumes command of all AAA units allocated to CONUS air 
defense-six AW. nine 90-mm. and eight 120-mm. battalions plus four Bde and seven 
Gp HQ, eight AAA Ops Det and 15 Signal radar detachments. 

Central ARAACOM established with H Q  at Kansas City. Missouri. Organized 1 May 
1951. 

DA appro\.es conversion of ARAACOM's AW battalions to Skysweeper by end of 
1953. 

McDonnell XF-88 wins long-range escort fighter conipetition over six rivals; procure- 
nient delayed. 

F-89 deli\.ered to operational units. 

176 F-94B's accepted in FY 195 1 

Ten federalized Amij  National Guard gun battalions are assigned to ARAAC'OM --the 
first accession of such units during the Korean action. 

AFF fontards to DA the Ann> milltar). characteristics for a lo\\-altilude. short-range. 
SAM guided missile. 

Secretap of Army requests AFF to study a report published by Boeirig and University 
of Michisan entitled -'Preliminary Study o fa  Missile Defense System" and comment on 
the extent to n.hich Bomarc fulfills the Arnly's requirement t i ~ r  an antimissile missile. 

The first nation~vide joint air defense exercise is conducted. 

Con\-air gets prototype de\.elopment contract for "1954 Interceptor." Kepi~blic and 
North America also receive contracts for their designs; soon alicr\vard. Kcpublic 
program terminates. North American design (F-103) kept only as "csperimcnlal 
aircraft." 

35th Air Dit ision is actikxttld at Kansas Citjf. Missouri. This is the cle\.cnth di\.ision in 
.A DC . 

Srcretar). of Defense notified Chairman. K&I) Board of  his desire for ,4rmy to prt~cccti 
with the Hatvk Project and that funding is approved. 

An exchange of notes constitutes fornial United States C'anada agrecnienl t i ) r  building 
the Pinetree radar net extension in Canadian territory. 

LT (ieneral Benjamin W. C'hidlaw succeeds [.'I' (icncral Whitehead as A IIC' 
commander. 

i\Ki\AC'OM conducts its first unilateral exercise; 75 pcrccnt of' its h;rctcrics occupy 
tactical posit~ons fix seven weeks until 1 X October. Tllc e~-r~tu~i.vr,. /)lrririlc,tl to  Itr.st oi l / \ .  

3 0  tlui..i, i.% c~.rt~ndc.d hcc,u~r.\ c, of  i n lc l / / i~c~ i~w it?t/ic.cttiotj.v. 
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September 

September 

5 September 

October 

18 October 

30 November 

December 

3 1 December 

January 

15 January 

I 8 January 

I February 

I5 February 

9 0  February 

When it becomes clear that the "1954 Interceptor'' with the specified characteristics 
will not be ready by 1954, the construction of an interim version (F- 102) by Convair is 
automated. 

HQ, 35th Air Division is moved to Dobbins AFB, Georgia. 

Secretary of Defense notified Secretary of Army that Army is authorized to proceed 
with implementation of Hawk Program. 

ARAACOM 25 percent Rotation Program initiated. All AAA battalions within six 
hours' travel of tactical sites are required to maintain one battery on-site at all times. 
Major Commanders are authorized to order deployment of other batteries under speci- 
fied emergency conditions. 

AFF, after reviewing Boeing-University of Michigan study of Bomarc missile, con- 
cludes that the missile will only partially fulfill Army antimissile requirements. AFF 
withdraws a Board 4 recommendation that Army give no consideration to support of 
Bomarc project, but agrees that the missile would only partially meet the need for a 
defense missile and would not affect the Army's responsibility in air defense in the 
foreseeable future. 

ARAACOM submits to DA its first deployment plan for SAM. 

ARAACOM submits to DA its plan for the exploitation of ARNG antiaircraft 
potential. 

Designation of McDonnell Voodoo changed from F-88 to F-101. 

The President orders procedures established for the control of electromagnetic radia- 
tions in an emergency. 

ARAACOM includes 6 Bde HQ, 13 Gp HQ, 13 AAA Ops Det, 6 AW battalions, 24 
90-mm. battalions, 15 120-mm. battalions, and 23 signal radar maintenance units. 

F-86D program delayed because of difficulties in fire-control and engine system. 

F-89 has seven accidents, resulting in eight fatalities, in first six months of 1952. 

180 F-94B's were accepted in first seven months of FY 1952. 

Convair's original letter contract for "1954 Interceptor" expanded to include start of 
production engineering and tooling program. Convair later authorized to proceed with 
building of two YF-102 prototypes and seven production aircraft for 1954. 

McDonnell accepts F- 10 I A contract. 

ADC proposes a requirement for small, unmanned radars (gap fillers). 

t1Q 35th Air Division is moved from Silver Lake to McChord AFB, Washington. 

HQ 32nd Air Division is moved from Stewart AFB to Hancock Field, New York. 

ARAACOM resubmits its 30 November 1951 plan for SAM deployments. 

DA authorizes ARAACOM to coordinate planning for utilization of ARNG units. 

USAF withdraws delegated responsibility for development of ground-based electronic 
countermeasures against niissiles from Army. Tendered by USAF on 18 February 1948 
and accepted by Army on 3 April 1948. 
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10 March The first Multiple Corridor Systeni for identification of traffic arriving from overseas 
is placed in operation outside San Francisco. 

3 1 March Chief of Ordnance directs Picatinny Arsenal to study the feasibility of an atomic war- 
head for the Nike-I missile. 

April DA approves an ARAACOM recommendation concerning allocation of 32 Nike-1 bat- 
talions to 14 defended areas within the United States. 

DA approves ARAACOM's basic concept for the integration of ARNG units into the 
Air Defense System. 

Phase-out of ARAACOM's 47 assigned ARNG AAA gun battalions is begun. By end 
1952, 27 battalions, three brigades. seven groups. and eight operations detachments 
will be phased out and Active Army units activated in their stead. 

1 April 

10 April 

10 April 

17 April 

24 April 

18 April 

9 >lay 

37 May 

Summer 

The Multiple Corridor Identification Systenl is made an integral part of the 28th Air 
Di\.isions' Identification System. 

In early tests of ~varheads. a Nike-1 destroys a maneuvering B- 17 drone at a range of 
17 nautical miles and an altitude of 10.000 feet. 

ADC and ARAACOM draw up a "Mutual Agreement for the Air Defense of the United 
States." AAA units are to pass to the o~?n*~~liortul conrl-01 qf'~r/?/?r-o/~r-i~rf~~ US.4F COITI- 

!nantfer-s \vhen deployed to tactical positions. but such control is to be exercised through 
local AAA Commanders. Defended areas are to be deteniiined by mutual agreement 
behveen DA and USAF. ARAACOM's responsibilities include ascertaining ADC's 
AAA requirenients and attempting to fulfill them. preparing detailed plans, providing 
AAA ad\.isors. and prescribing conditions of readiness. ADC is responsible for all 
identification. prescribing alerts. establishing gun-defended areas-to be "prescribed 
as soon as practicable" and. establishing in coordination ivith ARAACOM. the basic 
rules of engagement. 

On the basis of reported unknoi\ns ADC declares an actual command-\vide condition 
ofAir Defense Readiness. This is a first. 

Complete s!steni test of Ntke-I 15  concluded nttli round 92 \sliose 11\e uarhead 
~nstantl) destro~s a large bomber. 

Major General John T. Leu 1s succeeds Major General In lrie as CG ARAACOM. 

Office. Chief of Ordnance requests BTL to make a study of the feasibility ol'an anti- 
aircraft guided missile can?;ing an atomic warhead using the Nikc-l ground guidance 
system. 

The original construction program for the "pern~anent" aircrati control and nxrning net 
is completed. 

F-X9F program cancelled. 

In view of the possibility of future wars resembling the Korean War, the develop- 
ment of a cheap mass-produced lightweight tactical fighter is suggested within the Air 
Force. 

2 June Separate AAA staff sections within fK> AIX' and its major subordinate command 
headquarters are abolished in favor of coordination between counterpart stalT'clcments 
of collocated 110 at appropriate echelons. 

19 June Assistant, Chief o f  Ordnance ~nforms Assistant, C'hiefofStaf'1: (i-4, that the fidlowing 
studies are being conducted: 
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20 June 

I July 

14 July 

15 July 

32 July 

10 September 

3 October 

17 October 

20 October 

I November 

3 1 Ileccmber 

(a) A study of the relative effectiveness of atomic warheads against bomber 
formations. 

(b) A preliminary study of an antiaircraft GM carrying an atomic warhead using the 
production Nike-I ground equipment. 

(c) A preliminary study of the feasibility of adapting the Corporal missile to a sur- 
face-to-air missile with an atomic warhead. 

Undersecretary of the Army, Mr. Karl R. Bendetsen, in a memorandum states that 
USAF is undertaking an overall campaign to usurp the Army's responsibility in the 
entire GM field and takes the position that the Army should undertake to secure assign- 
ment of responsibility for all ground-launched guided missiles regardless of range, 
provided they do not require manned aircraft to launch, guide, or home. The Army 
(3-3's position does not go as far with respect to the ICBM but considers that in the 
SAM field the Army must be responsible for research, test, procurement, and opera- 
tions of those systems required to protect Army ground installations in a theater of 
operations. To avoid duplication of effort, the Army would also provide such weapons 
for the zone of interior, 

The Federal Civil Defense Agency (FCDA) takes over operation of Civil Air Raid 
Warning net. 

AFF Arms Board recommends that 15.61 percent of the Army's M-Day combat troop 
strength be allocated to nondivisional AAA. 

Plan for Security Control of Air Traffic is signed by the Secretaries of Defense and 
Commerce. 

The first production-line Nike-I makes a successful flight. 

The first Bomarc test launching takes place at Cape Canaveral. 

All F-89's grounded pending correction of major structural defects. 

In a letter to Lincoln Laboratory, the Assistant Chief of Ordnance describes the lack 
of defense against ballistic missiles carrying atomic warheads and requests the labo- 
ratory to investigate and evaluate possible methods of defense utilizing and extend- 
ing Projects Wizard and Thumper, considering defense against large missiles of the 
5 0 4 0 0  mile range and ICBM. 

At a conference sponsored by DA, G-4, it is decided that the antimissile system for 
the Army should be pointed toward the development of a system for use in a theater of 
operations. AFF is tasked to supply the following information: 

(a) The relative priority of competing characteristics appearing in currently approved 
military characteristics for the Army's antimissile requirement. 

(b)  The minimum acceptable altitude coverage necessary for an interim antimissile 
surveillance radar. 

(c) A description of the types of missiles with flight paths that could be encountered 
in a theater of operations before 1960. 

The first hydrogen bomb is exploded at the AEC Eniwetok Proving Ground. 

President Tn~nlarl approves a National Security Council policy statement calling for a 
strengthening of continental defense. 

January 3.500 F-X6D's on order. of which fewer than 90 have been accepted. 
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1 February 

16 February 

IS February 

March 

3 March 

9 April 

1 0.4pril 

30 June 

6 Jul>- 

77 July 

13 .August 

2 I August 

25 September 

Jul>- 

October 

1 October 

% October 

2% October 

3 Noicmber 

The 29th and 34th Air Divisions are reassigned from Western to Central Air Defense 
Force. The 29th Air Division area is expanded to include North and South Dakota and 
Nebraska. 

Work on the development program for Nike-I-B is initiated by Western Electric who 
estimates that the system can be experimentally demonstrated in approximately three 
years. 

ARAACOM region boundaries are changed to conform with ADC boundary changes 
of 1 Febniary. 

ADC pronlulgates instructions to all coninlanders to employ simultaneous engagement 
as necessary to effect maximum destruction of the attacking force. This follows testing 
in Western ADF which denlonstrates the feasibility especially with the M-33. 

The AW' battalion at Castle AFB, California is converted to Skysweeper. The other 
three battalions in ARAACOM will be converted in October 1953. 

Military characteristics of Nike-I-B (Hercules) are established. 

Ordnance Technical Committee fomlally establishes a Hawk RED Project. 

USAF adopts the Lincoln Transition System later to be renamed the Semi-Automatic 
Ground En\ironn~ent (SAGE) System instead of the rival Air Defense Integrated 
System (ADIS) sponsored by the Unii ersity of Michigan. 

C'SAF reports on14 66 actike F-89's out of 164 first-line aircraft. 

DA publishes criteria for designating ARNG AAA units as Special Security Force 
units. 

The Continental Defense (Bull) Committee appointed by the National Security Council 
reports that continental defense programs. current and future, are inadequate. 

An amlistice is signed in Korea. 

A thermonuclear explosion takes place in Russia. 

USAF approves. in principle. as an interim measure, establishment of Inner t l e t n s e  
Areas (IDAs) around those targets in the United States which haix efti.cti\,e AAA 
defenses. This has long been ADC and ARAACOM's recomniendation. except that 
both considered IDAs to be necessary over the long as  ell as short tenn. IUAs dif- 
fered from Gun Defended Areas in that all Lveapons would be used for detknsc. 

The President approves a statement calling tbr increased emphasis on continental 
defense. 

F-89 procurement accelerated in second half'ot' year. 

F~rs t  Y F- 102.4 deli\ ered. 

Last AW battalion phased out of C'ONIJS Air L)e!i.nsc. 

Secretary of Defense issues a revision of "Functions ot'thc Armed 1;orccs and the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff' commonly known as the "Key West Agreements." 

The first airborne early warning squadron is activated at Mc('lcllan AFH, <'aliti)rnia. 

The C'anada Lnitcd States Military Study ( i roi~p recommends establish~ncnt ol'a Mid- 
C'anada Line of early warning radar along the 55th parallel. 

A Nike-l missile is fired for the first time by a tactical unit, 13attc1-y A,  Package Number 
3. 1 st (iuided ,Missile Group, at Kcd ('anyon. New Mexico. 

C'anada agrees to construction of' Mid-('anada Line. 
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9 November 

December 

17 December 

2 1 December 

24 December 

3 1 December 

January 

I 1  January 

22 January 

February 

10 February 

33 February 

March 

35 Marc11 

May 

1 May 

June 

DA publishes a policy directive for the AAA defense of CONUS, including provision 
for ARNG participation. 

Second YF- 102A delivered. 

The first Nike-I-Ajax missile unit is moved on-site at Fort George G. Meade, Maryland: 
the 36th AAA Battalion, later to be redesignated 1 st Battalion 562nd Artillery. 

The first meeting of the Joint ADC-ARAACOM Planning and Coordination Committee 
results in the creation of a new, jointly approved objectives list. 

USAF and United States Navy reach agreement on the seaward extension of radar for 
the contiguous system and Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line. 

Phase-out of the 47 federalized ARNG AAA battalions assigned ARAACOM is 
complete. 

Ninety-one percent of ARAACOM units are on-site. Conversion to Nike-I will reduce 
the figure to 80 percent in the first quarter of 1954. 

Tests in early months of the year indicate that YF-102 will be subsonic and will have a 
combat ceiling below 50,000 feet. 

The Joint Strategic Plans Committee of the JCS is directed to prepare terms of refer- 
ence for a joint air defense command. 

USAF approves construction of five sea-based radar platforms known as "Texas 
Towers." 

USAF approves low altitude gap-filler radar program. 

JCS agree to the establishment of a joint command for Continental Air Defense. 

First flight of XF-104. 

Air Force requirement for a two-place long-range jet interceptor outlined. 

The President approves the recommendation of the National Security Council that a 
Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line be built. 

All six Skysweeper battalions replacing the AW battalions are on-site. 

ARNG on-site participation in AAA defense of CONUS is begun with deployment of 
Btry A, 345th AAA Bn (120-mm. gun) in New York City defense. 

F- 10 1 nloneys delayed pending second flight test (expected in 1955); mass production 
postponed as a result of relaxation of tension following Korean armistice. "Fly-before- 
you-buy" policy instituted. 

U .S.S.R. displays a jet bomber for the first time. 

Following a controversy within the Air Force. decision to build the F-104 with a more 
powerfill engine is made in mid-1 954. 

Air Research and Develop~llent Con~nland recommends the F- 10 1 to fill USAF require- 
ment for two-place long-range interceptor (stated on 19 February). 

263 F-94C's assigned to ADC. 

The Canada-United States Military Study Group recommends that the two govern- 
Incnts agree in principle to establishment of the DEW Line. 
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28 June 

1 August 

2 August 

September 

1 September 

28 September 

1 October 

7 October 

8 October 

8 November 

19 December 

I4 Januan 

10 February 

\f arch 

13 April 

June 

Raytheon is awarded a contract for design, development, and test of a complete Hawk 
weapon system. 

Airborne early warning operations are begun off the West Coast. 

JCS direct establishment of the Continental Air Defense Command (CONAD) as a 
joint command under the JCS. 

52 out of 55 ADC squadrons equipped with all-weather interceptors; 38 of them have 
the F-86D. 

HQ CONAD is established under conlmand of General B. W. Chidlaw who is given 
operational control of ADC. ARAACOM, the Navy forces of the contiguous radar 
coverage system and augmentation forces of all services when made available during 
periods of emergency. 

NAVFORCONAD is established at Ent AFB. Colorado under comllland of RADM 
Albert K. Morehouse. 

Development is initiated for a T-46 cluster warhead for Nike-I-B. 

Major General Stanley R. Michelsen succeeds LT General Lewis as CG ARAACOM. 

AFF indicates a requirement for a surface-to-air missile system capable of defeating 
a ballistic missile of all classes. The requirement will be restated by AFF successor 
CONARC on 19 No\.ember 1955. 

9th ,4ir Division is activated at Geiger Field. Washington, the 12th to be assigned to 
ADC. 

secretary o f A m y  informs Secretary of Defense that studies performed in the Nike-I-B 
Program have concluded that the Nike-I System can be modified to control the Nike-I- 
B (Model 18 10) mlssile at estended ranges In excess of 50 miles and LIP to 80,000 tket 
altitude without aflkcting the ability of the system to tire unmodified Nlkc-I missiles. 

First flight of F- 102. 

The first Nike-I-Hercules flight test missile is launched. 

CoS Army directs CG. ARAACOM to initiate a study of possible substitution of'civil- 
ian or resen.e component personnel for military personnel. 

BTL initiates a feasibilit!. study for a iveapon system to rcplacc Nike-I and Nike-I-B 
about 1 965. Emphasis is placed on defense against long-range ballistic missiles. 

A Nike-I missile is accidentally launched by Btry C'. 36th AAA Bn during an alert drill 
at Fort .Made. Maryland. Fragments of the missile fall in Harbersville, near Litur-el, 
and on the Baltimore-Washington Parkivay. 

Agreement is reached ivith Canada reflecting establishment of the tII<W Line in 
Canadian territory. 

Eastern Army Antiaircraft Command is discontinued. Personnel arc assigncd thc I st 
AAA region. 

General Chidlaw retires. ,Major (ieneral Smith becomes acting C'ommander, All(_'; Lil' 
General ltlichelsen becomes acting CINCONAI) pending the arrival of C'ONAII :und 
AIIC designated Commander (ieneral harl I< .  Partridge. 

C'onstruction begun on land portion of IIIiW 1,inc. 
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21 June 

29 June 

July 

5 July 

14 July 

16 July 

The Technical Advisory Panel on Aeronautics concludes that the existing antimissile 
program lacks cohesiveness and direction and recommends that a special high level 
task group be appointed and responsibility be vested in a single service with a higher 
level of support. 

First successfil Nike-I-B firing takes place at White Sands Proving Ground. 

Secretary of Defense states his conviction that the earliest ~racticable atomic ca~abilitv 
for the Nike-I System can be achieved by priority develoI;ment of the atomic iarheab 
for Nike-I-B. 

Army critically evaluates Project LAMPLIGHT, exhaustive study conducted by MIT, 
which omits the missile defense problem as "outside the LAMPLIGHT field of study" 
and "currently in the hands of a special committee of the USAF Scientific Advisors 
Board." 

ARAACOM initiates a program request to improve the ANITPS-1 D. From this came 
the ANIFPS-36, -54, -61, -69, and -71 series of radars. 

Chief, R&D, DA directs Chief of Ordnance to modify the requirements of BTL study 
concerning weapon systems to replace Nike-I and Nike-I-B so as to focus on the ICBM 
as the prime target of the Nike-I-Zeus. 

ARAACOM submits comments to DA on the feasibility of "integrating reserve troops 
with Regular Army troops in a dual (Nike-I) Battery." 

CONARC in a letter to G-3, DA concurs with AA&GM School's objection to the 50 
mile range limitation of Army SAM: 

(a) Maximum effective engagement of enemy aircraft. 

(b) Destruction of enemy aircraft carrying nuclear weapons at a safe distance from 
the defended area. 

( c )  Improvement of antiaircraft effectiveness compatible with the increase in enemy 
aircraft speeds. 

(d) Exploitation of the flexibility of antimissile missile in the antiaircraft role. 

(e) Maximizing the surface-to-surface capability of Army antiaircraft guided 
nlissiles. 

70 July General Earle E. Partridge assumes command of CONAD and ADC. 

A tigust ARAACOM submits to DA its own concept of military characteristics for an antimis- 
sile defense weapon. 

16 August The first HAWK nlissile is successfully fired at White Sands Proving Ground to deter- 
mine flutter and drag characteristics of the missile airframe. 

September HQ 7th AAA Group is activated at Thule AFB, Greenland. It is assigned to First Army 
and attached to Northeast Air Command for operational control. 

X September The 85th. 58th. and 37th Air Divisions are activated at Andrews AFB, Wright-Patterson 
AFB, and Truas Field, Wisconsin, respectively. These activations bring the total num- 
ber of divisions assigned ADC to 15. 

9 Scptcmbcr The number of Nike-l batteries deployed (136) equals the number of gun batteries 
(90-mm. and 120-mm.). 

77 Septclllbcr Nikc-1 becolnes the dominant weapon ofARAACOM as conversion of the 602ndAAA 
Battalion of the Baltiniore Defense increases Nike-1-1 batteries to 140 and reduces gun 
batteries to 132. 
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8 October The 20th Air Division is activated at Grandview AFB, Missouri, the 16th to be assigned 
ADC. 

December F- IO2A scheduled for production. 

DA authorizes the United States Arnly member of the Canadian-United States 
Permanent Joint Board on Defense to seek Canadian Army participation in the overall 
defense of Detroit. Under consideration is the relocation of two Nike-I batteries to 
Canadian sites. to be tilanned by Canadian personnel, in order to provide a balanced 
defense of Detroit. 

Performance tests on lightweight. "ideal body" F- 102A conducted in early 1956. F- 
l O2A becomes operational in mid- 1956. 

Februan First flight of F- 104A. 

26 December First flight of F-106A. The two-place F-106B first flies on 9 April 1958. In FY 1957, 
the F- 106 goes into quantity production, while F- 103 production is closed out. 
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A Chronology of Soviet Air and Ballistic Missile Defense 

First known Soviet Radar completed. 

Soviets receive significant information or samples concerning most of the operational 
radars in the United States and United Kingdom, including the U.S. SCR-584 fire con- 
trol radar, which became the Soviet SON-2, the British "Elsie," a search light control 
and other U.S. types including the SCR-545,527/627,582/682,602. 

Development of RUS-2 radar. 

June 

Spring 

Reorganization of PVO Troops; Eastern and Western directorates established; Office 
of The Commander of Territorial PVO Troops abolished; supervision over the activi- 
ties of the PVO fronts and zones, weapons planning and supply-transferred to the 
Red Army Commander of Artillery. 

PVO Western and Eastern fronts eliminated, PVO Northern and Southern fronts estab- 
lished; improved control resulting. 

(Late) Soviet VRD3 (jet) bench testing begun. 

(Late) Capture of German jet engines. 

Emphasis on Civil Defense lessens. 

February Stalin orders designs based on German jet engines. 

X May Cancellation of Lend Lease Policy; decision reversed after strong protest by Soviets. 

I0 Augusl Recancellation of Lend Lease Policy-no reversal. 

August November Flight tests of Me 362. 

Pre-prototype approval of native jet designs of 4 contenders. 

Oc tobcr (iround tests of YAK-15, wind tunnel testing. 

I>eccmbcr I>ecision not to produce Me 262. 
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March 

March-April 

2 April 

24 April 

18 August 

19 August 

79 August 

September 

September 

7 November- 
December 

Reorganization of armed forces-unified defense establishment under the Ministry of 
Armed Forces; previously had Conlnlissariats. Dumbo, early warning radar, the first 
post-WWII system, quickly followed by a family of radars characterized by metric 
frequency. the use of Yagi antenna, goniometric techniques and nearly identical trans- 
mitters. The Ministry of the Con~munications Equipment Industry (MCEI) organized. 
Included production of radar, radio-engineering equipment, telephone and telegraph 
apparatus, electro-vacuum equipment, storage batteries and electro-carbon articles. 

Aviation industry mission to Germany. 

Validation of MiG-15 requirement. 

Stalin confirnls aviation ministry plan for jet development. 

First flights of MiG-9NAK- 15. 

SU-9 first flight. 

Aviation day MiG'YAK prototypes fly at Tushino. 

Stalin orders 30-30 jet aircraft in 80 days. 

La- 150 first flight. 

British permit export of 10 None jet engines. 

30 aircraft deli\.ered for October Revolution Parade. 

SIiG-9 committed to production. 

25 Februap-Ma\.. State trials of YAK- 15. 

%lay YAK-I 5 ordered to production with Lyulka RD 10 engine. 

March Last of 25 Nenr and 30 Denvent British jet engines received 

April La-1 50 M first flight. 

June YAK-23 first flight. 

2 July MiG- 15 predecessor flies. 

August YAK-I 5 U (tricycle gear version) passes state tests. 

30 December First flight of MiG- 15. 

Subordination ofNational Air Ileknse Forces to the Artillery C'ommander ofthe Soviet 
A m y  eliminated. 

June Ministr); of Armed Forces establishes a Chief Directorate of' Air Defcnse and estab- 
lishes National Air Ilefense Forces as a distinct type of troops. Civil [Ieiinsc interests 
renewed; self-defense leaders reported in training. Plans crnergc for training 4 5 mil- 
lion in Civil Defense. 

Electronic experiments on the SA- I ti)r development of gurdaricc subsystc~li 
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March MiG- 15 to production. 

Three designs of all-weather, radar-equipped, transsonic aircraft are unsuccessful, the 
SU-15, MiG 1-320, and Lavochkin 200A. 

IZUMRUD A1 radar modified for MiG-15. 

German POWs report basement shelter construction program; basic radiofication of 
U.S.S.R. ordered, training of CD instructor(s). 

MiC-15 bis modification with Soviet VK-1 engine. 

Sukhoi design bureau closed; had begun SU-17 supersonic design. 

Phase out of MiG-9 production. 

Industrial evacuation plans updated; call for "tens of thousands" of instructors. 

Initiation of an Adcock-type radio direction finder; series provided HFIDF monitor 
coverage between 1.5 and 15 MHz. 

January MiG- 17 first flight. 

Trials of 2-seat MiG-15 with A1 radar. 

February Claim of Mach I .O for MiG-17. 

MiG-15 bis-to production with VK-1 and improved cannon. 

Noveniber German scientists tasked to study guidance problems of the SA-I 

I November First combat with F-5 1 D Mustang in Korea. 

8 November First all-jet combat. 

Border Air Defense Line established; organizational part of the air defense system; 
Marshal of Aviation, K. A. Vershinin, named Commander of Border Air Defense Line 
Forces. 

Token. V-beam radar, built by the Soviets; a major accomplishment; based on the U.S. 
ANICPS-6 V-beam set, not released under the Lend Lease Policy but documented in 
the MIT Series reports. 

SCAN ODD developed with German engineering assistance; the first Soviet radar with 
limited all-weather capability. 

DOSAAF established. 

Czechs and Polish licensed to manufacture MiG-15. 

"Pre-project" approval of YAK-35 and MiG-19 design efforts. 

MiG- I5 bis to Korea. 

Series production of MiG-17 as day interceptor. 
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1 Jul>- 

November 

Colonel General N. Pi. Nagornyy named Commander of National Air Defense forces. 

Production of a height finder. Patty Cake; not typical of Soviet Radars as it was an 
original design. 

Early warning and surveillance radar on a bunkered building, GAGE; first static radar 
of significance eniployed by the Soviets; never achieving widespread deployment nor 
production in great nimibers. 

KRUG-the only Soviet ground-based Wallenweher wide aperture HFIDF system 
known to be in use; considered best of its kind; designed through German assistance. 

Compulsory DOSAFF study circles begun; Civil Defense manuals published. 

SA- 1 prototype system tested. 

SA-1 initial system test begun. 

Site construction for the SA-I SAM system started; first site operation in 1953. 

Antiaircraft General (Gritchin) made head of DOSAAF; 20-hour compulsory training 
program for DOSAAF niembers. 

5 hlarch Stalin dies. 

July Sukhoi receives Hero of Soi.iet Labor; his bureau reinstated. 

Border Air Defense Line Forces joined to National Air Defense Forces. Marshal 
Vershinin named Commander of National Air Defense Forces i\ ith Marshal ofArtillery 
N. D. k'akoi le\ his first deputy. 

First Civil Defense publications mentioning atomic. bacteriological. and chemical 
iveapons: Central Committee session of DOSAAF held. emphasizing its roles. 

SCAN CAN deployment ~ n ~ t ~ a t e d :  first S o i ~ e t  A1 s?stum to use ~ i i ~ s \ ~ l e  armament 
euclusl\elq. de~eloped from SCAN ODD. 

Position of Commander-in-Chief of National Air Ilefense Forces established. Marshal 
of the Soi.iet Lnion. L. A. (iovorov. named to the position. 

Ma) [la) - -  Y.4K-25 all-meather fighter and Mi(;- I9 supersonic fighter are first 
obsen ed. 

First compulsory training program li)r adult population ( 10-hour); Tolstikov appointed 
[lead of Civil Ilefense; Heloi. head o f  IIOSAAF; beginning cniphasis on using 11iiIitar-j 
as trainers and instructors. 
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Figure 9-U.S. EW/GCI/ACO Radar 
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Figure 10-U.S. Fighter Aircraft Development 
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Figure 1 1-U.S. AAA and Surface Air Defense Missile Systems Chronology 
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Figure 12-U.S. Civil Defense Key  Characteristics 
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Figure 13-Abbreviated Chronology, USAD C3 
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Figure 14-U.S. Air Defense Deployments by Year 
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Figure 1 5-Post-1 954 Soviet Air Defense Organization 
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Figure 16-Soviet Aircraft Control and Warning Radar Development 
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Figure 19-Development of Soviet Antiaircraft Artillery, 1945- 1960 
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Figure 20--U.S.S.R. Civil Defense Key Characteristics 
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Figure 2 1 -Chronology of Soviet C3 for Air Defense 
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Figure 22-Typical Soviet Air Defense District, 1955 
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